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QUESTIONS PRESENTED 

In what is likely the largest class action ever cer-

tified, the Sixth Circuit held that the district court 

did not abuse its discretion in certifying two anti-

trust classes under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 

23 that potentially include hundreds of millions of 

members seeking more than $9 billion in treble 

damages, even though (i) the classes contain vast 

numbers of uninjured members and (ii) individual-

ized damages assessments are necessary to deter-

mine whether and to what extent any class member 

is entitled to damages.  This decision exacerbates ex-

isting circuit conflicts over whether class certification 

is proper where a class suffers from either deficiency. 

The questions presented are: 

I.  Whether the standing requirements of Article 

III apply to all members of a class certified under 

Rule 23; and 

II.  Whether certifying a class under Rule 23(b)(3) 

is improper where individualized damages issues 

predominate, and where plaintiffs rely exclusively on 

aggregate damages models that calculate damages 

purportedly incurred by the class as a whole, rather 

than by individual class members. 
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PARTIES TO THE PROCEEDING  

AND RULE 29.6 STATEMENT 

Carpenter Co., E. R. Carpenter, L.P., Carpenter 

Holdings, Inc., Flexible Foam Products, Inc., Foamex 

Innovations, Inc., Future Foam, Inc., Hickory 

Springs Manufacturing Co., Leggett & Platt, Incor-

porated, Mohawk Industries, Inc., Woodbridge Foam 

Corp., Woodbridge Sales & Engineering, Inc., and 

Woodbridge Foam Fabricating, Inc., were defendants 

in the multidistrict litigation consolidated in the dis-

trict court, In re Polyurethane Foam Antitrust Litiga-

tion, N.D. Ohio Case No. 10-02196, were petitioners-

appellants in Sixth Circuit Case No. 14-302, and are 

petitioners in this Court.  Carpenter Co., E. R. Car-

penter, L.P., Carpenter Holdings, Inc., and Leggett & 

Platt, Incorporated, have resolved their disputes 

with the Direct Purchasers and are proceeding in the 

district court and in this Court only with respect to 

the Indirect Purchaser class.  Vitafoam, Inc. and 

Vitafoam Products Canada Ltd. are defendants in 

the district court, but were not parties in Sixth Cir-

cuit Case No. 14-302, and are not parties to this peti-

tion.  Domfoam International, Inc., and Valle Foam 

Industries were defendants in the district court but 

are no longer parties to these proceedings. 

Ace Foam, Inc., Adams Foam Rubber Co., Cam-

bridge of California, Inc., GCW Carpet Wholesalers, 

Inc., Foam Factory, Inc., J&S Packaging, Inc., and 

VFP Acquisitions were named representatives for 

the Direct Purchaser plaintiffs in the district court, 

were respondents-appellees in Sixth Circuit Case No. 

14-302, and are respondents in this Court.  Greg 

Beastrom, Seth Brown, Marjean Coddon, Susan 

Gomez, Joseph Jasinski, Henry Johs, Joseph Lord, 
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Kirsten Luenz, Gerald & Kathleen Nolan, Kory Pent-

land, Jonathan Rizzo, Michael Schwartz, Larry 

Scott, Catherine Wilkinson, Jeffrey S. Williams, 

Driftwood Hospitality Management, and The Parker 

Company were named representatives for the Indi-

rect Purchaser plaintiffs in the district court, were 

respondents-appellees in Sixth Circuit Case No. 14-

302, and are respondents in this Court.   

Pursuant to Rule 29.6 of this Court, undersigned 

counsel state as follows: 

Carpenter Co., E. R. Carpenter, L.P., Carpenter 

Holdings, Inc., Flexible Foam Products, Inc., Foamex 

Innovations, Inc., Future Foam, Inc., Hickory 

Springs Manufacturing Co., Woodbridge Foam Corp., 

Woodbridge Sales & Engineering, Inc., and Wood-

bridge Foam Fabricating, Inc., are not publicly trad-

ed.     

No parent or publicly held company owns 10% or 

more of the stock of Carpenter Co., E. R. Carpenter, 

L.P., Carpenter Holdings, Inc., Flexible Foam Prod-

ucts, Inc., Foamex Innovations, Inc., Future Foam, 

Inc., Hickory Springs Manufacturing Co., Mohawk 

Industries, Inc., Woodbridge Foam Corp., Wood-

bridge Sales & Engineering, Inc., or Woodbridge 

Foam Fabricating, Inc.       

State Street Corporation is a beneficial holder of 

over 10% of Leggett & Platt, Incorporated’s common 

stock, on behalf of individual owners who each indi-

vidually own less than 10% of Leggett & Platt, In-

corporated’s stock.    
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PETITION FOR A WRIT OF CERTIORARI 

 

 Carpenter Co., E. R. Carpenter, L.P., Carpenter 

Holdings, Inc., Flexible Foam Products, Inc., Foamex 

Innovations, Inc., Future Foam, Inc., Hickory 

Springs Manufacturing Co., Leggett & Platt, Incor-

porated, Mohawk Industries, Inc., Woodbridge Foam 

Corp., Woodbridge Sales & Engineering, Inc., and 

Woodbridge Foam Fabricating, Inc. (collectively, “De-

fendants”) respectfully submit this petition for a writ 

of certiorari.  

OPINIONS BELOW 

The opinion of the court of appeals (App. 1a–11a) 

and the district court’s certification order (App. 12a–

167a) are unreported.  The Sixth Circuit denied a 

timely petition for permission to appeal the class cer-

tification order pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil 

Procedure 23(f). 

JURISDICTION 

The Sixth Circuit’s judgment denying permission 

to appeal was entered on September 29, 2014.  This 

Court’s jurisdiction is invoked under 28 U.S.C. 

§ 1254(1).   

CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISION AND 

RULE INVOLVED 

 Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23 and Article III 

of the United States Constitution are reproduced in 

the Appendix, infra, at 168a–177a.   
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STATEMENT 

In this consolidated multidistrict antitrust case, 

the district court certified two classes that together 

include potentially hundreds of millions of class 

members and seek more than $9 billion in treble 

damages based on allegations that Defendants, 

manufacturers of a wide variety of flexible polyure-

thane foam and foam products, engaged in a decade-

long conspiracy to fix prices.   

This gargantuan class action—which is likely the 

largest ever certified and upheld by a federal court of 

appeals—sweeps together dissimilar purchasers of a 

vast number of distinct products sold by disparate 

groups of Defendants at varying prices in a variety of 

markets over more than a decade.  They cover a ka-

leidoscope of different purchasers and products, 

ranging from furniture manufacturers purchasing 

seat padding, to individuals buying foam pillows, and 

hotel chains acquiring new mattresses.  The only 

common thread is some connection to polyurethane 

foam, a truly ubiquitous product that is found in vir-

tually every home, office, and vehicle in America.  

Given the tremendous breadth of this class action, it 

is impossible to even ascertain whether a given pur-

chase is traceable to any Defendant, let alone which 

purchasers suffered any injury or are entitled to any 

measure of damages, without resorting to fact-

intensive individualized inquiries. 

The Sixth Circuit’s decision condoning certifica-

tion of these classes subverts the requirements of Ar-

ticle III, Rule 23, the Rules Enabling Act, and due 

process.  Review is warranted because the decision 

below exacerbates entrenched conflicts among the 
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courts of appeals over the appropriate standards 

governing class certification. 

First, the Sixth Circuit’s decision sanctions the 

district court’s certification of two classes indisputa-

bly containing vast numbers of uninjured class 

members.  Though the Third, Seventh, and Tenth 

Circuits have held that only a single member of a 

class must have standing, the Second, Eighth, Ninth, 

and D.C. Circuits have recognized that Article III re-

quires all class members to have standing.  By re-

lieving the class members of their obligation to satis-

fy the “irreducible constitutional minimum of stand-

ing” under Article III, Lujan v. Defenders of Wildlife, 

504 U.S. 555, 560 (1992), the decision below—like 

prior decisions from the Third, Seventh, and Tenth 

Circuits—allows Rule 23 to impermissibly modify the 

requirements of Article III, in violation of the Rules 

Enabling Act, and to expand the jurisdiction of fed-

eral courts, in violation of Rule 82. 

Second, the Sixth Circuit has approved class cer-

tification here even though individual damages cal-

culations will inevitably overwhelm common issues, 

in violation of this Court’s decision in Comcast Corp. 

v. Behrend, 133 S. Ct. 1426 (2013).  The Fifth, Sixth, 

Seventh, and Ninth Circuits have similarly contra-

vened Comcast by disregarding this Court’s holding 

that individualized issues related to the calculation 

of damages can preclude a finding that common is-

sues predominate.  The Tenth and D.C. Circuits, 

however, have correctly recognized that individual-

ized damages determinations can preclude class cer-

tification under Rule 23.  The courts of appeals are 

also conflicted over whether aggregate damages 

models—which calculate damages for the class as a 
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whole rather than for individual class members—like 

those relied upon by Plaintiffs here, can be used to 

satisfy the predominance requirement.  This aggre-

gate approach to damages, which has been rejected 

by the Second, Fourth, and Ninth Circuits, but ac-

cepted by the Sixth and Tenth Circuits, arbitrarily 

and improperly obscures the differences among class 

members, resulting in windfalls for some while po-

tentially undercompensating others, and strips class 

action defendants of their right to present “defenses 

to individual claims,” in violation of the Rules Ena-

bling Act and due process.  Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. v. 

Dukes, 131 S. Ct. 2541, 2561 (2011); see also Com-

cast, 133 S. Ct. at 1433 (accepting “arbitrary” dam-

ages models “would reduce Rule 23(b)(3)’s predomi-

nance requirement to a nullity”). 

The Court should grant review to resolve these 

important and recurring questions, and it should do 

so at this juncture because the extraordinary amount 

of damages sought by Plaintiffs virtually ensures 

that the mere fact of class certification will end this 

litigation, regardless of the underlying merits of 

Plaintiffs’ claims.  See, e.g., AT&T Mobility LLC v. 

Concepcion, 131 S. Ct. 1740, 1752 (2011) (noting “the 

risk of ‘in terrorem’ settlements that class actions en-

tail” because “[f]aced with even a small chance of a 

devastating loss, defendants will be pressured into 

settling questionable claims”); Shady Grove Ortho-

pedic Assocs. v. Allstate Ins. Co., 130 S. Ct. 1431, 

1465 n.3 (2010) (Ginsburg, J., dissenting) (“A court’s 

decision to certify a class accordingly places pressure 

on the defendant to settle even unmeritorious 

claims.”).  Because each Defendant faces joint and 

several liability for more than $9 billion in treble 
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damages—an astronomical figure that is between 20 

to 170 times each Defendant’s annual foam product 

revenues, not profits—the pressure to settle is magni-

fied exponentially here.  Indeed, multiple Defendants 

quickly settled once class certification was granted.  

The fundamentally flawed standards used to justify 

the certification of the massive classes here should 

not be permitted to sound the death knell of this or 

any other litigation.  

1.  Defendants are manufacturers and sellers of 

flexible polyurethane foam (“flexible foam”) and foam 

products.  Flexible foam is “near ubiquitous, appear-

ing in a vast array of product uses.”  App. 14a.  De-

fendants manufacture foam or foam products for a 

wide variety of uses.  For example, Defendant Future 

Foam manufactures foams for the furniture industry, 

while Defendant FXI produces foam for home, 

healthcare, electronics, industrial, personal care, and 

transportation uses.  Id. at 20a.  By contrast, De-

fendant Mohawk never manufactured any foam, but 

instead made carpet cushion from scrap foam pur-

chased from other manufacturers.  Id. at 21a. 

Flexible foam is created from a mixture of two 

chemicals, both of which are principally manufac-

tured in the Gulf Coast region and whose prices are 

largely governed by petroleum prices.  App. 14a.  To-

gether, these two chemicals account for roughly 90 

percent of foam production costs.  Ibid.  

2.  Plaintiffs allege that Defendants conspired to 

fix and raise the price of flexible foam and foam 

products to allocate customers over a period of more 

than a decade.  App. 23a–24a.  Plaintiffs allege that 

the announcement by chemical manufacturers of 
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price increases provided Defendants with a pretext 

for allegedly collusive flexible foam price increase 

announcements.  In response to the chemical manu-

facturers’ announcements, Plaintiffs allege that De-

fendants would reach an agreement on the amount 

and date of price increase announcements for their 

foam, and would send coordinated price increase an-

nouncement letters to their customers.  Defendants 

would also allegedly exchange these letters among 

themselves to help self-police their alleged co-

conspirators’ compliance with the scheme.  Id. at 

24a.  

Plaintiffs contend that every price increase an-

nounced by every Defendant to every customer during 

the 11-year class periods was “the result of conspira-

torial discussions among Defendants on pricing.”  

App. 25a.  And even if customers rejected the an-

nounced price increases, Plaintiffs claim that these 

announcements were the “starting points for negotia-

tions” and thus increased every transaction’s price.  

6th Cir., No. 14-302, A333.1  This far-fetched claim 

does not account for the evidence of highly-varying 

price announcement and pricing practices, the thou-

sands of intermediaries, or the wide variety of distri-

bution channels through which different foam out-

puts or products are sold in distinct markets in di-

verse locations to a wide variety of consumers.  In-

deed, each sale is subject to countless intervening 

events that inform the ultimate price that any entity 

                                            

 1 All references to “A” page numbers are to the sealed appen-

dix filed with the Sixth Circuit in support of Defendants’ Rule 

23(f) petition. 
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or individual paid for any particular purchase(s) of 

flexible foam or foam products.  Plaintiffs’ allegations 

similarly disregard the market reality that each of 

the countless varieties of foam and foam products—

including different kinds of slabstock foam, fabricat-

ed foam, and rebond carpet cushion—possesses its 

own unique end uses, raw-material inputs, and sup-

ply-and-demand characteristics. 

3.  Plaintiffs sought certification under Rule 

23(b)(3) of two damages classes that included per-

sons and entities who directly or indirectly pur-

chased flexible foam or foam products from Defend-

ants over the course of more than a decade beginning 

on January 1, 1999.  App. 17a–18a.   

The “Direct Purchaser” class includes all persons 

or entities that purchased flexible foam directly from 

Defendants and their alleged co-conspirators during 

the class period for purchases “from or delivery into 

the United States.”  App. 15a–16a.  The “Indirect 

Purchaser” class includes “individual consumers and 

‘authorized managing agents’ for hotels and other 

entities” that purchased products containing De-

fendants’ foam, other than for resale, in 29 states 

and the District of Columbia at some point during 

the class period.  Id. at 18a–19a.  The scope of the 

two classes is striking; they could collectively include 

hundreds of millions of American consumers and 

businesses.        

4.  The district court concluded that the require-

ments of Rule 23 were satisfied and certified the two 

proposed classes. 

a.  In certifying both classes, the court rejected 

Defendants’ argument that broad swathes of the pu-
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tative class lacked Article III standing because they 

had not suffered any injury fairly traceable to De-

fendants’ alleged conduct.  The district court adopted 

the view expressed in Kohen v. Pacific Investment 

Management Co., 571 F.3d 672 (7th Cir. 2009), that 

“includ[ing] persons who have not been injured by 

the defendant’s conduct . . . does not preclude class 

certification” if “nearly all class members suffered 

injury.”  App. 49a.   

The district court also endorsed the flawed testi-

mony of Plaintiffs’ experts, who each claimed that all 

or nearly all class members suffered an antitrust im-

pact that could be proven with common evidence.2 

The Direct Purchasers’ expert, Dr. Jeffrey 

Leitzinger, purported to find a common antitrust im-

pact by relying on flawed regression results and a 

strained definition of antitrust impact.  Dr. 

Leitzinger did not attempt to demonstrate injury for 

each class member, or even the majority of class 

members; rather, he claimed his models “demon-

strate[d] impact for customers who account for 99 

percent of sales.”  App. 89a (emphasis added).  In 

fact, Dr. Leitzinger’s model was not able to estimate 

any impact for 4,204, or nearly 23%, of the more than 

18,000 purchasers in his sample (which did not in-

                                            

 2 Defendants objected to the admissibility of Plaintiffs’ expert 

evidence under Federal Rules of Evidence 702 and 703.  See 

Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharm., Inc., 509 U. S. 579 (1993).  Alt-

hough the district court denied Defendants’ Daubert motions 

and found that the testimony of Plaintiffs’ experts satisfied the 

threshold standards for admissibility, that does not resolve the 

distinct inquiry of whether this testimony was sufficient to jus-

tify class certification.  See Comcast, 133 S. Ct. at 1431 n.4.  
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clude any data from Defendants Woodbridge and 

Mohawk).  6th Cir., No. 14-302, A917–A918; A1005–

A1006; A883.  And for those purchases that Dr. 

Leitzinger did analyze in his model, in over 65% of 

the cases his calculations showed that the claimed 

impact of the alleged conspiracy was not statistically 

different from zero.  Id. at A914–A915.  Dr. 

Leitzinger was able to reach his inflated 99% sales 

figure only by ignoring these defects; he testified that 

if a given customer made $1 million in purchases 

that were not impacted by the alleged conspiracy and 

$1 in purchases that were (even if the impact effect 

was not statistically significant), he would deem that 

customer as impacted and count the entire 

$1,000,001 in sales in his “all or nearly all” sales 

analysis.  Id. at A1007.   

The Indirect Purchasers’ expert, Dr. Russell L. 

Lamb, relying on an economic theory known as the 

“law of one price,” opined that all indirect purchasers 

suffered an antitrust impact from the alleged con-

spiracy because price increases were always passed 

on to indirect purchasers by wholesalers and retail-

ers, no matter how convoluted the distribution chain 

or how atypical the market conditions in a given lo-

cal retail market.  App. 136a–137a.  This theoretical 

presumption, however, was unsupported by empiri-

cal evidence and ignored the realities of complex dis-

tribution chains, including the fact that many direct 

purchasers absorbed price increases and did not pass 

those costs on to indirect purchasers, or passed them 

on in varying degrees through multiple layers of dis-

tribution that culminated in local retail markets 

with differing competitive conditions.  See id. at 

144a.  In fact, Plaintiffs’ experts have previously ad-
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mitted that this so-called “law of one price” is a theo-

ry that “frequently doesn’t hold when actual markets 

are concerned.”  Jeffrey Leitzinger & Russell L. 

Lamb, The Predominance Requirement for Antitrust 

Class Actions—Can Relevant Market Analysis Help?, 

A.B.A. Sec. of Antitrust L., Econ. Committee Newsl., 

Spring 2007, at 23 n.19; see also Eastman Kodak Co. 

v. Image Tech. Servs., Inc., 504 U.S. 451, 466–67 

(1992) (“Legal presumptions that rest on formalistic 

distinctions rather than actual market realities are 

generally disfavored in antitrust law.”). 

The district court also disregarded evidence that 

the Indirect Purchaser class includes large numbers 

of uninjured members, including several of the class 

representatives.  For example, two named Plaintiffs 

purchased foam or foam products while acting as 

agents on behalf of others and were reimbursed for 

those purchases.  6th Cir., No. 14-302, A767–68; 

A775.  The court also rejected Defendants’ argument 

that it is impossible to ascertain without fact-

intensive individual inquiries who falls within the 

Indirect Purchasers class because very few, if any, 

end products (such as sofas) identify the foam manu-

facturer.  App. 152a–155a.    

b.  The district court also concluded, relying on 

Plaintiffs’ experts’ statistical models and averaging, 

that damages could be determined on an aggregate, 

classwide basis.  Each of Plaintiffs’ expert’s models 

purported to calculate damages for the classes in the 

aggregate based on an average overcharge rate—in 

other words, the average antitrust impact to the av-

erage class member.  See 6th Cir., No. 14-302, A672; 

A930–931.  Plaintiffs’ experts openly admitted that 

this methodology “assumes that the anticompetitive 
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effect of the alleged price-fixing conspiracy is the 

same for all customers” at all times during the class 

period.  Id. at A929–A930; see also id. at A646–A649.  

Accordingly, under these models, all of the various 

purchasers (ranging from hotels and other business-

es to individual consumers) that are swept within 

the classes stand to recover a portion of an average 

award of damages, regardless of the actual amount of 

damages (if any) they actually incurred.  This aggre-

gated approach to damage quantification—when 

combined with the inclusion of uninjured members in 

the class—obviously overstates total claimed damag-

es.  While the Direct Purchaser Plaintiffs contend 

that their expert’s model systematically “understates 

the overall damages,” they fail to defend the accuracy 

of their aggregate damages calculation.  6th Cir., No. 

14-302, Dkt. 69 at 14 (Nov. 10, 2014) (emphasis omit-

ted). 

The district court acknowledged the shortcomings 

of Plaintiffs’ models, but dismissed them because the 

models purportedly only calculate, but do not actual-

ly “award,” damages.  App. 110a.  The court further 

concluded that “[q]uestions of allocation need not de-

finitively be resolved now.”  Ibid.   

5.  Defendants petitioned for permission to appeal 

under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23(f).  The 

Sixth Circuit—in an eight-page order addressing the 

merits of Defendants’ petition—explained why the 

class certification order was not “questionable,” con-

cluded that the district court did not abuse its discre-

tion in certifying both classes, and accordingly de-

nied the petition.  App. 10a–11a. 
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The Sixth Circuit rejected Defendants’ standing 

argument and held that the district court “did not 

abuse its discretion” and had properly “defin[ed] the 

classes here.”  App. 5a–6a.  The Sixth Circuit also 

held that the district court “did not abuse its discre-

tion or violate Comcast” in certifying the two classes, 

although it did not grapple with Plaintiffs’ method of 

calculating an aggregate damages award based on an 

average overcharge rate, or with Plaintiffs’ proposal 

to award every class member an average recovery.  

Id. at 6a–7a.   

REASONS FOR GRANTING THE PETITION 

This case squarely presents the Court with an 

opportunity to resolve conflicts on important and re-

curring issues of class action law, and to provide val-

uable guidance to all lower courts that will ensure 

that both absent class members and class action de-

fendants, many of whom are faced with potentially 

ruinous liability, are afforded the protections of due 

process and Rule 23.     

The courts of appeals are deeply divided over 

whether absent class members must have Article III 

standing.  The Seventh Circuit’s holding in Kohen 

that only one member of a certified class must have 

sustained any injury or damages conflicts with this 

Court’s precedents and with decisions from the Se-

cond, Eighth, Ninth, and D.C. Circuits.  The Court 

should grant review to resolve the conflict and estab-

lish a uniform standard, consistent with the re-

quirements of Article III, that every class member 

must have standing to have their claims adjudicated 

by a federal court. 
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The Court should also grant the petition to re-

solve the conflict among the courts of appeals con-

cerning whether, post-Comcast, district courts can 

certify classes where individualized damages issues 

predominate.  Not only will individualized damages 

issues “inevitably overwhelm” the common issues 

posed by the classes certified by the district court in 

this case, Comcast Corp. v. Behrend, 133 S. Ct. 1426, 

1433 (2013), but the Sixth Circuit’s decision also will 

allow Plaintiffs to rely on aggregate damages models 

that obscure individualized damages calculations 

through arbitrary estimates, harming absent class 

members and Defendants alike.  See ibid. (rejecting 

proposition that “at the class-certification stage any 

method of measurement is acceptable, so long as it 

can be applied classwide, no matter how arbitrary 

the measurements may be”).  This lax interpretation 

of Rule 23(b)(3)’s predominance requirement not only 

violates the Rules Enabling Act and due process, but 

also directly contravenes this Court’s ruling in Com-

cast.  The Court should grant review to provide guid-

ance to the lower courts and clarify that Rule 

23(b)(3) precludes class certification where individu-

alized damages issues predominate. 

Review at this juncture is critical, particularly be-

cause of the sweeping breadth of the certified classes 

and the astronomical amount of damages Plaintiffs 

seek.  In fact, the Indirect Purchasers class—which 

potentially includes hundreds of millions of Ameri-

cans who have purchased mattresses, carpet cushion, 

upholstered furniture, or other foam products over 

the course of a decade—is likely the largest class that 

has ever been certified and upheld by a federal court 

of appeals.  The coercive effect of certifying these 
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sprawling classes is exacerbated by the punitive 

threat of treble damages, potentially exposing De-

fendants to more than $9 billion in liability and cre-

ating tremendous pressure to settle these claims long 

before there is a litigated final judgment.   

The pressure to settle is further amplified be-

cause of the risk that Defendants will be improperly 

deprived at trial of their due process right to “present 

every available defense,” Lindsey v. Normet, 405 U.S. 

56, 66 (1972) (internal quotation marks and citation 

omitted), and forced to litigate against a fictional ag-

gregate that impermissibly obscures the significant 

differences between class members and could pre-

clude them from showing that individual class mem-

bers have suffered no injury and thus have no enti-

tlement to damages.  Immediate review is needed to 

ensure that these important issues do not evade 

scrutiny. 

I. THE COURT SHOULD GRANT REVIEW TO 

DETERMINE WHETHER THE STANDING 

REQUIREMENTS OF ARTICLE III APPLY TO ALL 

MEMBERS OF A CERTIFIED CLASS.  

It is elementary that Article III of the Constitu-

tion requires plaintiffs seeking to litigate a claim in 

federal court to demonstrate the “irreducible consti-

tutional minimum of standing.”  Lujan v. Defenders 

of Wildlife, 504 U.S. 555, 560 (1992).  An individual 

lacks standing unless he has been affected “in a per-

sonal and individual way,” id. at 560 n.1, and he 

cannot rely on any injury others may have suffered 

to satisfy this requirement.  See Warth v. Seldin, 422 

U.S. 490, 501 (1975) (“[T]he plaintiff . . . must allege 

a distinct and palpable injury to himself . . . .”).  A 
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plaintiff’s obligation to meet Article III’s standing re-

quirement continues at every “stage[] of the litiga-

tion.”  Lujan, 504 U.S. at 561.     

This Court has recognized that Article III’s con-

stitutional standing requirement is not lessened by 

the class action procedural device.  See Allen v. 

Wright, 468 U.S. 737, 750 (1984); see also Wal-Mart 

Stores, Inc. v. Dukes, 131 S. Ct. 2541, 2550 (2011) 

(emphasizing that class representative must “suffer 

the same injury” as class members) (internal quota-

tion marks omitted).  In fact, this Court has instruct-

ed that “[i]n an era of frequent litigation [and] class 

actions, . . . courts must be more careful to insist on 

the formal rules of standing, not less so.”  Ariz. 

Christian Sch. Tuition Org. v. Winn, 131 S. Ct. 1436, 

1449 (2011).    

Despite the fundamental constitutional prerequi-

site that plaintiffs demonstrate standing to have 

their claims adjudicated by a federal court, the 

courts of appeals are deeply divided over whether Ar-

ticle III’s standing requirement applies to all plain-

tiffs in a class action lawsuit, with some courts hold-

ing that uninjured persons can assert claims in fed-

eral court simply because their claims have been ag-

gregated with others through the class action proce-

dural device.  This flawed approach allows a proce-

dural rule to alter the substantive law, in violation of 

the Rules Enabling Act, 28 U.S.C. § 2072(b), and to 

impermissibly expand the jurisdiction of the federal 

courts, in violation of Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 

82.  See Amchem Prods., Inc. v. Windsor, 521 U.S. 

591, 613 (1997). 
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The district court below followed the Seventh Cir-

cuit’s decision in Kohen v. Pacific Investment Man-

agement Co., 571 F.3d 672 (7th Cir. 2009), which 

held that “‘includ[ing] persons who have not been in-

jured by the defendant’s conduct . . . does not pre-

clude class certification.’”  App. 49a (quoting Kohen, 

571 F.3d at 677).  The certification order thus hinges 

on the erroneous legal premise that absent class 

members need not have standing under Article III. 

The Court should grant review to resolve the con-

flict between the courts of appeals on this issue, and 

make clear that the standing requirements of Article 

III apply equally to all class members.3 

1.  Four of the seven circuits that have considered 

this issue have held that all members of a certified 

class must have standing to have their claims adju-

dicated in federal court.   

The Second Circuit held in Denney v. Deutsche 

Bank AG, 443 F.3d 253 (2d Cir. 2006), that “no class 

may be certified that contains members lacking Arti-

cle III standing.”  Id. at 264.  Denney held that the 

class must “be defined in such a way that anyone 

within it would have standing.”  Ibid.  Applying 

those principles, the Second Circuit affirmed certifi-

cation because all members of the class had suffered 

                                            

 3 The pending petition for a writ of certiorari in BP Explora-

tion & Production Inc. v. Lake Eugenie Land & Development, 

Inc., No. 14-123, also presents the question whether courts can, 

consistent with Rule 23 and Article III, certify classes that in-

clude numerous members who have not suffered any injury 

caused by the defendant.  
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some injury fairly traceable to defendants’ conduct.  

Id. at 262, 266.         

The Eighth Circuit adopted the same approach as 

the Second in Halvorson v. Auto-Owners Insurance 

Co., 718 F.3d 773 (8th Cir. 2013), holding that “[i]n 

order for a class to be certified, each member must 

have standing and show an injury in fact that is 

traceable to the defendant and likely to be redressed 

in a favorable decision.”  Id. at 778; accord Avritt v. 

Reliastar Life Ins. Co., 615 F.3d 1023, 1034 (8th Cir. 

2010) (holding that to the extent California law al-

lows “a single injured plaintiff [to] bring a class ac-

tion on behalf of a group of individuals who may not 

have had a cause of action themselves, it is incon-

sistent with the doctrine of standing as applied by 

federal courts”). 

Likewise, the Ninth Circuit has also held that 

“‘no class may be certified that contains members 

lacking Article III standing.’”  Mazza v. Am. Honda 

Motor Co., 666 F.3d 581, 594 (9th Cir. 2012) (quoting 

Denney, 443 F.3d at 264) (alteration omitted).  The 

D.C. Circuit has also recently suggested that all ab-

sent class members must have Article III standing.  

In In re Rail Freight Fuel Surcharge Antitrust Litiga-

tion, the court held that to satisfy the predominance 

requirement of Rule 23, plaintiffs were required to 

show “that all class members were in fact injured by 

the alleged conspiracy.”  725 F.3d 244, 252 (D.C. Cir. 

2013) (emphasis added).  The court emphasized that 

it “expect[ed] the common evidence to show all class 

members suffered some injury.”  Ibid.    

2.  By contrast, the Third, Seventh, and Tenth 

Circuits have all held that absent class members do 
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not need to satisfy the standing requirements of Ar-

ticle III, and thus have held that uninjured persons 

who would lack standing to pursue their claims in 

federal court in an individual lawsuit nonetheless 

can do so merely because their claims are joined with 

others through the class action procedural device. 

In Kohen, the Seventh Circuit held that “one 

named plaintiff with standing . . . is all that is neces-

sary” and “as long as one member of a certified class 

has a plausible claim to have suffered damages, the 

requirement of standing is satisfied.”  571 F.3d at 

676–77.  Kohen cited this Court’s decision in United 

States Parole Commission v. Geraghty, 445 U.S. 388 

(1980), but nothing in Geraghty supports the Seventh 

Circuit’s holding that absent class members are ex-

cused from establishing they have standing under 

Article III.  To the contrary, Geraghty merely held 

“that an action brought on behalf of a class does not 

become moot upon expiration of the named plaintiff’s 

substantive claim, even though class certification has 

been denied” and did not address whether absent 

class members needed to meet the requirements of 

Article III.  Id. at 404.  

The Seventh Circuit in Kohen attempted to dis-

tinguish the Second Circuit’s holding in Denney as a 

case that “focus[ed] on the class definition” and 

merely prohibited a class definition from being “so 

broad that it sweeps within it persons who could not 

have been injured by the defendant’s conduct.”  Ko-

hen, 571 F.3d at 677.  But this ignores that the Se-

cond Circuit squarely held in Denney—in direct con-

flict with Kohen—that “no class may be certified that 

contains members lacking Article III standing.”  

Denney, 443 F.3d at 264. 
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Following Kohen, the Tenth Circuit has also held 

that “Rule 23’s certification requirements neither re-

quire all class members to suffer harm or threat of 

immediate harm nor Named Plaintiffs to prove class 

members have suffered such harm.”  DG ex rel. 

Stricklin v. Devaughn, 594 F.3d 1188, 1198 (10th 

Cir. 2010).  The Tenth Circuit explicitly adopted Ko-

hen’s conclusion that even the likely possibility that 

a class “includes persons unharmed by a defendant’s 

conduct should not preclude certification.”  Id. at 

1201 (citing Kohen, 571 F.3d at 677). 

Similarly, the Third Circuit held in Krell v. Pru-

dential Insurance Co. of America, 148 F.3d 283 (3d 

Cir. 1998), that absent class members need not have 

standing under Article III.  Rather, according to the 

Third Circuit, only the named parties must establish 

standing under Article III, and “‘[o]nce [the] thresh-

old individual standing by the class representatives 

is met, a proper party to raise a particular issue is 

before the court, and there remains no further sepa-

rate class standing requirement in the constitutional 

sense.”  Id. at 306–07 (citation omitted). 

By relieving absent class members of their obliga-

tion to establish Article III standing, the Third, Sev-

enth, and Tenth Circuits—and now the Sixth Cir-

cuit—excuse countless litigants from Article III’s “ir-

reducible constitutional minimum of standing” mere-

ly because their claims are aggregated through the 

procedural device of Rule 23.  Lujan, 504 U.S. at 560.    

This Court has held that Rule 23 must be “inter-

preted in keeping with Article III constraints, and 

with the Rules Enabling Act, which instructs that 

rules of procedure” such as Rule 23 “‘shall not 
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abridge, enlarge or modify any substantive right.’”  

Amchem, 521 U.S. at 613 (quoting 28 U.S.C. 

§ 2072(b)).  Yet that is exactly the result of eliminat-

ing the requirements of Article III for absent class 

members:  It is a modification of the law that ex-

pands the right of uninjured persons to pursue 

claims in federal court.  Interpreting Rule 23 to allow 

uninjured persons to have their claims adjudicated 

in federal court also violates the principle that the 

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure “do not extend” the 

“jurisdiction of the district courts.”  Fed. R. Civ. P. 

82; see Amchem, 521 U.S. at 613.   

Moreover, this approach impermissibly elimi-

nates defendants’ right to challenge the standing of 

uninjured persons, in violation of this Court’s deci-

sion in Dukes, the Rules Enabling Act, and due pro-

cess.  See Dukes, 131 S. Ct. at 2561 (holding that “a 

class cannot be certified on the premise that [the de-

fendant] will not be entitled to litigate its statutory 

defenses to individual claims”). 

3.  Had the district court followed the decisions of 

the Second, Eighth, Ninth, and D.C. Circuits, rather 

than the Seventh Circuit’s decision in Kohen, it 

would have been forced to deny class certification.  

As Plaintiffs’ own experts’ models prove, both classes 

contain large numbers of members who have suf-

fered no injury and thus lack standing.   

Dr. Leitzinger’s model for the Direct Purchasers 

class admittedly was unable to determine whether 

there was any impact for nearly 23% of the purchas-

ers in his sample.  6th Cir., No. 14-302, A917–A918; 

A1005–A1006.  And over 65% of the impact esti-

mates yielded by his model were no different from 
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zero based on standard measures of statistical signif-

icance.  Id. at A914–A915.  Moreover, in many in-

stances prices actually decreased after price an-

nouncement letters were disseminated.  For exam-

ple, across the full time period included in Dr. 

Leitzinger’s impact analysis, 15% of poured foam 

prices declined after price announcement letters 

(while 25% did not change), and 21% of prices for 

carpet cushion products also declined (while 19% re-

main unchanged).  Id. at A892.   

Dr. Lamb’s impact models for the Indirect Pur-

chasers class also revealed that large numbers of 

class members were uninjured, primarily because his 

models could prove no common injury to direct pur-

chasers, which in turn precludes a finding of common 

injury to indirect plaintiffs.  In a flawed attempt to 

address this shortcoming, Dr. Lamb made the arbi-

trary assumption that all direct purchasers uniform-

ly paid the same 9.66% overcharge.  6th Cir., No. 14-

302, A316. 

Moreover, undisputed evidence shows that nu-

merous members of the Indirect Purchasers class 

could not have been injured at all because price in-

creases were not invariably and inflexibly passed on 

by wholesalers and retailers, as Dr. Lamb erroneous-

ly presumed based on an economic theory that does 

not hold in the real world.  For example, one of the 

largest mattress manufacturers in the United States 

testified that it absorbed the majority of price in-

creases it received from foam manufacturers and did 

not pass them on to hundreds of thousands—if not 

millions—of customers, all of whom are nonetheless 

included in the class.  6th Cir., No. 14-302, at A1185–

A1186; see also id. at A1189, A1192, A1196.  And 
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given that there are potentially hundreds of millions 

of purchasers swept into the Indirect Purchasers 

class, there is no way even to identify the member-

ship of the class—let alone exclude uninjured pur-

chasers—without countless individualized inquiries.          

*     *     * 

The Court should grant review to resolve the con-

flict among the courts of appeals and stop the im-

proper use of Rule 23 as a mechanism to circumvent 

the constitutional mandate of Article III. 

II. THE COURT SHOULD GRANT REVIEW TO 

RESOLVE THE CIRCUIT SPLIT REGARDING THE 

IMPACT OF INDIVIDUALIZED DAMAGES ISSUES ON 

RULE 23(B)(3)’S PREDOMINANCE REQUIREMENT 

IN LIGHT OF COMCAST.  

This case also presents the Court with an ideal 

opportunity to address two critical issues, on which 

the courts of appeals are deeply divided, relating to 

the interplay between damages and Rule 23(b)(3)’s 

predominance requirement.   

First, despite this Court’s holding in Comcast, 

that “[q]uestions of individual damage calculations” 

can preclude a finding that common issues predomi-

nate, 133 S. Ct. at 1433, the Fifth, Sixth, Seventh, 

and Ninth Circuits continue to dismiss damages as 

irrelevant to the predominance analysis, in direct 

conflict with both Comcast and post-Comcast deci-

sions from the Tenth and D.C. Circuits.  As the deci-

sion below demonstrates, this intractable defiance of 

Comcast continues to grow more entrenched. 

Second, the Sixth and Tenth Circuits have held 

that statistical models that calculate only aggregate 
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damages for the entire class and rely on averaging to 

determine the amount of damages each individual 

class member is entitled to recover are sufficient to 

satisfy Rule 23(b)(3)’s predominance requirement.  

By contrast, the Second, Fourth, and Ninth Circuits 

have rejected this approach because it effectively 

creates fictional plaintiffs who are statistical compo-

sites of the class, and thus results in an impermissi-

ble alteration of the law and a violation of due pro-

cess. 

As this Court has recognized, damages classes are 

“‘the most adventuresome’ innovation,” and Rule 

23(b)(3) is “[f]ramed for situations in which ‘class-

action treatment is not as clearly called for.’” Am-

chem, 521 U.S. at 614–15 (citation omitted); see also 

Am. Express Co. v. Italian Colors Rest., 133 S. Ct. 

2304, 2310 (2013) (Rule 23 “imposes stringent re-

quirements for certification that in practice exclude 

most claims”).  This Court’s guidance is urgently 

needed to resolve these persistent and deepening 

conflicts and ensure that Rule 23(b)(3)’s procedural 

protections are not circumvented.   

1.  In Comcast, this Court held that an antitrust 

class action was “improperly certified under Rule 

23(b)(3)” because the plaintiffs’ damages model fell 

“far short of establishing that damages [were] capa-

ble of measurement on a classwide basis” and thus 

the plaintiffs could not “show Rule 23(b)(3) predomi-

nance.”  133 S. Ct. at 1432–33.  Certification was im-

proper because, without an adequate damages mod-

el, “[q]uestions of individual damage calculations will 

inevitably overwhelm questions common to the 

class.”  Id. at 1433.  In other words, this Court held 

in Comcast that individual issues relating to damag-
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es could, without more, preclude certification under 

Rule 23(b)(3). 

a.  The D.C. Circuit in Rail Freight correctly rec-

ognized what this Court held in Comcast:  “No dam-

ages model, no predominance, no class certification.”  

725 F.3d at 253.  According to the D.C. Circuit, 

“[c]ommon questions of fact cannot predominate 

where there exists no reliable means of proving 

classwide injury in fact.”  Id. at 252–53.  Courts 

therefore must subject “statistical models that pur-

port to show predominance” to a “hard look.”  Id. at 

255.  And if a defendant’s critiques of a proposed 

damages model are correct, “that is not just a merits 

issue,” but instead “would shred the plaintiffs’ case 

for certification.”  Id. at 252–53; see also id. at 253 

(“When a case turns on individualized proof of injury, 

separate trials are in order.”). 

The Tenth Circuit in Wallace B. Roderick Revoca-

ble Living Trust v. XTO Energy, Inc., 725 F.3d 1213 

(10th Cir. 2013), similarly recognized that, after 

Comcast, courts “should consider the extent to which 

material differences in damages determinations will 

require individualized inquiries” because “predomi-

nance may be destroyed” if such “individualized is-

sues will overwhelm those questions common to the 

class.”  Id. at 1220.   

b.  Other courts of appeals, however, have either 

ignored or affirmatively rejected Comcast’s holding 

that individualized damages issues can overwhelm 

any common questions and destroy predominance, 

thus precluding class certification.   

The Sixth and Seventh Circuits both rejected the 

holding of the majority in Comcast after this Court 
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vacated their prior decisions and remanded for re-

consideration in light of Comcast.  See In re Whirl-

pool Corp. Front-Loading Washer Prods. Liab. Litig., 

722 F.3d 838 (6th Cir. 2013), cert. denied, 134 S. Ct. 

1277 (2014); Butler v. Sears, Roebuck & Co., 727 F.3d 

796 (7th Cir. 2013), cert. denied, 134 S. Ct. 1277 

(2014).  In Whirlpool, the Sixth Circuit followed the 

Comcast dissent’s assertion that “‘individual damag-

es calculations do not preclude class certification un-

der Rule 23(b)(3)’” and that in “‘the mine run of cas-

es, it remains the “black letter rule” that a class may 

obtain certification under Rule 23(b)(3) when liability 

questions common to the class predominate over 

damages questions unique to class members.’”  722 

F.3d at 860–61 (quoting Comcast, 133 S. Ct. at 1437 

(Ginsburg & Breyer, JJ., dissenting)).  The Seventh 

Circuit in Butler likewise held that “[i]f the issues of 

liability are genuinely common issues,” individual-

ized damages issues do not preclude a finding of pre-

dominance.  727 F.3d at 801–02. 

Similarly, in Leyva v. Medline Industries Inc., 716 

F.3d 510 (9th Cir. 2013), the Ninth Circuit held that 

“damage calculations alone cannot defeat certifica-

tion” and that “[t]he amount of damages is invariably 

an individual question and does not defeat class ac-

tion treatment.”  Id. at 513–14 (internal quotation 

marks and citations omitted).  It misconstrued Com-

cast as holding only that “plaintiffs must be able to 

show that their damages stemmed from the defend-

ant’s actions that created the legal liability.”  Id. at 

514.  The Ninth Circuit again recently reiterated 

that its “circuit precedent” prohibited the denial of 

class certification due to individualized damages is-

sues, and described those decisions rejecting Com-
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cast’s holding regarding damages and the predomi-

nance requirement as “compelling.”  Jimenez v. All-

state Ins. Co., 765 F.3d 1161, 1167–68 (9th Cir. 

2014). 

Likewise, the Fifth Circuit, agreeing with Whirl-

pool, Butler, and Leyva, held in In re Deepwater 

Horizon, 739 F.3d 790 (5th Cir. 2014), petition for 

cert. filed, No. 14-123 (Aug. 1, 2014), that it was “a 

misreading of Comcast” to interpret it as “pre-

clud[ing] certification under Rule 23(b)(3) in any case 

where the class members’ damages are not suscepti-

ble to a formula for classwide measurement.”  Id. at 

815 & n.104. 

c.  This manifestly erroneous view of Comcast—

under which damages issues are treated as irrele-

vant to the predominance analysis and cannot pre-

clude class certification under Rule 23(b)(3)—

dictated the district court’s class certification analy-

sis in this case.  Relying on Whirlpool and Butler, the 

court concluded that “Comcast did not alter” the 

“predominance burden,” App. 39a, and that “the 

presence of ‘some individualized damages issues’ will 

not preclude class treatment if common issues oth-

erwise predominate,” id. at 106a (citation omitted)).  

While the district court purported to require Plain-

tiffs to show that “damages are ‘susceptible of meas-

urement across the entire class for purposes of Rule 

23(b)(3)’,” id. at 105a (quoting Comcast, 133 S. Ct. at 

1433)), it instead approved damages models that did 

no such thing.  See infra Part II.2.  The district court 

also minimized the fact that “questions of allocation” 

of damages “will likely require individualized analy-

sis,” and held that this “does not cause individual is-
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sues to predominate over common questions in this 

case.”  App. 110a–111a. 

The decisions below therefore exacerbate an en-

trenched and deepening conflict over the proper in-

terpretation of Comcast.  And the relevance of indi-

vidualized damages issues to Rule 23(b)(3)’s predom-

inance requirement is critically important; indeed, it 

is a key threshold question in every case in which 

certification of a damages class is sought.  While 

Comcast should have resolved this issue once and for 

all, multiple courts of appeals have refused to follow 

it.  The Court should grant review and make clear 

that it meant what it said in Comcast—damages is-

sues are not exempt from the predominance analysis, 

and if plaintiffs fail to present a viable method of cal-

culating damages on a classwide basis, “[q]uestions 

of individual damage calculations will inevitably 

overwhelm questions common to the class,” preclud-

ing certification.  133 S. Ct. at 1433.   

2.  This case will also allow the Court to resolve 

the conflict among the courts of appeals over whether 

damages models that calculate only aggregate dam-

ages of the entire class are sufficient to satisfy Rule 

23(b)(3)’s predominance requirement.   

To obtain class certification, Plaintiffs relied on 

damages models that did not attempt to calculate 

each class member’s damages based on the actual 

antitrust impact on that individual member.  Rather, 

Plaintiffs’ experts instead proposed damages models 

that calculated aggregate damages for the entire 

class as a whole, based on purported average over-

charge rates.  See App. 136a–137a.  Plaintiffs have 

conceded that they rely on an aggregate damages 
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approach that uses average overcharge rates to sup-

posedly calculate impact on class members in the 

“aggregate”—a measure that can (at best) calculate 

only the average antitrust impact to the average 

class member, which risks both over- and under-

compensating absent class members.  6th Cir., 14-

302, Dkt. 64 at 18–19 (Oct. 6, 2014); Dkt. 62 at 20 

(Oct. 6, 2014). 

These aggregate damages models, which lump to-

gether the disparate experiences of individual class 

members for purposes of calculating damages, will 

result in an average damages award for all class 

members, regardless whether they suffered any inju-

ry at all.  This shortcut approach to damages ob-

scures differences among the class, and will inevita-

bly result in arbitrary and unjustified windfalls to 

numerous class members who have no valid claim for 

damages, while undercompensating others who may 

have suffered legitimate injury.  This harms absent 

class members and defendants alike.  And because 

the members of the certified classes here are so ex-

traordinarily varied, the harms stemming from 

Plaintiffs’ arbitrary damages models are particularly 

severe. 

a.  Multiple courts of appeals have rejected the 

use of aggregate damages models to circumvent the 

need for individualized analysis of damages.  In 

McLaughlin v. American Tobacco Co., 522 F.3d 215 

(2d Cir. 2008), the Second Circuit recognized that 

“[r]oughly estimating the gross damages to the class 

as a whole and only subsequently allowing for the 

processing of individual claims”—precisely what will 

occur at any trial in this case—“would inevitably al-

ter defendants’ substantive right to pay damages re-
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flective of their actual liability.”  Id. at 231.  This ap-

proach “offends both the Rules Enabling Act and the 

Due Process Clause” because it will inevitably result 

in a “damages figure that does not accurately reflect 

the number of plaintiffs actually injured by defend-

ants and that bears little or no relationship to the 

amount of economic harm actually caused by defend-

ants.”  Ibid.  Moreover, when “the mass aggregation 

of claims” is used “to mask the prevalence of individ-

ual issues,” “the right of defendants to challenge the 

allegations of individual plaintiffs is lost, resulting in 

a due process violation.”  Id. at 232. 

The Fourth Circuit in Broussard v. Meineke Dis-

count Muffler Shops, Inc., 155 F.3d 331 (4th Cir. 

1998), rejected a similar approach.  There the “plain-

tiffs’ expert based his [damages] testimony on ab-

stract analysis of ‘averages’” and “admitted that he 

had not attempted to calculate the damages that any 

individual [class member had] suffered” and focused 

“instead on the fictional typical” class member.  Id. 

at 343 (citation omitted).  The Fourth Circuit reject-

ed this approach, concluding that the fact that this 

averaging-based “shortcut was necessary in order for 

[the] suit to proceed as a class action should have 

been a caution signal to the district court that class-

wide proof of damages was impermissible.”  Ibid.; see 

also id. at 344 (“[P]laintiffs enjoyed the practical ad-

vantage of being able to litigate not on behalf of 

themselves but on behalf of a ‘perfect plaintiff’ pieced 

together for litigation.”). 

The Ninth Circuit similarly recognized in In re 

Hotel Telephone Charges, 500 F.2d 86 (9th Cir. 

1974), that “allowing gross damages by treating un-

substantiated claims of class members collectively 
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significantly alters substantive rights under the an-

titrust statutes,” and that the “enlargement or modi-

fication of substantive statutory rights by procedural 

devices is clearly prohibited by the Enabling Act that 

authorizes the Supreme Court to promulgate the 

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.”  Id. at 90.   

The district court below, however, held that 

Plaintiffs’ averaging-based, aggregate damages ap-

proach was permissible under the Sixth Circuit’s de-

cision in In re Scrap Metal Antitrust Litigation, 527 

F.3d 517 (6th Cir. 2008).  See App. 105a.  In Scrap 

Metal, the Sixth Circuit held that “[d]amages in an 

antitrust class action may be determined on a class-

wide, or aggregate, basis” and approved the use of a 

damages model (which was developed by Dr. Jeffrey 

Leitzinger, the same expert retained by the Direct 

Purchaser Plaintiffs in this case) that calculated “an 

aggregate recovery” based on the assumption that 

each plaintiff had incurred an identical “under-

charge.”  527 F.3d at 534 (internal quotation marks 

omitted).   

The Tenth Circuit likewise recently rejected a 

challenge to a similar aggregate damages model in In 

re Urethane Antitrust Litigation, 768 F.3d 1245 (10th 

Cir. 2014), holding that a class action defendant “has 

no interest in the method of distributing the aggre-

gate damages award among the class members.”  Id. 

at 1269. 

By sanctioning the use of aggregate damages 

models, the Sixth and Tenth Circuits have endorsed 

an improper shortcut that manufactures predomi-

nance by ignoring and obscuring individualized is-

sues, impermissibly alters the substantive law, and 
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violates due process, as the Second, Fourth, and 

Ninth Circuits have all recognized.   

Because they preclude an individualized assess-

ment of the actual injury suffered by class members, 

aggregate damages models strip defendants of their 

due process right to present “every available de-

fense.”  Lindsey, 405 U.S. at 66 (internal quotation 

marks and citation omitted).  This approach to dam-

ages also violates this Court’s holding in Dukes that 

“a class cannot be certified on the premise that [a de-

fendant] will not be entitled to litigate its statutory 

defenses to individual claims.”  131 S. Ct. at 2561; 

see also Carrera v. Bayer Corp., 727 F.3d 300, 307 

(3d Cir. 2013).   

Sanctioning the use of aggregate damages models 

violates this Court’s holding in Comcast that “arbi-

trary” damages models cannot be used to subvert 

Rule 23(b)(3)’s predominance requirement.  133 S. 

Ct. at 1433.  As this Court explained, if “any method 

of measurement is acceptable so long as it can be ap-

plied classwide, no matter how arbitrary the meas-

urements may be,” then “Rule 23(b)(3)’s predomi-

nance requirement” would be reduced “to a nullity.”  

Ibid.  After Comcast, “[i]t is now clear . . . that Rule 

23 not only authorizes a hard look at the soundness 

of statistical models that purport to show predomi-

nance—the rule commands it.”  Rail Freight, 725 

F.3d at 255.   

The damages models here—which do not reflect 

the actual injury incurred by any individual class 

member, but instead purport to represent the aggre-

gate harm to a fictionalized composite of the class, 

and then divvy out average damages to class mem-
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bers regardless of the amount of harm, if any, they 

have suffered—are the definition of arbitrary and 

cannot survive the “hard look” that Comcast and 

Rule 23 require. 

In fact, the Direct Purchasers confirmed the arbi-

trariness of their expert’s model when they attempt-

ed to defend it below by claiming that it “understates 

the overall damages.”  6th Cir., No. 14-302, Dkt. 69 

at 14 (Nov. 10, 2014) (emphasis omitted).  Even if 

that were true (it is not), due process prohibits class 

representatives from sacrificing the claims of absent 

class members merely to obtain class certification.  

See Phillips Petroleum Co. v. Shutts, 472 U.S. 797, 

810-14 (1985) (due process protects rights of “absent 

plaintiff class members”).   

As this Court has instructed, Rule 23 “must 

be . . . applied with the interests of absent class 

members in close view,” and Rule 23(b)(3)’s predomi-

nance requirement is specifically designed to “pro-

tect[] absentees by blocking unwarranted or over-

broad class definitions,” because its “mission” is to 

“assure the class cohesion that legitimizes repre-

sentative action in the first place.”  Amchem, 521 

U.S. at 620, 623, 629.  To allow class representatives 

to rely on aggregate damages models that purport to 

systematically understate absent class members’ 

damages, merely in order to manufacture predomi-

nance and obtain certification, would violate these 

principles and “create[] perverse incentives for class 

representatives to place at risk potentially valid 

claims for monetary relief.”  Dukes, 131 S. Ct. at 

2559; see also Amchem, 521 U.S. at 629 (“[T]he rule-

makers’ prescriptions for class actions may be en-

dangered by ‘those who embrace [Rule 23] too enthu-
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siastically just as [they are by] those who approach 

[the Rule] with distaste.’” (citation omitted; altera-

tions in original)). 

The Court should grant review to resolve the con-

flict over whether aggregate damages models can be 

used to satisfy Rule 23(b)(3)’s predominance re-

quirement, and whether the intractable individual 

damages issues in this case preclude class certifica-

tion under Comcast.   

III. THIS CASE IS AN EXCELLENT VEHICLE TO 

RESOLVE THE QUESTIONS PRESENTED.  

This unprecedented case involves two sprawling 

classes that together cover potentially hundreds of 

millions of widely disparate class members, many of 

whom have suffered no injuries; a decade-long class 

period; and treble damages potentially exceeding $9 

billion.  This radical class certification ruling sets a 

dangerous precedent:  If these classes can be certi-

fied, there is no limit to the bounds of Rule 23.  The 

ruling also cleanly implicates at least three mature, 

entrenched, and deepening circuit splits.  There is 

thus no better vehicle to address these issues.  And 

given the crushing liability at stake, these critical 

issues will likely evade the Court’s review if the peti-

tion is not granted and Defendants are forced to set-

tle before there is a litigated final judgment.      

The Sixth Circuit’s unusually substantive deci-

sion declining to review the district court’s certifica-

tion order provides the Court with the opportunity to 

resolve these conflicts so that the district court may 

correct its certification decisions prior to a trial on 

the merits.  Orders from appellate courts declining to 

review Rule 23(f) petitions rarely include such sub-
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stantive analysis.  But here the Sixth Circuit ana-

lyzed whether the district court abused its discretion 

in certifying the classes.  App. 5a–9a.  Because the 

Sixth Circuit’s substantive decision reveals its rea-

soning in concluding that the district court did not 

err, it squarely presents the conflicts over Article III 

standing and individualized damages issues for this 

Court’s review. 

This Court has made clear that its jurisdiction ex-

tends to court of appeals decisions denying permis-

sion to appeal.  See Hohn v. United States, 524 U.S. 

236, 238–41 (1998); United States v. Nixon, 418 U.S. 

690, 692 (1974); 28 U.S.C. § 1254(1) (certiorari juris-

diction extends to “any civil or criminal case” that is 

“in the court of appeals”).  The Court also has juris-

diction to review the merits of the district court’s cer-

tification order.  In fact, that is precisely what the 

Court did in Standard Fire Insurance Co. v. Knowles, 

133 S. Ct. 1345 (2013), an analogous case in which 

petitioners sought review of a remand decision aris-

ing under the Class Action Fairness Act.  Though the 

court of appeals in Standard Fire declined to review 

the district court’s order, the Court granted review 

over the plaintiff’s objection, reviewed the district 

court’s reasoning, and reversed.  Id. at 1348; see also 

Dart Cherokee Basis Operating Co. v. Owens, 134 S. 

Ct. 1788 (2014).  The Court should do the same here. 

Plaintiffs have nonetheless argued below that 

this Court cannot address whether class certification 

is appropriate here because, after engaging in a re-

view of the merits of the district court’s ruling, the 

Sixth Circuit denied Defendants’ Rule 23(f) petition.  

If accepted, this formalistic distinction would provide 

a roadmap for the courts of appeals to insulate class 
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certification decisions from this Court’s review, 

which would frustrate the purpose of interlocutory 

review under Rule 23(f).  See Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(f) ad-

visory committee’s note (1998) (emphasizing intend-

ed “expansion of present opportunities to appeal” 

under Rule 23(f), particularly where the certification 

“decision turns on a novel or unsettled question of 

law, or when, as a practical matter, the decision on 

certification is likely dispositive of the litiga-

tion”).  By Plaintiffs’ lights, the Ninth Circuit in 

Dukes and the Third Circuit in Comcast could have 

precluded this Court’s review if they had issued the 

exact same opinions upholding certification and 

simply labeled them as denials of Rule 23(f) peti-

tions.  That cannot be correct, and this Court’s prior 

decisions in analogous situations demonstrate that it 

is not.   

*     *     * 

The courts below have sanctioned a shortcut ap-

proach to class certification that impermissibly alters 

the law, masks differences among class members 

through admitted averaging and arbitrary estimates, 

and strips Defendants of their right to contest indi-

vidual claims.  As a result, Defendants now face the 

prospect of over $9 billion in treble damages even 

though many class members suffered no injury 

whatsoever, and even though fairly calculating indi-

vidualized damages—an undertaking Plaintiffs did 

not even attempt—is a task of overwhelming com-

plexity.  The Court should grant review to establish 

uniform standards for class certification that com-

port with the constitutional mandates of Article III 

and due process, as well as the requirements of Rule 
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23, Rule 82, and the Rules Enabling Act, and reverse 

the certification of the sweeping classes here. 

CONCLUSION 

The petition for a writ of certiorari should be 

granted. 

Respectfully submitted. 
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APPENDIX A 

 

FILED 

Sep 29, 2014 

DEBORAH S. HUNT, 

Clerk 

 

No. 14-0302 

UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS 

FOR THE SIXTH CIRCUIT 

In re: CARPENTER CO., et al. 

 Petitioners. 

) 

) 

) 

O R D E R 

 

Before: SUHRHEINRICH, SILER, and 

GIBBONS, Circuit Judges. 

In these consolidated multidistrict litigation an-

titrust actions brought against manufacturers of 

flexible polyurethane foam, the district court certi-

fied two classes:  a Direct Purchaser Class and an 

Indirect Purchaser Class.  The Petitioners, all manu-

facturers of flexible polyurethane foam, jointly peti-

tion for permission to appeal the district court’s 

grant of class certification under Federal Rule of Civ-

il Procedure 23(f).  Two of these manufacturers—

Leggett & Platt, Inc. and Mohawk Industries, Inc. 

(“LP&M”)—move to supplement the petition with 

additional issues.  The Direct Purchaser and Indirect 

Purchaser Classes separately respond in opposition 

to the petition and also oppose the filing of a supple-
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mental petition.  The Petitioners and LP&M reply.  

Additionally, the parties separately move to seal all 

of their pleadings and appendices.  

We begin with the various procedural motions, 

addressing first the motions to seal.  The district 

court exercises great discretion over pretrial discov-

ery, which typically occurs outside the public eye.  

Seattle Times Co. v. Rhinehart, 467 U.S. 20, 33−34 

(1984).  Restraints, such as protective orders, “placed 

on discovered, but not yet admitted, information are 

not a restriction on a traditionally public source of 

information.”  Id. at 33.  Thus, we construe protec-

tive orders narrowly.  And, although documents 

sealed in the district court must be filed under seal 

in this court, see 6th Cir. R. 25(h)(5); 6th Cir. I.O.P. 

10(c), documents filed in this court generally must be 

made available to the public.  Procter & Gamble Co. 

v. Bankers Trust Co., 78 F.3d 219, 227 (6th Cir. 

1996); see also 6th Cir. R. 28(d) (“Briefs filed with the 

court are public records.  A brief that refers to sealed 

information is not automatically sealed.”).  Protect-

ing legitimate trade secrets is also a “recognized ex-

ception to the right of public access to judicial rec-

ords.”  Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp. v. FTC, 

710 F.2d 1165, 1180 (6th Cir. 1983).  

The petition, the supplemental petition, and the 

responses to the petition cite general facts concern-

ing the present action that are contained in both 

sealed and unsealed pleadings.  Little of the analysis 

applying that authority to the facts of the case ap-

pears to refer to truly confidential information or 

trade secrets.  Thus, neither the petition nor the re-

sponses should be sealed in their entirety.  The mo-

tions for leave to file a supplemental brief, the re-
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sponse, and the reply and the motion for leave to file 

a reply to the petition and response do not contain 

any confidential information, but instead focus solely 

whether such a supplemental brief or is permitted or 

appropriate.  Therefore, these pleadings should not 

be sealed.  But the motions to seal the appendices 

are well taken, given that a number of documents in 

the appendices are not accessible through the 

CM/ECF system, and paper exhibits that are not 

part of the district court’s electronic record may be 

provided to this court in an appendix.  6th Cir. R. 

10(b)(1).  

LP&M moves for leave to file a supplemental pe-

tition to raise issues unique to it that the Petitioners 

did not raise.  The Direct and Indirect Purchasers 

oppose the motion, and LP&M replies.  LP&M raises 

issues both common to all of the Defendants and 

unique to itself, and the Federal Rules of Appellate 

Procedure do not prohibit supplemental petitions.  

This case involves multidistrict litigation in which 

the district court certified two distinct classes in a 

128-page order.  LP&M’s request to supplement the 

petition is not unreasonable under these circum-

stances.  

The Petitioners move for leave to file a reply to 

the petition.  The Direct and Indirect Purchasers op-

pose the motion.  Federal Rule of Appellate Proce-

dure neither permits nor prohibits a reply to a peti-

tion.  Fed. R. App. P. 5(b)(1), (2).  We conclude that a 

reply is not appropriate here because the reply large-

ly reiterates prior arguments and appends extra-

record documents.  
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Having resolved the procedural motions, we turn 

to the merits of the petition and supplemental peti-

tion.  We may, in our discretion, permit an appeal 

from an order certifying a class action.  Fed. R. Civ. 

P. 23(f).  Our “unfettered” discretion is akin to the 

discretion of the Supreme Court in considering 

whether to grant certiorari; thus, we may consider 

any relevant factor we find persuasive.  See Fed. R. 

Civ. P. 23 advisory committee’s note (1998); In re 

Delta Air Lines, 310 F.3d 953, 957 (6th Cir. 2002).  A 

district court also has substantial discretion in de-

termining whether it will certify a class.  Randleman 

v. Fidelity Nat’l Title Ins. Co., 646 F.3d 347, 351 (6th 

Cir. 2011).  Therefore, “[t]he district court’s decision 

certifying the class is subject to a very limited review 

and will be reversed only upon a strong showing that 

the district court’s decision was a clear abuse of dis-

cretion.”  Id. (quoting Beattie v. CenturyTel, Inc., 511 

F.3d 554, 559−60 (6th Cir. 2007)).  Given the discre-

tionary nature of our decision, there is no definitive 

test for granting permission to appeal.  But we will 

not routinely accept interlocutory appeals.  See In re 

Delta Airlines, 310 F.3d at 959.  Factors we may con-

sider include:  (1) whether the petitioner is likely to 

succeed on appeal under the deferential abuse-of-

discretion standard; (2) whether the cost of continu-

ing the litigation for either the plaintiff or the de-

fendant presents such a barrier that subsequent re-

view is hampered; (3) whether the case presents a 

novel or unsettled question of law; and (4) the proce-

dural posture of the case before the district court.  Id. 

at 960.  

The Petitioners and LP&M challenge the district 

court’s certification order on numerous grounds, 
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some related to the certification of class actions in 

general and some related to the certification of the 

specific classes here.  We conclude that neither the 

general challenges nor the specific challenges are 

appropriate for appellate review at this time.  

The novelty of a claim “weigh[s] more heavily in 

favor of review when the question is of relevance not 

only in the litigation before the court, but also to 

class litigation in general.”  Id.  Applying current 

precedent, neither the Petitioners nor LP&M have 

demonstrated that the district court abused its dis-

cretion in certifying a class given the facts of the un-

derlying case.  

Assuming that the Petitioners preserved their 

standing argument before the district court, whether 

standing is established is dependent upon whether 

the definition of the class is sufficiently narrow to ex-

clude uninjured parties.  See Halvorson v. Auto-

Owners Ins. Co., 718 F.3d 773, 778−79 (8th Cir. 

2013); Mazza v. Am. Honda Motor Co., 666 F.3d 581, 

594 (9th Cir. 2012); Denney v. Deutsche Bank AG, 

443 F.3d 253, 264 (2d Cir. 2006); see also In re Deep-

water Horizon, 739 F.3d 790, 806 (5th Cir. 2014) 

(finding standing “so long as the class is defined so 

that every absent class member can allege standing” 

in the absence of any authority permitting an evi-

dentiary inquiry into the Article III standing of ab-

sent class members during the class certification 

stage) (internal quotation omitted).  Because the dis-

trict court applied this standard in defining the clas-

ses here, it did not abuse its discretion.  

Although the Petitioners assert that the district 

court should have required the classes to establish 
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the Rule 23 requirements for certifying a class by a 

preponderance of the evidence, that is not so.  The 

Supreme Court requires only that the district court 

be “satisfied, after a rigorous analysis” that the party 

seeking certification has affirmatively demonstrated 

compliance with Rule 23’s requirements.  Wal-Mart 

Stores, Inc. v. Dukes, 131 S. Ct. 2541, 2551 (2011) 

(quoting Gen. Tel. Co. of Sw. v. Falcon, 457 U.S. 147, 

161 (1982)).  Some circuit courts have superimposed 

a more specific standard on top of this, requiring dis-

trict courts to resolve factual disputes by a prepon-

derance of the evidence.  See, e.g., In re U.S. Food-

service Inc. Pricing Litig., 729 F.3d 108, 117 (2d Cir. 

2013), cert. denied, 134 S. Ct. 1938 (2014).  But we 

have previously declined to superimpose a more spe-

cific standard on top of the rigorous-analysis stand-

ard, Gooch v. Life Investors Ins. Co. of Am., 672 F.3d 

402, 418 n.8 (6th Cir. 2012), and the failure to super-

impose a more specific standard does not conflict 

with Supreme Court precedent.  Thus, the district 

court did not abuse its discretion by applying only 

the rigorous-analysis standard.  

The Petitioners next argue that the district court 

misapplied the standard for measuring damages, in 

violation of Comcast Corp. v. Behrend, 133 S. Ct. 

1426 (2013).  Under Comcast, “a model purporting to 

serve as evidence of damages in [a] class action must 

measure only those damages attributable to [the 

class liability] theory.”  Id. at 1433.  If the model does 

not measure damages attributable to the particular 

theory upon which the class claims are based, then it 

cannot serve as a basis for establishing that damages 

are measurable across the entire class.  Id.  Here, the 

district court ensured that each of the classes’ models 
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adhered to the theories of their cases, translating 

their legal theories of their harmful events to the 

economic impact of those events.  Because the dis-

trict court required the classes’ damages models to 

reflect their theories of the case, it did not abuse its 

discretion or violate Comcast.  

LP&M argues that there are fundamental Daub-

ert errors implicating the intersection between 

Daubert and class certifications which have never 

been settled by this court.  The Supreme Court has 

never decided whether a district court must under-

take a Daubert analysis at the class-certification 

stage.  The Supreme Court certified this question in 

Comcast, 133 S. Ct. 24 (2012), but did not ultimately 

reach the question on the merits. 133 S. Ct. at 

1435−36 (Ginsberg, J., dissenting).  But the Court 

has suggested that such an analysis may be required 

in some circumstances.  See Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., 

131 S. Ct. at 2553−54 (“The District Court concluded 

that Daubert did not apply to expert testimony at the 

certification state of class-action proceedings.  We 

doubt that is so . . . .”) (citation omitted).  The Sev-

enth Circuit requires a district court to conclusively 

rule on any challenge to an expert’s qualifications or 

submissions if his/her report or testimony is “critical 

to class certification” before ruling on the merits of 

the motion to certify a class.  Am. Honda Motor Co. 

v. Allen, 600 F.3d 813, 815−16 (7th Cir. 2010).  The 

district court here acknowledged that the issue was 

unsettled, but adopted the Seventh Circuit’s position.  

Although other district courts in this circuit have not 

required that expert testimony supporting class cer-

tification be admissible under Daubert, those deci-

sions all predated Comcast and Wal-Mart.  And, alt-
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hough the district court here only applied Daubert to 

critical witnesses, those are the only witnesses the 

Petitioners are challenging.  Given the Supreme 

Court’s statement in Wal-Mart and the district 

court’s application of Daubert to critical witnesses, 

no abuse of discretion occurred.  

In their final general challenge to the certifica-

tion order, the Defendants argue that the Direct and 

Indirect Purchasers’ regression models conflict with 

one another, given the Indirect Purchasers’ premise 

that a constant overcharge applied and the Direct 

Purchasers’ omission of such a rate in their model.  

Because of this conflict, the Defendants assert that it 

will make adjudicating these claims at trial unman-

ageable.  Regardless of whether the theories conflict, 

the trials for the classes are bifurcated.  Thus, any 

problem with adjudicating the classes’ differently-

framed theories should not materialize.  

The Petitioners and LP&M also challenge the 

district court’s certification order on a number of 

grounds specific to the case.  Class actions are excep-

tions to the rule that litigation is conducted by and 

on behalf of the individual named parties only.  Com-

cast Corp., 133 S. Ct. at 1432.  Thus, parties seeking 

to maintain class actions must affirmatively demon-

strate their compliance with Federal Rule of Civil 

Procedure 23, which governs class actions.  Id. (citing 

Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., 131 S. Ct. at 2551−52).  In this 

case, the plaintiffs sought certification of a Rule 

23(b)(3) class, requiring them to demonstrate that 

their action presented “questions of law or fact com-

mon to class members [that] predominate[d] over any 

questions affecting only individual members.”  Fed. 

R. Civ. P. 23(b).  Rule 23(b)(3) is an “adventuresome 
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innovation [] framed for situations in which class-

action treatment is not as clearly called for.”  Wal-

Mart Stores, Inc., 131 S. Ct. at 2558 (internal quota-

tion marks and citation omitted).  At the same time, 

“[p]redominance is a test readily met in certain cases 

alleging . . . violations of the antitrust laws.”  Am-

chem Prods., Inc. v. Windsor, 521 U.S. 591, 625 

(1997).  Nevertheless, in considering whether a class 

action is appropriate, a district court should “probe 

behind the pleadings” and certify a class only if it is 

“satisfied, after a rigorous analysis, that” the pre-

dominance requirement is satisfied.  Comcast, 133 

S. Ct. at 1429.  

In the present case, both classes alleged a viola-

tion of the Sherman Act, and the Indirect Purchasers 

also alleged a violation of state-law analogues to the 

Sherman Act.  Thus, both classes had to demon-

strate: (1) an antitrust violation; (2) that the viola-

tion caused them to suffer an injury; and (3) that the 

extent of the injury can be quantified.  See In re Hy-

drogen Peroxide Antitrust Litig., 552 F.3d 305, 311 

(3d Cir. 2008).  In its lengthy decision, the district 

court sifted through the abundant evidence in the 

record and rigorously analyzed that evidence before 

concluding that the Direct and Indirect Purchasers 

classes established the Rule 23 requirements and 

that the classes could establish through common evi-

dence the antitrust elements outlined above.  Despite 

the myriad issues raised by the Petitioners and 

LP&M challenging the district court’s order, we can-

not conclude under the deferential standard of re-

view that an abuse of discretion occurred.  

In addition to the merits of the issues raised in 

the petition, we consider whether our failure to grant 
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review would be the death knell of the litigation.  In 

re Delta Air Lines, 310 F.3d at 960.  Thus, “[i]f the 

class certification decision essentially tells the tale of 

the litigation, there is strong support for interlocuto-

ry review.”  Id.  A party must also offer more than a 

“general assertion” of harm by providing “insight into 

potential expenses and liabilities.”  Id.  

The Petitioners argue that they face an immi-

nent trial in which they face a potential damages 

award, after trebling, that exceeds $9 billion, for 

which each of them will be jointly and severally lia-

ble.  The Direct Purchasers challenge the Petitioners’ 

calculation of damages, asserting that, even trebled, 

it will not exceed $2.8 billion.  The Petitioners have 

not demonstrated that the district court’s order tells 

the tale of the action.  Although the district court 

found that the classes established the requirements 

for certification, it emphasized that it was by no 

means clear that this proof would be sufficient to 

survive summary judgment or merit a favorable jury 

verdict.  And, even if we adopt the Petitioners’ calcu-

lation of the potential damages award, that factor 

alone does not warrant interlocutory review of the 

district court’s order that is not otherwise questiona-

ble.  In re Rail Freight Fuel Surcharge Antitrust 

Litig., 725 F.3d 244, 252 (D.C. Cir. 2013).  

The petitioners do not address the final factor we 

generally consider in determining whether to grant a 

petition:  the procedural posture of the case.  If the 

district court might reexamine its certification deci-

sion, interlocutory review of the decision is discour-

aged.  In re Delta Air Lines, 310 F.3d at 960.  The 

district court issued an extremely thorough 128-page 

decision certifying the classes.  But it is aware that it 
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may reopen its certification decision, given its 

acknowledgement that it may have to revisit its deci-

sion if one defendant’s liability is limited.  

The motion to seal the petition, the motion to 

seal the supplemental petition, the Direct Purchas-

ers’ and Indirect Purchasers’ motions to seal their 

responses to the petition are GRANTED IN PART.  

The parties are DIRECTED to file a public version 

of their pleadings which redacts any reference to 

sealed information in the district court.  Failure to do 

so within seven days of this order shall result in the 

pleading(s), presently sealed pending a ruling on 

these motions, being unsealed.  The motion to seal 

the motion for leave to file a supplemental brief, the 

motion to seal the response and reply to the motion 

for leave to file a supplemental petition, the motion 

to seal the motion for leave to file a reply to the peti-

tion, and the motion to seal the response to the mo-

tion for leave to file a reply to the petition are DE-

NIED.  The motions to seal the appendices are 

GRANTED.  The motion to file a supplemental peti-

tion is GRANTED.  The motion for leave to file a re-

ply to the petition is DENIED and the reply is OR-

DERED STRICKEN.  The petition and supple-

mental petition are DENIED.  

ENTERED BY ORDER OF THE COURT  

s/ 

Deborah S. Hunt, Clerk 
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APPENDIX B 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT    

FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF OHIO 

WESTERN DIVISION 

In re Polyurethane Foam 

Antitrust Litigation 

 

This document relates to: 

ALL CASES 

Case No. 1:10 MD 2196 

 

CLASS 

CERTIFICATION 

MEMORANDUM 

OPINION 

AND ORDER 

 

JUDGE JACK 

ZOUHARY 

On April 9, 2014, this Court filed a sealed Opin-

ion granting class certification.  Much of the record, 

cited extensively throughout the sealed Opinion, was 

itself sealed.  In late April, Defendants asked the 

Sixth Circuit for leave to appeal the sealed Opinion 

pursuant to Federal Civil Rule 23(f).  On September 

29, 2014, the Sixth Circuit denied the appeal.  In ear-

ly November, several Defendants moved to reopen 

the appeal in order to file an emergency motion to 

stay issuance of class notice.  On November 13, 2014, 

the Sixth Circuit denied the motions.  What follows 

is a redacted Opinion which preserves almost all of 

the discussion in the sealed Opinion, omitting most 

of the record citations and associated parentheticals, 

and correcting any misspellings or citation form er-

rors.   
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* * * 

INTRODUCTION 

In these consolidated proceedings, two putative 

classes allege that dominant firms in the flexible pol-

yurethane foam market engaged in a decade-long 

conspiracy to fix, raise, and maintain the price of 

foam products.  Pending before this Court are Mo-

tions for Class Certification by two groups of plain-

tiffs:  Direct Purchasers and Indirect Purchasers.  

Defendants opposed the Motions, and Plaintiffs re-

plied.  The parties papered the docket with numer-

ous expert reports.  (Other parties in this case, Di-

rect Action Plaintiffs, proceed separately from the 

putative classes.) 

This Court then held oral argument on both Mo-

tions, and heard testimony from several experts – 

Leitzinger, Lamb, Ordover, and Burtis.  There is 

more.  The parties engaged in a parade of filings 

with post-hearing supplemental authorities and oth-

er materials covering a range of topics.  After an ex-

haustive review of the record, this Court grants both 

Motions for the reasons that follow. 

BACKGROUND 

The Parties and Products 

Polyurethane Foam Market 

The polyurethane foam (“foam”) market consists 

of several types of products.  Foam products are cre-

ated from a mixture of toluene diisocyanate (“TDI”) 

and polypropylene glycol (“polyol”).  Pricing for each 

chemical is influenced by petroleum prices.  The 

principal chemical manufacturing plants for TDI and 

polyol, run by industry-dominant firms like Lyondell 
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Chemical Company (now LyondellBasell Industries), 

Huntsman, Dow, and BASF, are or were located in 

the Gulf Coast region.  Together, these two chemicals 

account for roughly ninety percent (90%) of foam 

production costs. 

Water also figures in the foam blend, serving as 

a “blowing agent” that produces an exothermic reac-

tion in the foam blend causing it to expand.  Product-

specific additives, discussed below, are important in 

determining foam type.  But, like water content, the 

cost of these additives does not cause large variations 

in the cost of producing foam products of comparable 

foam volume – TDIs and polyols are dominant 

throughout. 

From here, production processes and alterations 

to the general foam blend effectively split the generic 

foam market into “sub-markets.”  Some foam, termed 

“rigid,” is used for building or automotive insulation.  

“Molded” foam, primarily found in automobile cush-

ions, is formed after the foam blend is “poured into 

custom tooled molds the shape of the desired prod-

uct.”  Foam is near ubiquitous, appearing in a vast 

array of product uses.  “Packing peanuts,” for exam-

ple, derive from the same general foam blend.  Flexi-

ble foam alone amounts to 1.2 billion pounds per 

year in domestic consumption. 

But the present Motions, while broad in scope, do 

not encompass the entire foam industry.  Rather, on-

ly two foam sub-markets, distinguished from other 

sub-markets by their production processes and end 

uses, are relevant:  slabstock and underlay. 
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Slabstock 

As noted above, the foam blend undergoes an ex-

othermic reaction with the addition of a blowing 

agent, typically water; that reaction generates a re-

lease of heat, forming bubbles within the foam blend.  

“The bubbles in the foam produce ‘cells’ containing 

air.”  For slabstock, the expansion process occurs as 

foam is continuously “poured” onto a moving convey-

or belt.  That conveyor belt is equipped with “sides 

from [three to four feet] high”, with length and width 

dimensions that vary depending on intended uses.  

Cured slabstock, which resembles a loaf of bread, is 

also referred to as a “bun.” 

But not all slabstock is created equal.  Foam 

manufacturers regularly vary foam blends to produce 

varying characteristics or “grades.”  Slabstock can 

vary by density, with more dense foam typically 

providing better support and comfort.  Slabstock can 

also be more or less firm, measured according to an 

industry-standard Indentation Force Deflection cal-

culation.  “Support factor,” a measure of “deep down 

support,” can also be adjusted in the production pro-

cess, as can resilience or springiness, a quality 

measured by dropping a steel ball onto foam and 

measuring the ball’s rebound height as a percentage 

of the drop height.  The parties identify other ways 

slabstock can vary.  These characteristics “are de-

termined by the specific formulation of chemicals 

that are combined to produce [the foam], and are 

largely independent of each other,” such that high 

resilience foam can be more or less dense. 

Slabstock with a given set of characteristics may 

vary by form.  A bun can be sold in the same form in 
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which it leaves the conveyor belt.  Or, extending the 

industry’s apparent penchant for baking metaphors, 

a bun can become a “roll” by slicing the bun length-

wise and then winding the resulting foam sheets into 

a roll.  Or a bun can be otherwise fabricated, either 

by the bun manufacturer itself or by another firm, 

through various post-pouring technologies “in-

volv[ing] combining foam with another material, 

such as a nonwoven substrate or fiber,” or joining 

foam types together. 

Underlay 

Underlay, or carpet cushion, is produced in two 

primary forms.  Most commonly, underlay is com-

posed of “rebond.”  Rebond joins together slabstock 

“scrap” or “trim” generated during the fabrication 

process – for example, the waste material created in 

the course of cutting a bun to some desired shape.  

The scrap is shredded further, and then combined in 

a mold with a binding agent.  Heat and pressure are 

applied, forming a rebond bun or log.  A rebond bun 

can then be sliced lengthwise to produce underlay.  A 

rebond log is “rotated against a knife blade to peel 

the log into a long sheet of rebond foam padding.”  In 

both cases, a backing material of some type is ap-

plied to the rebond sheets.  Two-thirds of rebond 

production costs are attributable to the price of 

scrap.  Another 20 percent of costs can be traced to 

the binding agent.  Not all the rebond-producing De-

fendants internally source the scrap used to produce 

rebond.  For example, Mohawk “has always fulfilled 

all of its scrap foam needs on the open market.” 

In recent years, domestic scrap’s place in the re-

bond “mix” has declined, due in part to the rising 
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price of domestic slabstock.  Between 2000 and 2008, 

underlay producers substantially increased the use 

of “take up” in producing rebond; “take up” is under-

lay removed from a prior use in residential or com-

mercial buildings.  Similarly, over the same period, 

scrap imports increased.  Rebond demand has de-

clined since 2004, owing to shifts in consumer prefer-

ences for wood or tile flooring products. 

Carpet cushion also can contain “prime under-

lay.”  Prime underlay is not formed from the waste of 

fabrication operations or post-consumer recycled ma-

terials; instead, prime underlay is poured in the 

same manner as slabstock, for the immediate pur-

pose of serving as foam for underlay  Prime underlay 

is a very small portion of the underlay market, 

amounting to “less than one percent” of underlay 

sales in 2009. 

Finally, like slabstock, underlay of a particular 

type can vary according to product attributes.  For 

instance, underlay can include noise dampening 

qualities and antimicrobial coatings.  And, like slab-

stock, its density can vary.  These varying attributes 

affect underlay prices. 

Plaintiffs and the Proposed Classes 

The pending Motions seek certification of classes 

that include most of Defendants’ immediate custom-

ers, as well as all end-use purchasers, for certain 

foam products.  Seven Plaintiffs seek certification of 

a Direct Purchaser class, defined to include: 

All persons or entities that purchased flexible 

polyurethane foam (but excluding molded 

foam) directly from Defendants and/or their 

co-conspirators from January 1, 1999 to July 
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31, 2010 for purchase from or delivery into 

the United States.  Excluded from the Class 

are governmental entities, Defendants, their 

co-conspirators, and their officers, employees, 

agents, representatives, parents, subsidiaries 

and affiliates. 

Indirect Purchasers,1 individual consumers and 

“authorized managing agents” for hotels and other 

entities operating in various states, seek certification 

of a class consisting of: 

All persons or entities in Alabama, Arizona, 

California, Colorado, [the] District of Colum-

bia, Florida, Hawaii, Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, 

Maine, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, 

Mississippi, Missouri, Nebraska, Nevada, 

                                            

 1 Defendants note that Indirect Purchasers appear to name 

Leah Kapoor as an Indirect Purchaser Plaintiff in their Motion.  

If so, that would be Kapoor’s debut in this case, never having 

been listed in any prior filing nor proposed to be joined as an 

Indirect Purchaser Plaintiff.  In reply, Indirect Purchasers refer 

to Kapoor as a “member of the Class,” but in the next sentence 

assert “[p]ersons other than named plaintiffs are routinely iden-

tified as adequate class representatives.”  This Court under-

stands that response as a concession that Kapoor cannot be a 

named Indirect Purchaser Plaintiff.  Therefore, this Court 

grants Defendants’ Motion to Strike Kapoor’s name from Indi-

rect Purchaser’s Motion under Federal Civil Rule 12(f).  Un-

named plaintiffs may “routinely be identified as adequate class 

representatives” in Private Securities Litigation Reform Act 

(“PSLRA”) actions (see id. (citing In re Oxford Health Plans, 

Inc., 191 F.R.D. 369, 378 (S.D.N.Y. 2000) (“[B]eing a Lead 

Plaintiff under the PSLRA is not the same as being a Class 

Representative under Rule 23”)), but Indirect Purchasers have 

identified no comparable aspect of antitrust class action litiga-

tion that makes the same appointment scheme permissible, 

much less “routine.” 
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New Hampshire, New Mexico, New York, 

North Carolina, North Dakota, Oregon, 

Rhode Island, South Dakota, Tennessee, 

Vermont, West Virginia, and Wisconsin who 

purchased products containing flexible poly-

urethane foam [“product” here defined to in-

clude only carpet underlay, bedding, and up-

holstered furniture products], not for resale, 

which were manufactured, produced or sup-

plied by Defendants or their unnamed co-

conspirators from January 1, 1999 to the pre-

sent.  Excluded from the Class are govern-

mental entities, Defendants, their co-

conspirators and their representatives, par-

ents, subsidiaries and affiliates. 

Defendants 

As a group, Defendants dominate the domestic 

market for the manufacture and sale of flexible poly-

urethane foam (“flexible foam”).  Defendants’ inter-

nal records trace a gradual increase in Defendants’ 

combined control of the “North American flexible 

slab production” market over the course of the Class 

Period – from 80 percent in 1999 to 96 percent of “to-

tal U.S. production” in 2010.2  A similar upward 

trend is reflected in Defendants’ share of the under-

lay market, from 91 percent in 2001 to 94 percent in 

                                            

 2 The Department of Justice (“DOJ”) and Federal Trade 

Commission (“FTC”) use HHI to estimate how a horizontal 

merger or acquisition might affect concentration in a market.  

See generally U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE AND THE FEDERAL 

TRADE COMM., HORIZONTAL MERGER GUIDELINES, available at 

http://ftc.gov/os/2010/08/100819hmg.pdf.  Prior to 2010 revisions 

to the Merger Guidelines, the foam industry’s HHI score fell 

within the “highly concentrated” market (Doc. 581 at 21). 
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2009.  Individual Defendants during the Class Period 

have engaged in these two general markets, among 

others, to greater or lesser degrees. 

Carpenter manufactures polyurethane foam 

products, polyols, polyester fibers, and expanded pol-

ystyrene products.  Carpenter had $269 million in 

2009 foam sales. 

FXI produces foam for the home, healthcare, 

electronics, industrial, personal care, and transporta-

tion markets.  FXI’s products include finished goods, 

sub-assemblies, services, and raw material for 

OEMs, fabricators, and retailers.  FXI had $247 mil-

lion in 2009 foam sales.  In June 2009, FXI pur-

chased assets of the former Foamex International 

Inc.  (“Foamex”) at a bankruptcy sale.  Defendants 

represent FXI as “a distinct company [from Foamex] 

with different ownership that did not exist before 

2009.”  (Defendants claim certain Plaintiffs’ experts 

omit the FXI/Foamex distinction in their references 

to FXI.) 

Future Foam manufactures polyurethane foam 

for the furniture industry.  Future Foam also oper-

ates carpet cushion plants and fabricates foam.  Fu-

ture Foam had $221 million in 2009 sales. 

Flexible Foam manufactures carpet cushion and 

flexible foam for bedding, furniture, and specialty 

applications.  Flexible Foam had sales of $269 mil-

lion in 2009. 

Woodbridge primarily manufactures molded 

foam products for the automotive and transportation 

industries, and also manufactures rigid foam insula-

tion products, technical foams, and unfabricated and 
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fabricated products.  Woodbridge had foam sales of 

$52 million in 2009. 

Leggett & Platt manufactures products for the 

residential, automotive, and transportation markets.  

Rebond underlay accounts for the overwhelming ma-

jority of Leggett & Platt’s sales to direct purchasers.  

Leggett & Platt sold its slabstock production and 

sales operations in March 2007, and now only pro-

duces underlay using purchased scrap.  Leggett & 

Platt had $185 million in 2009 underlay sales. 

Hickory Springs similarly manufactures flexible 

foam products for the furniture and bedding indus-

tries, totaling $180 million in 2009 sales. 

Mohawk produces carpet cushion products made 

from recycled flexible polyurethane foam, latex rub-

ber, and other fibers.  Mohawk’s relevant sales were 

limited to carpet underlay during the Class Period, 

with only a “small fraction,” $92 million out of $5 bil-

lion, in 2009 total revenues from such underlay 

sales. 

Vitafoam sold its American polyurethane foam 

manufacturing operations in 2005–06, and differs 

from other Defendants in two respects:  Vitafoam has 

settled with Direct Purchasers; and Vitafoam is a 

Department of Justice (“DOJ”) corporate leniency 

applicant – a decision on that application in still 

pending.  Vitafoam also cooperates with Plaintiffs in 

hopes of securing damages limitations under the An-

titrust Criminal Penalties Enhancement and Reform 

Act of 2004 (“ACPERA”), in the event judgment is 

entered against Vitafoam. 
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Distribution Chains 

Earlier discussion identified links in the foam 

distribution chain.  Chemical manufacturers, like 

BASF, sell TDIs and polyols to slabstock manufac-

turers, or “foamers,” like Flexible Foam.  Flexible 

Foam might then sell unfabricated foam buns or par-

tially fabricated foam rolls to foam fabricators.  Fur-

ther foam fabrication may be followed by sale of the 

resulting fabricated foam product to an original 

equipment manufacturer (“OEM”), like a mattress 

producer.  Or the fabricated foam can be sold directly 

to a retailer or distributor, without further finishing.  

In either case, after purchasing flexible foam from a 

Defendant, an OEM, retailer, or distributor eventu-

ally sells a product incorporating flexible foam to an 

end-use consumer. 

The underlay distribution chain is similar to the 

slabstock and fabricated foam distribution chains.  

Again, chemical manufacturers sell inputs to 

foamers who then pour slabstock.  Foamers sell un-

fabricated slabstock to foam fabricators, who in turn 

sell trim generated during fabrication of slabstock to 

rebond producers.  Alternatively, rebond manufac-

turers can purchase take-up from vendors of that in-

put, or imported scrap from brokers, or rely on inter-

nal scrap.  Rebond is then produced from these pri-

mary inputs.  The same firm, or a different firm, 

then fashions underlay from the rebond bun or log.  

Underlay is then sold to retailers, distributors, and 

buying co-ops.  Builders, or homeowners directly, 

then purchase the underlay for end-use in commer-

cial and residential buildings. 
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Defendants fill a number of these roles in the 

supply chain.  Carpenter, a producer of polyols, is 

both a chemical manufacturer and a foamer, while 

Mohawk is not a foamer, and instead manufactures 

only underlay using purchased scrap.  The fact that 

not all Defendants engage in the slabstock and un-

derlay markets to the same extent means that situa-

tions like the following hypothetical can arise:  Flex-

ible Foam might sell slabstock to Fabricator A.  Fab-

ricator A could then sell scrap to Mohawk.  Or Flexi-

ble Foam could sell its internal scrap to Mohawk, di-

rectly or through a scrap broker.  It may even be that 

a Defendant firm could sell an unfabricated bun to a 

fabricator, and then purchase, from the same fabri-

cator, scrap cast off from the earlier-sold bun for use 

in rebond production. 

Eventually a product reaches its “end-use.”  Indi-

rect Purchasers describe three relevant end-use cat-

egories:  (1) carpet underlay; (2) “bedding (i.e., mat-

tresses, pillows, and toppers)” and; (3) “upholstered 

furniture products, including upholstered sofas and 

chairs.”  These three categories account for three-

fourths of all domestic foam consumer uses.  In con-

sumption terms, underlay is the largest of these end-

use markets, followed by bedding and then furniture.  

Defendants’ flexible foam products appear in each of 

the end-use markets to varying degrees. 

The Alleged Conspiracy 

Plaintiffs allege Defendants joined in a conspira-

cy to fix and raise the price of flexible polyurethane 

foam, and to allocate customers in that market.  The 

Direct Purchaser Class Period spans more than elev-

en years, from January 1, 1999 through July 31, 
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2010.  The Indirect Purchaser Class Period shares 

the same start date, but runs through the present. 

Plaintiffs allege that law enforcement first 

learned of the conspiracy when, in February 2010, 

Vitafoam sought admission to the DOJ corporate le-

niency program.  DOJ issued Vitafoam a “conditional 

leniency letter . . . , which means that Vitafoam has 

admitted to its participation in a conspiracy to vio-

late the U.S. antitrust laws.”  Further, in connection 

with Vitafoam’s participation in that program, and in 

cooperation with Canadian antitrust authorities, 

Vitafoam employees “revealed the mechanisms, par-

ticipants, duration, and impact of the conspiracy.” 

According to these Vitafoam employees, the con-

spiracy worked as follows:  chemical manufacturers 

would announce a price increase for TDIs or polyols, 

providing Defendants the “pretext” for a collusive 

price increase.  Defendants would then resort to an 

“established practice” to “reach an agreement or un-

derstanding” on the amount and timing of price in-

creases for their foam products, by phone or in per-

son.  Face-to-face talks were typically held two to 

three times per year and often coincided with foam 

industry trade shows.  Price increase letters also 

played an important role in reaching and enforcing 

the conspiratorial agreement.  Prior to sending cus-

tomers formal notice, the exchange of draft price in-

crease letters provided a basis for discussing the lev-

el and timing of increases.  After publishing price in-

crease letters, exchange of the letters helped Defend-

ants police co-conspirator’s compliance with the 

agreed-on pricing policy. 
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Plaintiffs then detail the participation of four 

Vitafoam employees in the conspiracy, discussing 

their use of these same coordination practices to 

agree on anticompetitive pricing and naming other 

Defendants’ employees who joined in these discus-

sions.  These Vitafoam employees include:  a former 

Vitafoam President; the then-current Vitafoam Pres-

ident; a former Vitafoam Vice President of Sales; and 

a succeeding Vice President of Sales.  This last 

Vitafoam employee also appears as “Witness A” in a 

Canadian sworn information in support of a search 

warrant, identifying foam industry employees in-

volved in the conspiracy. 

Plaintiffs allege that every flexible foam price in-

crease letter issued during the Class Period was “the 

result of conspiratorial discussions among Defend-

ants on pricing.” 

CLASS CERTIFICATION STANDARD 

Direct Purchasers seek certification of a nation-

wide class, comprised of individuals who directly 

purchased products containing slabstock and under-

lay from Defendants or their co-conspirators.  Indi-

rect Purchasers seek certification of a class that in-

cludes residents of twenty-nine (29) states and the 

District of Columbia who purchased items falling 

within three end-use products—underlay, bedding, 

and furniture products—and containing slabstock or 

underlay manufactured by Defendants or their co-

conspirators.  Both Motions seek certification of clas-

ses under Federal Civil Rule 23(a) and (b)(3). 

To be certified under Rule 23, a putative class ac-

tion first must satisfy Rule 23(a), which provides: 
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One or more members of a class may sue or 

be sued as representative parties on behalf of 

all members only if: 

(1) the class is so numerous that joinder of 

all members is impracticable; 

(2) there are questions of law or fact common 

to the class; 

(3) the claims or defenses of the representa-

tive parties are typical of the claims or 

defenses of the class; and 

(4) the representative parties will fairly and 

adequately protect the interests of the 

class. 

Second, the putative class action must satisfy 

one of three sets of conditions under subsection (b) of 

the same Rule.  Relevant here, Rule 23(b)(3) requires 

this Court to determine if: 

[Q]uestions of law or fact common to class 

members predominate over any questions af-

fecting only individual members, and that a 

class action is superior to other available 

methods for fairly and efficiently adjudicat-

ing the controversy.  The matters pertinent 

to these findings include: 

(A) the class members’ interests in individu-

ally controlling the prosecution or de-

fense of separate actions; 

(B) the extent and nature of any litigation 

concerning the controversy already begun 

by or against class members; 
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(C) the desirability or undesirability of con-

centrating the litigation of the claims in 

the particular forum; and 

(D) the likely difficulties in managing a class 

action. 

Plaintiffs bear the burden of showing the relevant 

components of the rule are met.  In re Am. Med. Sys., 

Inc., 75 F.3d 1069, 1079 (6th Cir. 1996).  Rule 23(a) 

and (b)(3) require Plaintiffs to establish six requi-

sites before a class may be certified:  numerosity, 

commonality, typicality, adequacy, predominance, 

and superiority. 

Some courts note a seventh “implied” require-

ment of “ascertainability.”  See, e.g., In re High- Tech 

Employee Antitrust Litig., 289 F.R.D. 555, 563 (N.D. 

Cal. 2013).  Both proposed class definitions meet that 

requirement.  For a class to be ascertainable, the 

proposed definition “must be precise, objective, and 

presently ascertainable.”  It must not rely on “subjec-

tive” factors like a class member’s state of mind.  

“For example, the class may consist of those persons 

and companies that purchased specified products . . . 

from the defendants during a specified period. . . .”  

ANN. MANUAL ON COMPLEX LIT. § 21.222 (4th ed.). 

At the class certification stage, Plaintiffs must 

show that there are “in fact sufficiently numerous 

parties, common questions of law or fact, typicality of 

claims or defenses, and adequacy of representation” 

under Rule 23(a), and must further “satisfy through 

evidentiary proof at least one of the provisions of 

Rule 23(b).”  Comcast Corp. v. Behrend, 133 S. Ct. 

1432, 1436 (2013) (internal quotation mark omitted) 

(emphasis in original).  The Sixth Circuit recently 
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declined to adopt a standard, embraced in other cir-

cuits, that would require “a district court, when de-

ciding whether to certify a class [to] resolve factual 

disputes by a preponderance of the evidence.”  Gooch 

v. Life Investors Ins. Co. of Am., 672 F.3d 402, 418 

n.8 (6th Cir. 2012) (internal quotation marks omit-

ted).  The court concluded there was “no reason to 

superimpose [on the Circuit’s longstanding “rigorous 

analysis” standard] a more specific standard”—

specifically, a preponderance standard—“than the 

Supreme Court” did in Wal-mart Stores, Inc. v. 

Dukes, 564 U.S. __, 131 S. Ct. 2541 (2011).  Id.  But 

the court also concluded that “the result [in Gooch] 

would not differ [if a preponderance standard had 

been adopted] . . . because factual issues [were] not 

in play.”  Id. 

The “rigorous analysis” in which this Court must 

engage may “overlap with the merits of the plaintiff’s 

underlying claim.”  Comcast Corp., 133 S. Ct. at 

1436.  See Newton v. Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & 

Smith, Inc., 259 F.3d 154, 168 (3d Cir. 2001) (“In re-

viewing a motion for class certification, a preliminary 

inquiry into the merits is sometimes necessary to de-

termine whether the alleged claims can be properly 

resolved as a class action.”).  But at the same time, 

this Court has no “license to engage in free-ranging 

merits inquiries” at this stage of the proceedings.  It 

may consider “[m]erits questions . . . to the extent – 

but only to the extent – that they are relevant to de-

termining whether Rule 23 prerequisites for class 

certification are satisfied.”  Amgen Inc. v. Con. Re-

tirement Plans and Trust Funds, 568 U.S. _  , 133 

S. Ct. 1184, 1195 (2013).  See also Messner v. 

Northshore Univ. HealthSystem, 669 F.3d 802, 811 
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(7th Cir. 2012) (noting a district court’s class certifi-

cation inquiry is not “a dress rehearsal for the trial 

on the merits”); Szabo v. Bridgeport Machines, Inc., 

249 F.3d 672, 677 (7th Cir. 2001) (“A court may not 

say something like . . . ‘I’m not going to certify a class 

unless I think that the plaintiffs will prevail’”).  

Where this Court must probe merits questions, it 

must resolve any material evidentiary disputes.  In 

re Hydrogen Peroxide Antitrust Litig., 552 F.3d 305, 

324 (3d Cir. 2008) (the task of “[r]esolving expert 

disputes in order to determine whether a class certi-

fication requirement has been met is always a task 

for” a district court).  See also Ellis v. Costco Whole-

sale Corp., 657 F.3d 970, 982 (9th Cir. 2011) (noting 

a district court erred when “[i]nstead of judging the 

persuasiveness of the evidence presented, the district 

court seemed to end its analysis of the plaintiffs’ evi-

dence after determining such evidence was merely 

admissible”). 

This Court’s Rule 23 inquiry requires it to “sift[] 

the [parties’] evidence through the sieve of the legal 

claims.”  In re Whirlpool Corp.  Front-Loading Wash-

er Prods. Liab. Litig., 722 F.3d 838, 852 (6th Cir. 

2013) (“In re Whirlpool Corp.”), cert. denied, Whirl-

pool Corp. v. Glazer, 134 S. Ct. 1277 (Feb.  24, 2014).  

Plaintiffs must prove:  “(1) Defendants violated [the 

Sherman Act or, in Indirect Purchasers’ case, state-

law analogues]; (2) Defendants’ violation caused 

Plaintiffs to suffer some injury to their business or 

property (injury-in-fact or impact); and (3) the extent 

of this injury can be quantified with requisite preci-

sion.”  In re Cardizem CD Antitrust Litig., 200 F.R.D. 

326, 331 (E.D. Mich. 2001).  Thus, Rule 23 proof is 

framed in terms of liability, impact, and damages.  In 
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addition, because each putative class seeks damages 

for purchases made during the entire Class period, 

they must show fraudulent concealment is suscepti-

ble of proof on a classwide basis.  See Carrier Corp. v. 

Outokumpu Oyj, 673 F.3d 430, 446 (6th Cir. 2012) 

(listing the three elements of fraudulent conceal-

ment, proof of which is necessary to toll applicable 

statutes of limitations).  “The nature of the evidence 

that will suffice to resolve a question determines 

whether the question is common or individual.”  

Blades v. Monsanto Co., 400 F.3d 562, 566 (8th Cir. 

2005). 

Should this Court conclude that either Motion 

should be granted, this Court must then appoint 

class counsel, considering under Rule 23(g)(1)(A): 

(i) the work counsel has done in identifying or 

investigating potential claims in th[is] action; 

(ii) counsel’s experience in handling class ac-

tions, other complex litigation, and the types 

of claims asserted in th[is] action; 

(iii) counsel’s knowledge of the applicable law; 

and 

(iv) the resources that counsel will commit to 

representing the class. 

This Court may also consider other relevant factors 

outlined in Rule 23(g)(1)(B)–(D).  Appointed class 

counsel must “fairly and adequately represent the 

interests of the class.”  Federal Civil Rule 23(g)(4). 

Plaintiffs Satisfy Rule 23(a) 

Each putative class satisfies the numerosity re-

quirement of Rule 23(a)(1), a point Defendants do not 
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dispute.  “[W]hile there is no strict numerical test, 

‘substantial’ numbers usually satisfy the numerosity 

requirement.”  Daffin v. Ford Motor Co., 458 F.3d 

549, 552 (6th Cir. 2006).  As noted below in this 

Court’s predominance discussion, expert analysis 

shows each proposed class contains (at minimum) 

thousands of members. 

Nor do Defendants seriously dispute that each 

putative class has identified “questions of law or fact 

common to the class.”  Rule 23(a)(2).  Plaintiffs need 

identify only one common question of law or fact for 

purposes of “commonality.”  See Wal-mart Stores, 

Inc., 131 S. Ct. at 2556.  See also Sprague v. General 

Motors Corp., 133 F.3d 388, 397 (6th Cir. 1998).  The 

resolution of a common question must “drive the res-

olution of the litigation.”  Wal-mart Stores, Inc., 131 

S. Ct. at 2551.  See also In re Deepwater Horizon, 739 

F.3d 790, 811 (5th Cir. 2014) (characterizing a plain-

tiff’s commonality burden as requiring “evidence to 

demonstrate that a particular contention is common, 

but not that it is correct” or true).  Plaintiffs’ identi-

fied common questions do just that – they are com-

mon and critical, in that resolution of all putative 

class members’ claims depend on a single answer 

provided by a factfinder (see Doc. 584-1 at 35 (noting 

common questions to include the existence of the al-

leged price-fixing and customer allocation conspira-

cy, antitrust injury, and aggregate damages calcula-

tions); Doc. 578 at 23–24 (same)). 

Rule 23(a)(3) demands that “claims or defenses of 

the representative parties [be] typical of the claims 

or defenses of the class.”  This element of the Rule 

serves to “limit the class claims to those fairly en-

compassed by the named plaintiff’s claims.”  Gen. 
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Tel. Co. of the Nw., Inc. v. EEOC, 446 U.S. 318, 330 

(1980).  “[A] plaintiff’s claim is typical if it arises 

from the same event or practice or course of conduct 

that gives rise to the claims of other class members, 

and if his or her claims are based on the same legal 

theory.”  In re Am. Med. Sys., Inc., 75 F.3d at 1082. 

Defendants argue in passing that the claims of 

certain Indirect Purchasers are atypical of the class 

claims.  Defendants note that two Indirect Purchas-

ers – Kathleen Nolan and Kirsten Luenz – received 

rebates or other discounts when purchasing the 

products on which their claims are predicated – in 

Nolan’s case, a pillow, and in Luenz’s case, mattress-

es.  But Defendants do not, and cannot, dispute that 

Nolan and Luenz assert claims based on a legal theo-

ry, which, if proven, would also entitle those less 

thrifty class members to recover.  See Sprague, 133 

F.3d at 399 (noting typicality does not exist if “a 

named plaintiff who proved his own claim [does] not 

necessarily prove[] anybody else’s claim.”).  See also 

In re Cardizem CD Antitrust Litig., 200 F.R.D. at 304 

(“[C]laims in antitrust price-fixing cases generally 

satisfy Rule 23(a)(3)’s typicality requirement, even if 

members purchase different quantities and pay dif-

ferent prices”).  If Nolan and Luenz secure damages 

in this case, they would do so only because a fact-

finder has accepted Indirect Purchasers’ proof estab-

lishing the alleged conspiracy and found credible and 

persuasive expert analysis of impact and damages.  

So too for the other class members’ claims. 

Defendants’ standing-based challenges to Nolan 

and the Parker entities fare no better.  (See Doc. 742 

at 79–80 (Nolan testimony establishing Nolan and 

her spouse jointly purchased the pillow on which No-
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lan’s claim depends); id. at 82, 84, 86, 88 (assigning 

to Parker claims of the Parker-related entities)).  

Similarly, Defendants argue that “the entities on 

whose behalf Driftwood is suing specifically disclaim 

any legal agency relationship between Driftwood and 

them.”  That assertion is based on the deposition tes-

timony of a Driftwood corporate deponent who does 

not offer any legal conclusion as to whether an agen-

cy relationship exists between Driftwood and the 

various hotels on whose behalf Driftwood sues.  Nor 

do the management agreements preclude Driftwood 

from suing on a managed hotel’s behalf – in fact, 

each of the management agreements obligates Drift-

wood to act in that capacity.  For five hotels, the 

management agreements specifically identify Drift-

wood as an “agent” of the hotel it manages and, fur-

ther, obliges Driftwood to sue on the hotels’ behalf.  

For three other hotels, Driftwood is not described as 

an “agent,” but is nonetheless required to sue on the 

managed hotel’s behalf.  Thus, typicality exists with 

respect to the claims of the putative classes’ repre-

sentatives. 

Finally, Rule 23(a)(4) requires a finding that “the 

representative parties will fairly and adequately pro-

tect the interests of the class.”  This component of 

Rule 23 focuses this Court’s attention on the quali-

ties of both the class representatives and proposed 

class counsel.  “The representative must have com-

mon interests with unnamed members of the class, 

and [] it must appear that the representatives will 

vigorously prosecute the interests of the class 

through qualified counsel.”  Vassalle v. Midland 

Funding LLC, 708 F.3d 747, 757 (6th Cir. 2013) (al-

terations omitted) (quoting In re Am. Med. Sys., Inc., 
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75 F.3d at 1088).  But “[b]ecause few people are ever 

identically situated, it is easy to paint an image of 

the class representative’s interests as peripherally 

antagonistic to the class.  That depiction does not 

make [a] plaintiff an inadequate representative.”  

Gooch, 672 F.3d at 429.  See also Matamoros v. Star-

bucks Corp., 699 F.3d 129, 138 (1st Cir. 2012) (“Put 

another way, to forestall class certification the intra-

class conflict must be so substantial as to overbal-

ance the common interests of the class members as a 

whole.”).  A supposed conflict should doom class cer-

tification only if that conflict is “fundamental.”  Ward 

v. Dixie Nat. Life Ins. Co., 595 F.3d 164, 180 (4th Cir. 

2010). 

Plaintiffs identify the proposed class representa-

tives’ “common interests” to establish the existence of 

the alleged price-fixing conspiracy and to recover 

damages.  Each touts the skills of proposed class 

counsel, and argue the time and resources invested 

by proposed class counsel to date show proposed 

class counsel will vigorously litigate the class claims. 

Defendants do not dispute either group of pro-

posed class counsel are “qualified counsel” for the 

purposes of Rule 23.  This Court agrees.  Instead, De-

fendants point to characteristics of specific class rep-

resentatives, and argue these characteristics create 

conflicts between class representatives, as well as 

with the class.  With respect to Direct Purchasers, 

Defendants note the breadth of the proposed class – 

encompassing slabstock, underlay, and fabricated 

foam – and then emphasize two facts:  five of seven 

class representatives produced and sold fabricated 

foam “in direct horizontal competition with Defend-

ants” and so made sales of fabricated foam that “ben-
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efitted” from the inflated pricing environment creat-

ed by the alleged conspiracy; and two of seven class 

representatives sourced large portions of their flexi-

ble foam purchases from firms who are not defend-

ants, and so are “hardly representative of purchases 

by the class Plaintiffs seek to create.”  Direct Pur-

chasers counter that in earlier downstream discovery 

orders, this Court rejected the premise of Defend-

ants’ conflicts argument. 

This Court concludes Direct Purchasers satisfy 

the adequacy requirement.  That two of the seven 

class representatives purchased large amounts of 

flexible foam products from non-defendant firms does 

not change the fact that the same class representa-

tives also seek recovery of alleged antitrust over-

charges on purchases from Defendants.  See In re 

Warfarin Sodium Antitrust Litig., 391 F.3d 516, 532 

(3d Cir. 2004).  This is hardly a “fundamental con-

flict” (if a conflict at all).  See Schlaud v. Snyder, 717 

F.3d 451, 458 (6th Cir. 2013) (noting a “clear conflict” 

between named representatives, all of who opposed 

union representation “in any form,” and members of 

the class, many who approved the collective bargain-

ing agreement and its challenged mandatory dues 

provision).  Nor is Defendants’ conflicts argument, 

touching on the competitor foam fabricator class rep-

resentatives, a basis for denying certification of a Di-

rect Purchaser class.  This Court’s prior downstream 

discovery orders do not resolve this issue, but they 

come close. 

Specifically, Defendants’ conflicts argument nec-

essarily would require the competitor foam fabrica-

tors who wish to serve as class representatives to not 

only show they have individual standing to bring an 
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antitrust claim, but to also show lost profits (or lower 

profit margins) during the Class Period in the rele-

vant areas of competition.  After all, how else could 

these competitors avoid Defendants’ painting them 

as “benefitting” from the alleged conspiratorial pric-

ing?  But the Hanover Shoe line of cases, embraced 

by this Court in its downstream discovery orders, 

deem an antitrust plaintiff’s lost profits irrelevant 

for purposes of impact and damages: 

It is also clear that if the buyer, responding 

to the illegal price, maintains his own price 

but takes steps to increase his volume or to 

decrease other costs, his right to damages is 

not destroyed.  Though he may manage to 

maintain his profit level, he would have 

made more if his purchases from the defend-

ant had cost him less.  We hold that the buy-

er is equally entitled to damages if he raises 

the price for his own product.  As long as the 

seller continues to charge the illegal price, he 

takes from the buyer more than the law al-

lows.  At whatever price the buyer sells, the 

price he pays the seller remains illegally 

high, and his profits would be greater were 

his costs lower. 

Hanover Shoe, Inc. v. United Shoe Mach. Corp., 392 

U.S. 481, 489 (1968).  See also Hawaii v. Standard 

Oil Co. of Cal., 405 U.S. 251, 262 n.14 (1972). 

This Court joins those courts that have found the 

logic of Hanover Shoe extends to also reject conflicts 

arguments based on the fact that a representative 

plaintiff may have “benefitted” from the anticompeti-

tive conduct they challenge.  Teva Pharm. USA, Inc. 
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v. Abbott Labs., 252 F.R.D. 213, 227 (D. Del. 2008); 

Meijer, Inc. v. Warner Chilcott Holdings Co. III, Ltd., 

246 F.R.D. 293, 304 (D.D.C. 2007) (holding “Defend-

ants’ arguments that the [representative parties] ac-

tually benefitted from the delayed entry of [a generic 

drug] into the market due to the generic bypass phe-

nomenon are irrelevant as a matter of law, and can-

not serve to demonstrate that a conflict exists be-

tween Plaintiffs’ interests and those of the [“benefit-

ting” parties] with respect to this litigation”).  De-

fendants’ conflicts arguments, based on the fact of 

foam fabricator competition, are speculative, and are 

leveled in the face of a proposed damages methodolo-

gy that would first calculate classwide damages, and 

then award each representative party and class 

member the full amount of damages to which the 

Sherman Act entitles them, based on transaction-

level data.  See NEWBERG ON CLASS ACTIONS § 3:64 

(5th ed.) (noting “this form of conflict should not pre-

clude a finding of adequacy on merely speculative 

terms as, for example, it will almost always be the 

case that some member in a large class prefers the 

status quo for some reasons”).  And in any event, 

were these hypothetical conflicts to become conflicts 

in fact (e.g., in the context of a class settlement), 

mechanisms exist for addressing this issue.  See Ko-

hen v. Pacific Inv. Mgmt. Co. LLC, 571 F.3d 672, 680 

(7th Cir. 2009). 

Plaintiffs Satisfy Rule 23(b)(3) 

In recognition of the fact that Rule 23’s predomi-

nance requirement is “more stringent” than other el-

ements of the Rule, Amchem Prods. Inc. v. Windsor, 

521 U.S. 591, 609 (1997), the overwhelming focus of 

the briefing discusses whether Direct or Indirect 
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Purchasers can show that common questions of fact 

or law predominate over those questions “affecting 

only individual members.”  To carry their Rule 

23(b)(3) burden, Direct and Indirect Purchasers offer 

documentary evidence, deposition testimony, and the 

expert reports of Leitzinger, Krieger, Gordon (for Di-

rect Purchasers), and Lamb (for Indirect Purchas-

ers).  Defendants reply in kind, offering contrary ex-

pert reports of Ordover, Burtis (for Mohawk and 

Leggett & Platt), the Sentinel Group, and Maness 

(for Vitafoam).3 

At this stage of the litigation, Plaintiffs’ burden 

as it relates to predominance is “not to prove [(for 

example)] the element of antitrust impact.”  In re 

Hydrogen Peroxide Antitrust Litig., 552 F.3d at 311.  

Plaintiffs must instead show that the essential ele-

ments of their claims are “capable of proof at trial 

                                            

 3 This Court denied FXI’s Request for Leave to File the Dec-

laration of Dr. Su Sun, attacking aspects of Dr. Leitzinger’s im-

pact and damages models.  FXI’s Motion came fully nine 

months after Dr. Leitzinger’s initial report, which was accom-

panied by all the data upon which Dr. Sun’s declaration relies.  

Moreover, Defendants had at least seven opportunities to cri-

tique Dr. Leitzinger’s analysis – Defendants (1) filed an Opposi-

tion to the Direct Purchaser Motion, (2-3) deposed Dr. 

Leitzinger twice, (4-5) filed two rounds of expert reports (the 

latter of which gave Defendants the “last word” in the written 

back-and-forth between experts, contrary to the initial briefing 

order), (6) presented attorney argument and their own experts’ 

comments on Leitzinger’s analysis at this Court’s hearing on 

class certification, and (7) filed hearing binders, containing 

written responses to this Court’s pre-hearing questions.  That 

amount of argument and evidence suffices, and FXI presents 

this Court no good reason why Dr. Sun’s analysis could not 

have earlier been brought to this Court’s attention.  This Court 

will, however, accept as undisputed Direct Purchasers’ conces-

sion that technical foam is not part of the class definition. 
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through evidence that is common to the class rather 

than individual to its members.”  Id. at 311–12 (em-

phasis added).  This inquiry necessarily requires this 

Court to form “some prediction as to how specific is-

sues will play out” in terms of trial proof, particular-

ly when a class certification decision is made on the 

basis of an incomplete discovery record.  In re New 

Motor Vehicles Canadian Exp. Antitrust Litig., 522 

F.3d 6, 20, 27 (1st Cir. 2008).  The predominance in-

quiry gauges whether a proposed class is cohesive 

enough to “warrant adjudication by representation.”  

Beattie v. CenturyTel, Inc., 511 F.3d 554, 564 (6th 

Cir. 2007) (internal quotation marks omitted) (quot-

ing Amchem Prod., Inc., 521 U.S. at 632). 

The Sixth Circuit has expanded on this predomi-

nance burden at some length, in the course of exam-

ining recent Supreme Court class action jurispru-

dence.  See In re Whirlpool Corp., 722 F.3d at 858–

61.  In this Circuit’s view, Amgen instructs that a 

plaintiff need not “prove that each element of a claim 

can be established by classwide proof:  ‘What the rule 

does require is that common questions predominate 

over any questions affecting only individual [class] 

members.’”  Id. at 858 (emphasis and alterations 

original) (internal quotation mark omitted) (quoting 

Amgen Inc., 133 S. Ct. at 1196).  Comcast did not al-

ter that burden:  it merely “reaffirms the settled rule 

that liability issues relating to injury must be sus-

ceptible of proof on a classwide basis to meet the 

predominance standard.”  Id. at 860.  See also id. 

(concluding Amgen and Comcast “are premised on 

existing class-action jurisprudence”).  But see In re 

Rail Freight Fuel Surcharge Antitrust Litig., 725 

F.3d 244, 255 (D.C. Cir. 2013).  All that is needed is 
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“common evidence and methodology,” not “also com-

mon results for members of the class.”  Butler v. 

Sears, Roebuck & Co., 727 F.3d 796, 801 (7th Cir. 

2013), cert. denied, 143 S. Ct. 1277 (Feb. 24, 2014).  

See also Amgen Inc., 133 S. Ct. at 1196 (noting puta-

tive class representatives “need not, at th[e clas cer-

tification] threshold, prove that the predominating 

question will be answered in their favor”). 

Defendants attempt to distinguish In re Whirl-

pool Corp., noting the case involved products liability 

claims with impact occurring at the point of sale.  

But while that case’s discussion of the predominance 

standard occurred in a specific factual context – as 

all Rule 23 cases do – there is no reason to conclude 

In re Whirlpool Corp.’s instructive analysis is limited 

to products liability class action litigation.  After all, 

In re Whirlpool Corp. expounds Comcast and Amgen, 

which undoubtedly control this Court’s analysis.  See 

Merenda v. VHS of Mich., Inc., 296 F.R.D. 528, 548 

(E.D. Mich. 2013) (citing In re Whirlpool Corp. for its 

predominance analysis in the course of certifying a 

plaintiff class asserting federal antitrust claims).  

See also Cason-Merenda v. VHS of Mich., Inc., 2014 

WL 905828 (E.D. Mich. 2014) (“reinstating in full” 

the district court’s prior opinion and order, following 

an order from the Sixth Circuit directing the district 

court to reconsider its prior decision in light of Com-

cast).4 

                                            

 4 Incidentally, this Court asked the parties for their “best 

case” demonstrating whether class certification should be 

granted or denied with respect to Direct Purchasers.  Defense 

counsel cited not a case, but a summary order, issued by the 

Sixth Circuit and directing the district court in Merenda to re-

consider, in light of Comcast, its earlier order certifying an anti-
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Analysis of whether Plaintiffs satisfy Rule 23’s 

predominance requirement “begins, of course, with 

the elements of the underlying cause of action.”  Eri-

ca P.  John Fund, Inc. v. Halliburton Co., 131 S. Ct. 

2179, 2184 (2011).  Therefore, this Court wades 

through the parties’ proof by examining liability, im-

pact, damages, and, finally, fraudulent concealment.  

This Court conducts a “rigorous” analysis of Direct 

Purchasers’ predominance showing, followed by a 

similar analysis of Indirect Purchasers’ attempt to 

satisfy the same requirement. 

*   *   * 

Direct Purchasers’ Liability Proof 

Direct Purchasers allege that the conspiracy cen-

tered on the issuance of price increase letters “close 

in time and for the same or similar amounts and ef-

fective dates” throughout the Class Period.  Direct 

Purchasers submit examples of these price increase 

letters.  Similarly, Leitzinger prepared a chart, list-

ing for each quarter the Defendants who issued price 

increase letters; the percentage price increase re-

flected in the letter; and the foam products to which 

the letter applied.  The price increase letters typical-

ly attribute increased foam prices to increases in raw 

materials prices.  Or more specifically, the price in-

crease letters claim that “[s]uppliers of polyol and 

TDI have substantially increased their prices to the 

                                                                                          
trust class.  Defense counsel argues that summary order, issued 

after the opinion on remand in In re Whirlpool Corp., means the 

“Sixth Circuit now gives attention to Comcast.”  See Cason-

Merenda, 2014 WL 905828, at *1 (discussing the summary or-

der).  Upon reconsideration, the district court reaffirmed its 

earlier conclusion. 
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urethane industry” or that the cost of trim had risen.  

These price increase letters typically applied to broad 

product segments, and provided the starting point 

for price negotiations with customers. 

Direct Purchasers offer witness declarations that 

throughout the Class Period there were communica-

tions between foam industry competitors “to coordi-

nate the percentage amount and timing of price in-

creases for foam” so that individual Defendants could 

enter account negotiations “knowing that [] competi-

tors had also issued the same or a nearly identical 

increase,” limiting a customer’s ability to “play [com-

petitors] against [] competitors and either negotiate a 

much lower increase or no increase at all.”  See also 

Doc. 584-9 at 8 (describing Defendants’ discussions 

about, and the exchange of, price increase letters as 

aimed at helping “push through price increases” for 

foam products); Doc. 584-15 at 39; id. at 10–11 (not-

ing that “purchasing agents” for customers are “paid 

to tell stories” about a Defendant’s competitors’ pric-

ing decisions). 

Direct Purchasers argue that five categories of 

documentary or deposition evidence establish the 

patterns in price increase letters resulted from the 

price-fixing conspiracy.  First, Direct Purchasers of-

fer “direct evidence” of communications between De-

fendants about foam pricing (see, e.g., Doc. 584-3 at 2 

(Leggett & Platt email noting Carpenter, Foamex, 

and Future Foam price increases and Leggett & 

Platt’s intention to “have our letters ready to mail to 

selected accounts”); Doc. 584-4 at 11; id. at 59 (Leg-

gett & Platt email recounting sender’s price discus-

sions with Vitafoam and Hickory Springs, and noting 

“Carpenter wants Foamex to lead”)).  This “direct ev-
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idence” includes materials that Direct Purchasers 

claim show “advance knowledge” of a competitor’s 

impending price increases (see, e.g., Doc. 584-5 at 91 

(Leggett & Platt employee e-mailing to Flexible 

Foam employee an “initial draft” price increase let-

ter, expected to be mailed to customers one or two 

business days later); id. at 82 (draft Foamex letter 

with “tracked changes,” notifying customers of 

Foamex plans to “allocate products to [Foamex] cus-

tomers,” produced in discovery in this matter by 

Carpenter)).  Direct Purchasers also offer documents 

in which the employees of Carpenter and Woodbridge 

make none-too-subtle allusions to price-fixing (see, 

e.g., id. at 124 (email of Woodbridge employee, con-

cluding with the observation that “I think we should 

go strong and tr[y] to keep Vita and [Foamex] on 

board.  Forget [market] share for now -fix pricing.”  

(line break omitted)) 

Direct Purchasers also collect a series of faxed 

price increase letters, in which the letter’s header 

shows the transmitting Defendant, while the Bates 

stamp shows the Defendant that (directly or indirect-

ly) received the letter and later produced the docu-

ment in discovery.  For instance, Vitafoam produced 

a March 2000 Foamex price increase letter, while 

Hickory Springs produced a June 2004 Future Foam 

price increase letter.  Direct Purchasers offer a sec-

ond compilation of price increase letters, sent by fax 

or e-mail, except this collection shows one Defendant 

transmitting to another Defendant the price increase 

letters of a third Defendant or group of Defendants.  

Defendants also exchanged price increase letters in 

face-to-face meetings. 
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Second, Direct Purchasers point to “indirect 

communications” between Defendants.  Specifically, 

Direct Purchasers offer evidence that Defendants 

communicated about price coordination through 

third-parties.  See, e.g., Doc. 584-8 at 38 (scrap bro-

ker sending Carpenter a Leggett & Platt price in-

crease letter); id. at 42–44 (scrap broker sending 

Carpenter the price increase letters of Hickory 

Springs, Scottdel, and Flexible Foam); Doc. 584-8 at 

71–72; Doc. 584-9 at 139 (email from Woodbridge 

employee to Woodbridge-Hickory Springs joint ven-

ture employee, asking for, and later receiving, price 

increase information on “what Hickory is doing”). 

Third, Direct Purchasers offer evidence that, dur-

ing periods in which price increase letters were is-

sued, Defendants refused new customers because a 

new “customer would only come[] to [a Defendant] in 

an attempt to beat the price increase” and the price 

increase was “more important to [a Defendant] than 

a little additional business.” 

Fourth, Direct Purchasers emphasize the “ad-

missions” of Vitafoam, made during Vitafoam’s 

30(b)(6) deposition in related litigation.  Specifically, 

Vitafoam’s corporate witness agreed that the 

Vitafoam Defendants—Vitafoam Canada and 

Vitafoam, Inc.—had “communicated and reached un-

derstandings on the percentage amount and timing 

of price increases and market allocation in the sale of 

polyurethane foam.”  Vitafoam’s witness specifically 

identified FXI, Woodbridge, Carpenter, Hickory 

Springs, and Future Foam as the Vitafoam partners 

in these “understandings.” 
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Finally, Direct Purchasers note that twenty em-

ployees of four Defendants have invoked their Fifth 

Amendment privileges against self-incrimination in 

the course of depositions in this matter. 

Direct Purchasers argue all of this evidence – the 

price increase letters themselves and patterns among 

Defendants in issuing price increase letters, direct 

and indirect communications between Defendants 

about pricing, certain Defendants’ stated refusal to 

pursue new customers through price competition 

during a period in which a price increase letter was 

in effect, the Vitafoam “admissions,” and deponents’ 

Fifth Amendment invocations – establish that Direct 

Purchasers “will seek to show through common proof 

at trial that Defendants coordinated the substance 

and timing of price increase letters on a national lev-

el to all customers for all flexible polyurethane foam 

products each defendant sold.”  Direct Purchasers 

will use the same proof to answer for each class 

member questions like “did the conspiracy exist” and 

“for how long did it exist?”5 

                                            

 5 This Court has reviewed the expert reports of Dr. Matthew  

Gordon, the Sentinel Group, and Gordon’s reply report.  Gor-

don’s analysis uses the “Palantir Gotham platform” to “produce 

a visual representation of the events and entities” in this case, 

selecting three case studies to describe, in narrative and graph-

ic form, the “webs” of communications between Defendants in 

three-month periods in which price increase letters were issued.  

The Sentinel Group assails Gordon’s analysis to some effect, 

noting for example that Gordon does not demonstrate any par-

ticular knowledge of the industry he examines or, critically in 

this Court’s view, provide any context for the communication 

“webs.”  See also id. at 16 (“Without an assessment and under-

standing of ‘normal’ communications patterns in the foam in-

dustry, Dr. Gordon has no basis to conclude that communica-
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Defendants counter with two related arguments.  

First, Defendants argue the price-fixing conspiracy 

alleged in the Complaint did not exist, a fact borne 

out by the failure of discovery to “yield[] evidence of 

any agreement among foam manufacturers in the 

[United States] to fix the timing or content of price 

increase” letters.  Defendants characterize the decla-

rations of the Domfoam and Valle Foam witnesses as 

expressly disclaiming “that they . . . ever entered into 

an agreement with any Defendant to fix prices or al-

locate customers” (id.).  See also Doc. 682-6 at 68 (“Q: 

So . . . [was] your decision to pass on a price increase 

[letter] . . . the result of an agreement with another 

company . . . ? [objection omitted] A:  No, [it was not 

result of an agreement] with anybody”); Doc. 682-7 at 

4 (same); Doc. 682-8 at 3 (same)).  But see Doc. 744-2 

at 17 (testifying that in the aftermath of chemical 

price increases “[m]eetings weren’t held by all the 

foamers saying, ‘Okay.  Now it is time.  We’ve got to 

put letters out.’  But on an informal basis, ‘I’m rais-

ing prices, and its going to be on this date and this 

percent.  And here’s evidence of what I’m going to do 

[in the form of exchanged price increase letters]’ . . . . 

So that’s as sophisticated as we got in assuring that 

everybody was on the same page in terms of getting 

prices up when there was a chemical price increase.”) 

(paragraph break omitted)). 

                                                                                          
tions ‘spiked’ before price increase letters were issued or that 

the existence of communications before price increase letters 

was anomalous or indicative of anti-competitive behavior.”).  

However, in view of the other common liability evidence offered, 

and that discovery of Gordon’s source materials is ongoing, this 

Court need not examine these reports in detail because it can 

reach a predominance determination based on other common 

evidence of liability. 
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Defendants cast Vitafoam’s corporate deposi-

tions, taken in related litigation, in the same light.  

But see Doc. 584-10 at 13 (relating testimony of 

Vitafoam’s corporate witness that she was “strug-

gling with, . . . the word ‘agreement,’” but agreeing 

that Vitafoam reached “understandings” with other 

Defendants as to the “percentage amount and timing 

of price increases”).  In the absence of specific evi-

dence of express agreements to fix prices, Defendants 

argue that Direct Purchasers merely attempt—

unsuccessfully—to transform “field chatter and at-

tempts to gather competitive intelligence into” the 

conspiracy. 

Second, and similarly, Defendants argue market 

reality, consistent with legal and economic theory 

predictions of behavior in concentrated markets, 

shows only independent behavior by firms faced with 

the same supply and demand conditions.  Defendants 

argue these independent decisions are bare conscious 

parallelism, or “the process, not in itself unlawful, by 

which firms in a concentrated market might in effect 

share monopoly power, setting their prices at a prof-

it-maximizing, supracompetitive level by recognizing 

their shared economic interests and their interde-

pendence with respect to price and output decisions.”  

Brooke Grp. Ltd. v. Brown & Williamson Tobacco 

Corp., 509 U.S. 209, 227 (1993). 

It would, of course, be inappropriate for this 

Court to decide, on the basis of an incomplete discov-

ery record and in the context of a motion for class 

certification, that Defendants are correct in arguing 

the conspiracy did not in fact exist.  This Court’s in-

quiry focuses instead on whether, on the basis of this 
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record, the element of antitrust liability is suscepti-

ble of proof through evidence common to the class. 

Defendants may be correct in the significance 

they attach to Direct Purchasers’ liability evidence.  

But if so, that fact simply would mean summary 

judgment would be appropriate as to the Direct Pur-

chaser class, or that a trier of fact should reject Di-

rect Purchasers’ liability arguments.  Defendants do 

not succeed in showing liability questions—however 

answered—cannot be answered through common 

proof.  Like the defendant in In re Whirlpool Corp., 

Defendants simply point to “a fatal similarity[,] an 

alleged failure of proof as to an element of the [Direct 

Purchasers’] cause of action,” that this Court may 

not yet resolve.  In re Whirlpool Corp., 722 F.3d at 

859.  This Court concludes that, considered as a 

whole, the Direct Purchaser class certification evi-

dentiary record does support such a finding. 

Direct Purchasers’ Impact Proof 

“[T]he task for plaintiffs at class certification is 

to demonstrate that the element of antitrust impact 

is capable of proof at trial through evidence that is 

common to the class rather than individual to its 

members.”  In re Hydrogen Peroxide Antitrust Litig., 

552 F.3d at 311–12.  Direct Purchasers need only 

produce a method of proof capable of showing “some 

damage flowing from the unlawful conspiracy; in-

quiry beyond this minimum point goes only to the 

amount and not the fact of damage.  It is enough that 

the illegality is shown to be a material cause of the 

injury.”  Zenith Radio Corp. v. Hazeltine Research, 

Inc., 395 U.S. 100, 114 n.9 (1969) (emphasis added).  

Direct Purchasers must show “that the class mem-
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bers paid a higher price for [foam products] pur-

chased from Defendants than they would have ab-

sent the existence of a conspiracy.”  In re Titanium 

Dioxide Antitrust Litig., 284 F.R.D. 328, 340 (D. Md. 

2012) amended, 86 Fed. R. Serv. 3d 674 (D. Md. 

2013).  To show impact is susceptible of proof on a 

classwide basis, Direct Purchasers must show “wide-

spread impact,” or that all or nearly all class mem-

bers suffered injury: 

What is true is that a class will often include 

persons who have not been injured by the de-

fendant’s conduct; indeed this is almost inev-

itable because at the outset of the case many 

of the members of the class may be unknown, 

or if they are known still the facts bearing on 

their claims may be unknown.  Such a possi-

bility or indeed inevitability does not pre-

clude class certification, despite statements 

in some cases that it must be reasonably 

clear at the outset that all class members 

were injured by the defendant’s conduct.  

Those cases focus on the class definition; if 

the definition is so broad that it sweeps with-

in it persons who could not have been injured 

by the defendant’s conduct, it is too broad. 

Kohen, 571 F.3d at 677 (emphasis added) (citations 

omitted). 

Direct Purchasers’ proposed proof on impact 

comes in four forms.  First, Direct Purchasers refer 

back to evidence, discussed above in the context of 

antitrust liability, purporting to show Defendants 

“systematically and collusively coordinated . . . near-

ly-simultaneous price increase” letters that applied 
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to all of a Defendant’s flexible foam products, or to all 

products in a foam sub-market.  Second, Direct Pur-

chasers state the price increase letters did not just 

announce price increases, but paved the way for ac-

tual price increases after individual negotiations 

with customers.  Third, Direct Purchasers point to 

foam’s commodity nature, which dictates that compe-

tition occur primarily on the basis of price.  And fi-

nally, Direct Purchasers offer Dr. Leitzinger’s analy-

sis of market structures and his impact models.  De-

fendants vigorously dispute that any of these facts 

can support classwide proof of impact, relying heavi-

ly on dueling expert reports, which are examined 

next.  See In re Initial Pub. Offerings Sec. Litig., 471 

F.3d 24, 42 (2d Cir. 2006) decision clarified on denial 

of reh’g., 483 F.3d 70 (2d Cir. 2007).  Leitzinger’s as-

sertion that there is evidence “common to members 

of the proposed class . . . which leads to the conclu-

sion that all or virtually all members of the proposed 

class have been impacted by the alleged conspiracy” 

rests on three analytical components, summarized in 

turn below:  (1) inferences drawn from market struc-

ture; (2) Defendants’ pricing behavior; and (3) statis-

tical evidence of impact. 

Market Structure 

Leitzinger’s review of the discovery to date leads 

him to conclude that there are five characteristics of 

the flexible foam market that make this case suscep-

tible to a showing that all or nearly all direct pur-

chasers suffered antitrust injury.  First, throughout 

the Class Period Defendants controlled the vast ma-

jority of the slabstock and underlay markets.  De-

fendants’ own internal estimates of concentration in 

the relevant sub-markets bear this out.  A series of 
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Foamex and FXI estimates show Defendants, as a 

group, gradually increasing their control of the slab-

stock market until achieving almost total control of 

that market:  in 2000, Defendants controlled 85 per-

cent of the slabstock market; that number rose to 89 

percent in 2003; and to 96 percent in 2010.  Market 

concentration is actually more pronounced, because 

Foamex estimated in 2009 that just four Defendants 

accounted for 87 percent of domestic slabstock pro-

duction.  Leggett & Platt estimated in 2001 that 91 

percent of the underlay market rested in the hands 

of Defendants, while a 2009 FXI document estimated 

Defendants held 94 percent market share in that in-

dustry. 

The upshot of all these concentration figures is 

straightforward.  With such a large portion of the 

relevant sub-markets controlled by Defendants, it is 

unlikely that a substantial number of direct pur-

chasers would have avoided the alleged conspiracy’s 

price effects.  And, high market concentration, par-

ticularly with certain Defendants’ focus in one sub-

market, reduces coordination costs, increases the 

likelihood that a price-fixing conspiracy would have 

been successful, and increases the scope of the con-

spiracy’s likely price effects. 

Second, several barriers to entry substantially 

impede firms from entering the slabstock or underlay 

markets.  A Foamex investment analysis concludes 

barriers to entry are “relatively high” in the indus-

try, specifically observing that to be competitive with 

existing market participants, new entrants must:  be 

able to purchase foam inputs on a large scale to take 

advantage of purchasing economies; make substan-

tial capital investments before beginning foam pro-
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duction; possess certain expertise in large-scale foam 

production processes; and gain access to large foam 

direct purchasers, like Wal-Mart.  Moreover, foam 

inputs, including TDI, are heavily-regulated hazard-

ous materials, the proper handling of which may be 

cost-prohibitive for smaller firms looking to pene-

trate the foam market.  Producing foam itself sub-

jects a firm to still more regulatory requirements, 

such as federal and state clean air standards. 

Even if a firm could overcome these initial barri-

ers with respect to either slabstock or underlay, De-

fendants’ substantial excess capacity in each sub-

market would allow Defendants to flood either mar-

ket with increased production, causing slabstock or 

underlay prices to plummet, thus preventing the new 

entrant from recouping on the investment needed to 

enter the market.  These various barriers block a 

non-conspirator firm from newly entering the slab-

stock or underlay markets in hopes of undercutting 

the alleged cartel’s supracompetitive pricing deci-

sions, and support a finding that common evidence 

exists to show that all or nearly all direct purchasers 

suffered antitrust injury. 

Third, demand for flexible foam products is ine-

lastic.  For the effect of a price conspiracy to be wide-

spread, a price-increase driven decline in sales vol-

ume must “not outweigh the benefit of higher prices.”  

Put differently, collusion is more likely to occur, and 

its effects are more likely to be widespread, when 

conspirators can profit more from selling less of a 

product at a higher, supracompetitive price than by 

selling more of a product at a lower, competitive 

price.  A cartel’s chance of fixing a supracompetitive 

price that pulls off that balancing act increases in 
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tandem with the inelasticity of the product’s de-

mand.  And that inelasticity depends, in part, on the 

existence (or not) of acceptable substitutes for the 

product, or the product’s share of end-use product 

costs. 

Leitzinger bases his conclusions that demand for 

flexible foam is inelastic on discovery materials that 

describe flexible foam gradually supplanting alterna-

tive cushioning materials, like polyester fibers, natu-

ral latex, and resinated cotton.  A 1996 “Economic 

Impact Analysis,” authored by the U.S. Environmen-

tal Protection Agency, compares flexible foam to its 

“primary substitute for slabstock in cushioning ap-

plications,” polyester fiber, noting flexible foam’s su-

perior product qualities.  Leitzinger offers similar ob-

servations with respect to bedding applications and 

underlay.  Because slabstock, as an intermediate 

material, comprises a relatively small share of end-

use product costs, furniture and bedding manufac-

turers are relatively insensitive to flexible foam price 

increases. 

Fourth, there exists evidence establishing that 

slabstock and underlay are “commodities,” as eco-

nomic literature defines that term.  The more closely 

flexible foam products resemble a prototypical com-

modity, like gasoline of a given grade, the more cohe-

sive an industry cartel will be and the more wide-

spread the price effects.  This is so because cartel 

members would need to reach agreement, and then 

police that agreement, only with respect to one prod-

uct characteristic: price.  Though Defendants pro-

duce a wide range of slabstock grades, varying ac-

cording to product characteristics like foam density 

or IFD, discovery materials show Defendants and 
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their customers could identify and compare each De-

fendant’s version of a given slabstock grade.  An FXI 

employee testified that foam fabricators would buy 

buns “from anyone who had the lowest price that 

day.”  Similar evidence is offered with respect to un-

derlay, which Hickory Springs, Leggett & Platt, 

Foamex, and Carpenter all described as commodity-

like products, with Mohawk making similar state-

ments.  Here, too, variability exists among underlay 

grades, but again Defendants and their customers 

were able to compare these various grades on a price 

basis. 

Fifth, because TDIs and polyols comprise such a 

large portion of flexible foam’s input costs, and be-

cause chemical manufacturers noticed similar price 

increases for these key inputs at similar times, there 

exists further evidence that the cartel’s price effects 

likely were widespread.  All Defendants faced similar 

price increases from the chemical manufacturers.  

Therefore, Defendants had “ready focal point[s]” to 

use “as triggers for jointly established announce-

ments regarding slabstock price increases,” further 

reducing the difficulties the alleged cartel would 

have faced in its efforts to agree on pricing. 

In sum, then, Leitzinger draws inferences from 

the flexible foam industry’s market structure to paint 

that industry as one in which a few dominant firms, 

protected from outside competition by high barriers 

to market entry and using common foam input price 

announcements, succeeded in fixing the price of a 

commodity with an inelastic demand function.  All 

those qualities provide common evidence that all or 

nearly all direct purchasers would have been impact-

ed by the alleged cartel. 
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Pricing Behavior 

Leitzinger further supports his common impact 

conclusion by pointing to the manner in which prices 

are set in the foam industry.  Three aspects of De-

fendants’ pricing behavior would allow the conspira-

torial conduct—fixing prices—to impact all or virtu-

ally all direct purchasers.  First, price increase let-

ters were not tailored to any particular customer or 

to any particular subset of foam products.  In Car-

penter’s case, central management drafted slabstock 

and underlay price increase letters.  Once drafted, 

letter copies would be sent to local sales staff, who 

would add a customer’s contact information and the 

local salesman’s signature.  Each such letter con-

tained some version of the salutation “Dear Custom-

er.”  Moreover, with few exceptions, the percentage 

price increase reflected in each letter was uniform 

across Defendants’ foam product lines. 

Second, Defendants typically (though not always) 

were able to transform these generally-applicable 

price increase announcements into effective price in-

creases.  One indicator of this success, according to 

Leitzinger, is the repeated insistence of pricing exec-

utives that no customer be excepted from the price 

increase percentage reflected in a given price in-

crease letter.  When exceptions were permitted—

typically following negotiations that used the an-

nounced price increase percentage as the jumping-off 

point for discussions—a price increase letter could 

still be “partially successful” by leading to a percent-

age price increase, even if the effective price increase 

was less than the amount reflected in the price in-

crease letter or had a later effective date than was 

announced in a price increase letter.  Slabstock and 
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underlay price indexes, constructed using Defend-

ants’ transactional data, show Defendants’ effective 

price increases generally closely track one another. 

Third, Defendants set prices in such a way as to 

limit customer-specific deviations from generally-

enforced profit margins. This aspect of Defendants’ 

pricing behavior reflects institutional pricing con-

trols, and differs from the “no-exceptions” instruc-

tions, noted above, that pricing executives sent along 

with price increase letters.  For example, Carpenter 

uses a “centrally administered minimum pricing sys-

tem” for underlay, tied to profit margins over costs, 

which was aimed at “removing most of the [sales 

force’s] pricing flexibility” through a tiered system 

that accorded less price discretion to less senior sales 

officials.  Likewise, Carpenter used “branch prices” 

for slabstock price quotes that could be tailored to 

specific grades, while Foamex used a system for slab-

stock pricing similar to Carpenter’s tiered limits on 

minimum margins for underlay. 

Leitzinger thus paints a pricing system among 

Defendants that results in all or nearly all direct 

purchasers suffering antitrust impact.  That process 

began with the publication of price increase letters 

that, with few exceptions, purported to apply to all 

customers and to all foam products.  Price increase 

letter publication would then trigger negotiations 

with customers, who would attempt to drive down 

the quoted foam price.  Based on Defendants’ pricing 

behavior, those attempts would have generally been 

unsuccessful as customers (1) would have to negoti-

ate with a Defendant salesperson who was limited, 

by various minimum price or margin systems, in his 

or her ability to accept a lower sales price, or (2) 
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would see similar benchmarks offered by all Defend-

ants, owing to the coordination of price increase lev-

els.  “Given these [pricing] mechanisms,” Leitzinger 

concludes, “I find it implausible that customers in 

any significant number would have escaped the ef-

fects of repeated price increase announcements over 

a period of more than ten years.” 

Statistical Evidence of Impact 

Finally, Leitzinger presents the results of a re-

gression analysis that isolates from other factors and 

then measures the impact of Defendants’ price in-

crease letters on actual prices.  He describes this 

mode of statistical inquiry as “particularly useful in 

separating the impact of an alleged anticompetitive 

act on market outcomes (such as pricing) from the 

impact of other influences” (id. at 61 n.334 (quoting 

ABA SECTION OF ANTITRUST LAW, PROVING ANTI-

TRUST DAMAGES 125–26 (2010)).  For each Defendant, 

Leitzinger creates three separate models for each 

category of slabstock—buns, rolls, and fabricated 

products—and for each grade—conventional, viscoe-

lastic, and high resilience.  He also estimates models 

for prime, standard, and premium underlay prod-

ucts.  All told, he runs 73 regression models. 

Leitzinger inputs several data sources into these 

models.  First, he uses Defendants’ transactional da-

ta, which contain more than 50 million “transaction 

records” (excluding Woodbridge and Mohawk) con-

sisting of some or all of the following information 

fields:  product ID; foam grade; sales volume for a 

given transaction; price; rebates; “other price ad-

justments”; billing ID; and transaction date.  A bill-

ing ID is essentially an account number.  Leitzinger 
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synthesizes certain parts of this transactional data—

billing ID, customer name, and location—to create a 

“master billing ID,” reflecting the purchases of “the 

same physical purchasing facility,” which may be 

represented in the transactional data by one or more 

product IDs. 

Second, Leitzinger assembles a group of explana-

tory variables or regressors.  Leitzinger’s first set of 

regressors represent those he seeks to isolate from 

his measurement of the effect on price of Defendants’ 

price increase letters.  He compiles one regressor 

from a U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (“BLS”) pro-

ducer price index (“PPI”) reflecting quarterly prices 

of TDI and polyols.  Another regressor incorporates a 

“durable goods index,” a measure of demand for du-

rable goods like furniture; demand for slabstock is 

tied to demand for durable goods.  A third regressor 

measures housing starts, described as a “driver of 

sales for both slabstock and carpet cushion” in light 

of the demand new housing creates for furniture and 

carpeting.  Finally, Leitzinger includes regressors 

representing imports of foam-containing products, 

like furniture and mattresses, and imports of under-

lay. 

Together, these various regressors create a “re-

gression model [that] provides a series of rolling 

quarterly benchmarks for prices changes[] based on 

normal market effects on prices.”  Then, Leitzinger 

adds a third data source, also as a regressor:  De-

fendants’ allegedly conspiratorial price increase let-

ters.  He claims that these models make it “possible 

to see statistically the extent to which those [price 

increase letters] caused prices paid under a given 

Master Billing ID for a particular product type to in-
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crease more than otherwise would have been the 

case.”  See also ABA SECTION OF ANTITRUST LAW, 

PROVING ANTITRUST DAMAGES 125–26 (2010) (“An 

explanatory variable’s partial effect is the change in 

the dependent variable that would result from a 

change in the explanatory variable, holding all of the 

other explanatory variables constant”).  The price in-

crease letter variable is used to determine whether 

“price increase [letters] independently dr[o]ve prices 

higher” than the models would predict using only 

supply and demand variables.6 

Leitzinger’s models report a supracompetitive 

premium for a given transaction whenever it returns 

a positive coefficient between a price increase letter 

and actual prices.  A positive coefficient associated 

with a price increase letter for a given transaction 

means “it is more likely that the true effects of a 

price increase [letter] were positive than . . . zero or 

negative.”  The magnitude of that coefficient repre-

sents the “average percentage of the Defendant’s 

                                            

 6 Defendants claim Leitzinger’s models is misspecified be-

cause it uses as its but-for benchmark the quarter preceding a 

price increase letter.  In Defendants’ view, the true but-for 

benchmark would be that in a quarter which price increase let-

ters were issued, but no conspiracy is alleged to have existed 

(see Doc. 967 at 107 (“In a but-for world there are no agree-

ments and you have price letters”); Doc. 892-1 at 31–32).  De-

fendants never confront Leitzinger’s persuasive justification for 

using a quarter-over-quarter benchmark – that it is contrary to 

economic theory to assume a valid price increase letter would 

independently drive prices higher than market conditions oth-

erwise would demand.  Leitzinger asserts the but-for price is 

one generated without the incremental and anticompetitive 

price affects of a conspiratorial letter, and Defendants present 

no persuasive economic basis suggesting a valid price increase 

letter might generate similar incremental price affects. 
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price announcements that Dr. Leitzinger interprets 

as anticompetitive.”  For instance, a coefficient esti-

mate of 0.1657 indicates that roughly 17 percent of 

the price increase announced in a price increase let-

ter is attributable to anticompetitive effects, accord-

ing to a formula for converting the coefficient esti-

mate into a percentage.  In the context of a specific 

price increase letter, the .1657 impact coefficient 

means that if a Defendant announced a 10 percent 

price increase, 1.7 percent of that increase would 

represent antitrust impact.  All told, Leitzinger’s 

framework yields over “32,000 separate Defendant, 

product[,] and customer-specific estimates” of the an-

ticompetitive impact of the price increase letters, if 

any, before incorporating Mohawk data. 

Leitzinger finds antitrust impact with respect to 

a given master billing ID whenever his models esti-

mates for at least one of that master billing ID’s pur-

chases a positive coefficient for a price increase let-

ter.  Leitzinger claims to be able to do so for more 

than 14,000 master billing IDs that “collectively ac-

counted for roughly $18.1 billion of the $18.3 billion” 

of foam product purchases recorded in Defendants’ 

transactional data (emphasis added).  In percentage 

terms, Leitzinger’s models find antitrust impact for 

customers who account for 99 percent of “purchases 

for which [he] could identify product form, foam type, 

and transactional details from Defendants’ produced 

data.”  Leitzinger also reports results showing the 

probability of his models’ generating a random effect 

for a given sales volume.  With respect to 82 percent 

of the sales volume reflected in Defendants’ transac-

tional data, Leitzinger finds a less than five percent 
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likelihood that his models produced a spurious im-

pact finding. 

Leitzinger’s models can be adjusted so that if a 

particular set of price increase letters were deemed 

not the product of a conspiracy, those letters could be 

removed from the models, and thus “remove any po-

tential effect of those announcements in terms of 

[generating] impact estimates.”  Leitzinger concludes 

his impact regression analysis by effectively “double-

checking” his models’ results, using three alternative 

sets of assumptions to conduct sensitivity analyses.  

All three alternative sets of assumptions confirm his 

base models’ finding of antitrust impact for the 

overwhelming majority of revenues grouped by mas-

ter billing IDs (see id. at 65–66 (using Carpenter’s 

price increase letters as an indicator of Defendants’ 

conspiratorial activity because Carpenter often led 

price increases, assuming the conspiracy ended 

slightly earlier than alleged, and gauging impact on-

ly with respect to large buyers)). 

Ordover Challenges Leitzinger’s Analysis 

Ordover and Burtis respond to Leitzinger’s pro-

posed common-impact method of proof, with the lat-

ter expert focusing her efforts on the Direct Purchas-

ers’ burden as it relates to the underlay market.  

Leitzinger then responds to both experts’ critiques.  

This Court turns first to the Ordover-Leitzinger dis-

putes, and then to the Burtis-Leitzinger disputes. 

As an initial matter, this Court finds portions of 

Ordover’s Report proceed along a line of reasoning 

that is inappropriate at this stage of the proceedings, 

in view of his claim to only testify as to impact and 

damages issues.  Ordover contests the notion that 
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Leitzinger’s inferences from market structure can be 

used as common evidence to support a claim that all 

or nearly all direct purchasers suffered antitrust im-

pact.  Some of Ordover’s justifications for that line of 

argument, discussed below, are properly addressed 

now.  But at other times, Ordover bolsters his con-

clusions about the lack of common evidence demon-

strating impact by pointing to the lack of evidence 

that collusion actually took place.  Of course, if Direct 

Purchasers cannot prove an antitrust conspiracy ex-

isted, it follows that they cannot prove Direct Pur-

chasers suffered common antitrust impact.  But proof 

of a conspiracy is not required at this stage of the lit-

igation.  Therefore, this Court does not address mer-

its-based arguments, like these, unrelated to the 

Rule 23 requirements. 

Product Variability 

Ordover begins his substantive critique of 

Leitzinger’s methods with a series of arguments fo-

cusing on the degree of product heterogeneity in the 

flexible foam industry.  First, Ordover argues that 

Leitzinger errs in failing to recognize “undisputed 

heterogeneity of [flexible foam] products.”  These 

products vary according to the particular product be-

ing manufactured, that product’s specific attributes 

(e.g., the product’s IFD) and end uses.  As a result, 

transaction prices vary across the product range 

that, Defendants argue, Direct Purchasers inappro-

priately lump together. 

Ordover claims that product heterogeneity has a 

few consequences for the Direct Purchasers’ case.  

First, this heterogeneity contradicts the notion that 

an agreement to fix and raise prices in the flexible 
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foam industry could have existed at all, or, if it did 

exist, would have been successful.  Defendants would 

have had to agree on prices for a range of products 

“subject to different demand conditions, different 

competitive condition, and different costs,” rendering 

the fact of agreement implausible.  Further, even if 

an agreement had been reached with respect to 

products that varied to this extent, the agreement 

would have had “variegated effects on prices and 

price changes across different products and custom-

ers.” 

Ordover claims to demonstrate a wide range of 

price variance by producing dispersion charts reflect-

ing actual prices charged by each Defendant over the 

Class Period.  Ordover uses the same foam product 

and grade classifications that Leitzinger uses to es-

timate his models (i.e., conventional slabstock, re-

bond underlay, etc.).  For Ordover, these price dis-

persion charts show not just the infeasibility of a 

price-fixing conspiracy existing, but further question 

“how common impact is possible in light of the mar-

ket facts.” 

Leitzinger successfully refutes this aspect of Or-

dover’s analysis.  Specifically, Leitzinger explains 

that Ordover’s price dispersion charts do not control 

for the various attributes that account for two foam 

products of the same category and type—for in-

stance, conventional slabstock—selling at different 

prices for the same board feet of foam (or other rele-

vant unit of measure).  By way of example, 

Leitzinger observes that “one would expect that the 

observed price of a product with twice the density of 

another product”—meaning the product contains 

“twice as much foam per board feet” as the less dense 
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product—“would be (all else equal) twice the price of 

the less dense product.”  Selecting specific plot points 

from Ordover’s graphs, Leitzinger shows that prod-

uct characteristics, like density, account for that 

price variance. 

Leitzinger also performed a “hedonic analysis,” a 

standard statistical analysis for analyzing whether 

differences in product characteristics can explain 

price variance.  That analysis constructs a regression 

model with price as a dependent variable, and the 

various product characteristics as independent vari-

ables.  Using Carpenter data, Leitzinger’s model 

finds that product characteristics account for 90 per-

cent of the variance in slabstock pricing, and 80 per-

cent of the variance in underlay pricing.  Ordover 

disputes this tight correlation, but when shown one 

of Ordover’s controlled price dispersions, Leitzinger 

explained one cannot tie that analysis, controlling for 

three (albeit important) factors, to the output of his 

original analysis.  Leitzinger’s more comprehensive 

analysis is persuasive. 

Moreover, Defendants knew their product pricing 

would vary in this way and could easily (and in fact 

did) compare the prices of foam with varying charac-

teristics.  Additionally, Ordover’s claim that “[a]ny 

attempt to analyze impact on prices paid by the pu-

tative class members from the alleged cartel must 

account for this product heterogeneity” is true 

enough, but Leitzinger’s proposed models attempt to 

do just that (see Doc. 584-14 at 61 (noting that 

Leitzinger’s models employ a transactional dataset 

that includes product IDs and foam grades, among 

other datapoints)). 
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Ordover similarly argues that by including in one 

proposed class the purchasers of slabstock and un-

derlay, Direct Purchasers have made it impossible to 

demonstrate “the alleged price fixing conspiracy 

could . . . have had a common impact on prices be-

tween these two product groups.”  This is so, Ordover 

argues, because the two product categories bear dif-

ferent costs and demonstrate variances in price that 

do not track one another.  He demonstrates that 

point by producing two line graphs, one for slabstock 

and one for underlay, that plot each Defendant’s av-

erage price for that product.  These charts show De-

fendants’ average prices varied with respect to other 

Defendants’ prices for the same foam product group 

over the course of the Class Period (though not by 

much).  Ordover argues this variance refutes the no-

tion that the alleged conspiracy would have resulted 

“in antitrust injury to all or virtually [all] members 

of the proposed class that could be established using 

evidence that is common across poured foam and re-

bond carpet cushion products.” 

Defendants misunderstand the type of “impact” 

that must be capable of proof using evidence common 

to the class.  Ordover’s discussion of variance in av-

erage price between the relevant sub-markets would 

only be relevant if that difference in price were rele-

vant to the concept of “impact.”  But it is not.  Direct 

Purchaser’s Rule 23 burden with respect to impact 

does not require proof of “identical damages” or 

“common results.”  Butler, 727 F.3d at 801.  See also 

In re Electronic Books Antitrust Litig., 11-md-02293-

DLC, at *74 (S.D.N.Y Mar. 28, 2014) (“[T]he relevant 

question is not whether the model can explain vari-

ances within the pricing data for a given [product], 
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but rather whether the model can reliably explain 

the differences between collusive [product] prices and 

competitive prices so that it can disentangle the ef-

fects of collusion.”) (footnote omitted); In re Blood 

Reagents Antitrust Litig., 283 F.R.D. 222, 239 (E.D. 

Pa. 2012) (rejecting the proposition that “it is not 

enough for plaintiffs to show that a customer paid 

more than the but-for price for at least one item in at 

least one transaction”). 

Rather, the impact burden requires a method of 

proof, using evidence common to the class, that can 

establish all or nearly all class members incurred an 

antitrust overcharge of some amount.  See Hanover 

Shoe, Inc., 392 U.S. at 491.  Leitzinger explains that 

is precisely what his models would prove – the fact of 

an overcharge with respect to all or virtually all class 

members, not identical overcharges.  His regression 

models measure overcharges with respect to specific 

master billing IDs which, again, are the closest iden-

tifiers for discrete customers that can be culled from 

Defendants’ transactional data.  And so what mat-

ters is “whether the pattern of price changes for giv-

en [master billing ID] changed in connection with the 

price increase announcements” – that is, whether the 

price increase letters led to a specific master billing 

ID paying more for a given product than market 

forces, represented in Leitzinger’s models by his sup-

ply and demand regressors, would have demanded –  

“not whether the pattern of price changes across 

[master billing IDs] or products was the same over a 

given interval of time.” 
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Market Composition 

Ordover next turns his focus to the manner in 

which Leitzinger describes the relevant flexible foam 

markets.  First, Ordover disputes that Defendants 

control the overwhelming majority of the slabstock 

and underlay markets, pointing to a January 2010 

IBISWorld survey of the “Urethane Foam Product 

Manufacturing” market, which claims that the “vari-

ety of foam products produced in this industry as 

well as the diverse downstream markets makes it 

difficult for individual firms to grab a large portion of 

industry market share.”  But as Lamb explains, that 

market survey “accounts for a broader market”—

specifically, one that includes rigid and molded foam 

products, neither of which are included in either pro-

posed class definition—“with more firms than the 

[flexible foam] market, thus artificially reducing the 

level of market concentration applied to the [flexible 

foam] market.”  As previously explained, Leitzinger 

bases his market concentration calculations on De-

fendants’ own calculations for those figures.  Those 

documents do not include market share calculations 

for the broader swath of urethane foam products in-

cluded in the IBISWorld Report.  This Court credits 

Defendants’ own contemporaneous calculations of 

market concentration. 

Second, Ordover claims there exist other firms 

“in this industry”—an ambiguous phrase, which may 

refer to the overbroad IBISWorld definition dis-

cussed in the same paragraph—that “serve as poten-

tial entrants into the manufacturing of polyurethane 

products relevant to this litigation.”  This argument 

is underwhelming.  In effect, Ordover merely names 

a handful of firms who produce urethane foam prod-
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ucts of some sort, and concludes (without further 

grappling with how these various firms would con-

front and overcome the industry barriers to entry 

and the threat posed by Defendants’ excess capacity) 

that these firms could enter, or expand their pres-

ence in, the relevant foam markets in some unspeci-

fied period of time.  His deposition testimony demon-

strates a lack of any particular understanding of 

these other non-defendant firms’ production capabili-

ties, further undercutting his claim that they serve 

as ready entrants to the relevant flexible foam mar-

kets.  Of course, Defendants bear no particular bur-

den of proof on this (or any) point, but to effectively 

counter Plaintiffs’ substantial proof, Defendants 

must do more than merely point to a list of possible 

market entrants assembled from a survey of websites 

or 10-K filings. 

Third, Ordover searches Defendants’ transac-

tional data, using the terms “foam” and “fabricators” 

to identify a set of firms he believes to be foam fabri-

cators who purchase buns and rolls from Defendants.  

He posits these non-defendant firms would serve as a 

further competitive constraint on Defendants with 

respect to those customers who might purchase fab-

ricated foam products from Defendants.  These top-

25 non-defendant foam fabricators “have the ability 

to absorb some portion of the anticompetitive effect 

from the alleged price fixing conspiracy” and provide 

possible cover for Defendant firms cheating on price 

with respect to fabricated foam, all necessitating “in-

dividualized inquiries to determine the extent to 

which these foam fabricators provide competitive al-

ternatives” to Defendants.  But Ordover fails to ex-

amine any particular non-defendant fabricator’s 
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sales behavior to show they have in fact undercut 

Defendants by accepting lower margins on their sale 

of fabricated foam products. 

Leitzinger concludes that scenario “makes no 

economic sense,” unless Defendants also have mo-

nopoly power with respect to fabricated foam – a 

claim no party to this litigation or party expert has 

explored.  Even assuming these non-defendant foam 

fabricators have some potential to serve as competi-

tive checks on Defendant firms, that fact alone does 

not occlude the analysis with respect to whether Di-

rect Purchasers have demonstrated common issues 

with respect to impact which predominate over indi-

vidualized inquiry. 

Fourth, Ordover identifies Defendants’ largest 

customers, and argues that two features of Defend-

ants’ relationships with these large customers un-

dercut Direct Purchasers’ ability to demonstrate 

through common proof that all or nearly all direct 

purchasers suffered antitrust injury.  Ordover identi-

fies the fifty largest customers during the latter half 

of the Class Period; these large customers account for 

$6.044 billion in Defendant sales, or 46.7 percent of 

total Defendant sales from 2005 through 2010; four-

teen of those large firms account for just over 30 per-

cent of total Defendant sales during the same period.  

In addition, Ordover displays, for each Defendant, 

the percentage of Defendant’s 2005–10 sales that 

were claimed by that Defendant’s top 50 customers.  

Only Leggett & Platt sells more than 50 percent of 

its slabstock and underlay products to non-top 50 

customers. 
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Ordover concludes that such large buyers likely 

would have wielded negotiating power of varying de-

grees.  Also, these large purchasers obtained product 

from Defendants “under long term contracts or other 

agreements that place limits on price changes.”  As a 

result, “the effect on prices from the alleged price fix-

ing conspiracy would have been different for these 

[large] customers than for other customers.”  Indi-

vidualized inquiry would be required to gauge im-

pact, if any, on these large customers.  For his part, 

Leitzinger conducts a sensitivity analysis, limiting a 

data sample to only large buyers, and finds impact at 

conventional significance levels for customers who 

account for over 95 percent of purchase activity. 

This Court reserves for discussion below Ordo-

ver’s reference to the effect of purchasing contracts 

on Direct Purchaser’s impact burden, for that argu-

ment is more fully-developed by the experts in the 

course of discussing Leitzinger’s observations regard-

ing the existence and functioning of pricing struc-

tures in the flexible foam industry.  However, this 

Court concludes the possibility that large purchasers 

generally exercise bargaining power in the flexible 

foam markets does not preclude Direct Purchasers 

from establishing impact using a common proof.  As-

suming Leitzinger’s regression models properly func-

tion as Leitzinger describes them—an assumption 

critically examined below—the models necessarily 

would take into account these large buyers’ negotiat-

ing power, if any.  After all, the models contain price 

as the dependent variable.  Ordover’s line of argu-

ment is that negotiating power would permit these 

large buyers to avoid any price increase attributable 

to the price fixing conspiracy.  If that is so, 
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Leitzinger’s regression models should estimate a 

negative coefficient with respect to a given transac-

tion and master billing ID, indicating the lack of an-

titrust impact (see Doc. 744-26 at 2) (“[Ordover:] . . . .  

But ultimately, to the extent that such contracts ex-

ist and that they affect prices, it’s going to be picked 

up in Leitzinger’s regression”).  If the bargaining 

power only allows some, but not all, of the su-

pracompetitive premium to be avoided, the regres-

sion models should estimate a positive, but relatively 

low, coefficient with respect to a given transaction 

and master billing ID, indicating that the price in-

crease letter explains a smaller portion of actual 

price increases. 

Fifth, Ordover notes that foam has a high vol-

ume-to-weight ratio, making it expensive to 

transport long distances.  Therefore, Defendants sell 

foam products into local geographic markets where 

prices are not always the same.  For instance, Car-

penter plants located in California and Texas 

charged different prices for rebond underlay of the 

same thickness and density.  In Ordover’s view, 

these local geographic markets mean antitrust injury 

cannot be examined using proof common to the class, 

but instead can be gauged only through individual-

ized analysis that accounts for these differences in 

geography.  It is difficult to understand why this is 

so, in light of the manner in which Leitzinger con-

structed his models.  Again, those models’ dependent 

variable are prices charged with respect to a specific 

master billing ID. A master billing ID represents 

Leitzinger’s efforts at identifying a single physical 

purchasing location.  Just as Defendants sell only to 

purchasers located within some given distance from 
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a plant, a single physical purchasing location would 

likely only purchase product sold by plants in that 

local market.  If a master billing ID purchased foam 

from a plant in another geographic region, that dif-

ference in price as compared to products sold by a 

nearer plant would be reflected in Defendants’ 

transactional data and Leitzinger’s models (see Doc. 

744-49 at 26) (“[I]f [master billing] IDs and markets 

are localized—precisely what Dr. Ordover points to 

as problematic here—then the regression results for 

each [master billing] ID will reflect those localized 

competitive circumstances.”).  Moreover, as noted 

above, Defendants themselves did not distinguish 

between local markets when announcing price in-

creases. 

Sixth, Ordover identifies instances of apparent 

competition between Defendants, asserting that this 

competition is “contrary to [Direct Purchasers’] alle-

gations of price fixing” and is “consistent with a di-

versity of competitive conditions faced by individual” 

direct purchasers.  Ordover points to Defendant doc-

uments that show Defendants discussing accounts 

lost to, or gained from, other Defendants, as well as 

examples from Defendants’ transactional data that 

show certain of Defendants’ customers shifting their 

buying habits over the course of the Class Period. 

But Direct Purchasers’ theory is not inconsistent 

with these instances of competition  Ordover inti-

mates that Direct Purchasers charge Defendants 

with conspiring to eliminate competition within the 

cartel.  That is not so.  Direct Purchasers allege that 

price increase letters were a part of the conspiracy 

(Doc. 46 at ¶ 94).  But price increase letters were not 

issued quarterly—instead, some Defendants issued 
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price increase letters, on average, once every three 

quarters.  Moreover, these very competitive condi-

tions served as the impetus for the alleged price fix-

ing arrangement in this case, according to a Defend-

ant’s senior executive:  “I cannot think of a single ac-

count at Domfoam and Valle Foam where we felt 

confident that there was no way we could lose [the 

account] to a competitor.  In fact, it was for this rea-

son that we were agreeable to coordinating price in-

creases with our competitors.  Coordination benefit-

ted everyone because it minimized the degree to 

which we undercut each other on common accounts 

and gave confidence that all foamers would raise 

prices at about the same time.” 

Finally, Ordover argues that conditions in the 

flexible foam industry are such that Defendants 

would not have been able to monitor and compare 

actual prices charged for their products, citing the 

testimony of a Leggett & Platt underlay employee 

who asserted that “it would have been totally impos-

sible” to collect information on prices charged, given 

the wide dispersion in underlay prices.  From that 

assertion about price visibility, Ordover argues that 

“the inability of the Defendants to monitor each oth-

er’s prices indicates that the alleged price fixing con-

spiracy would likely not have resulted in antitrust 

harm to all or virtually all members of the proposed 

class.”  “[M]onitoring prices is important to the suc-

cess of the alleged conspiracy,” he earlier explains, 

“[but] it is difficult to accomplish.” 

This argument must be rejected for three rea-

sons.  First, to the extent Ordover again strays into 

opining on merits questions not bound up with the 

requirements of Rule 23, his argument is improper.  
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Of course, if the antitrust conspiracy alleged in this 

case failed owing to the inability to monitor pricing, 

then necessarily there would be fewer impacted Di-

rect Purchasers as compared to a better coordinated 

price fixing conspiracy.  But Direct Purchasers need 

only demonstrate at this stage of the proceedings 

that they offer a method that is capable of establish-

ing antitrust impact using common evidence, assum-

ing the conspiracy existed. 

Second, and again setting aside critiques of 

Leitzinger’s model design for present purposes, the 

number of positive coefficients his models are capa-

ble of producing would be a reflection on the alleged 

conspiracy’s success which, as Ordover notes, is part-

ly dependent on price transparency.  If, as Ordover 

contends, Defendants were substantially unable to 

monitor the prices they actually charged, then 

Leitzinger’s models would be unable to predict im-

pact to any significant degree.  That is, Defendants 

could have agreed to issue coordinated price increase 

letters containing prices set at a supracompetitive 

level.  When it came to actually concluding deals 

with respect to specific customers, individual De-

fendants would then cheat on the price fixing agree-

ment in hopes of undercutting co-conspirators.  And 

all throughout, Ordover’s description of price 

opaqueness would conceal this cheating, presenting 

Defendants with strong incentives to cheat on the 

agreement, lest they become the only party not to 

cheat.  As a result, no antitrust impact would be de-

monstrable under Leitzinger’s models.  But in fact, 

Leitzinger finds impact with respect to customer who 

account for the overwhelming majority of Class Peri-

od revenues, and of master billing IDs in their own 
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right.  That result contradicts the notion that wide-

spread cheating, borne of price opaqueness, led to 

Defendants paying lip service to agreed prices. 

Finally, Direct Purchasers offer what is compara-

tively a much weightier body of pre-litigation evi-

dence suggesting that in fact Defendants could, and 

did, compare actual prices charged, and with great 

granularity to boot (Doc. 744-49 at 20–22) (noting, 

for instance, that employees of Defendant Vitafoam 

were able to compare its prices to Carpenter pricing 

on the same product “to the cent”)). 

Price Increase Letters and Actual Prices 

Ordover next attempts to demonstrate that De-

fendants were unable to implement actual price in-

creases in the full amount mentioned in price letters.  

Ordover begins by examining in two ways the rela-

tionship between announced price increases and ac-

tual prices charged.  For both examinations, Ordover 

uses Leitzinger’s “impact” regression dataset, and 

assumes “that the impact of [a] price [increase letter] 

is on that quarter’s price change [i.e., the quarter in 

which the price increase letter is issued] from the 

prior quarter.” 

First, Ordover compares the announced price in-

crease to the average increase in prices charged in 

that quarter showing, at least with respect to these 

identified quarters, Defendants failed to implement 

the full amount of the announced price increase.  Or-

dover also shows the variance in actual price chang-

es, reporting, for a quarter, the percentage of cus-

tomer-product observations that show prices increas-

es, or price declines, or no change in price from the 

prior quarter.  Ordover finds, for example, while 
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“Leitzinger’s data indicates an 11 percent announced 

price increase for Future Foam, the average price in-

crease in 2003 Q2 was 3 percent” and that in the 

same quarter for the same Defendant “18 percent of 

prices changes are negative, while 67 percent of price 

changes are positive, and there are zero price chang-

es in 15 percent of the observations.” 

Second, Ordover analyzes “the patterns of price 

changes for all Defendants in Dr. Leitzinger’s regres-

sion dataset for all periods in which Dr. Leitzinger’s 

data indicate that Defendants issued price an-

nouncements” for both slabstock and underlay prod-

ucts.  That analysis shows that, on average, a sub-

stantial portion of customers did not experience an 

increase in prices during quarters in which price in-

crease letters were issued as compared to the prior 

quarter.  Ordover claims that for both poured foam 

and underlay products, 60 percent of customers ex-

perienced price increases.  However, 40 percent of 

customers who purchased slabstock or underlay did 

not experience a price increase. 

The results of this actual-price-effects analysis is 

significant to Ordover because if prices did not in-

crease for a particular customer during a quarter in 

which Defendants issued a price increase letter, 

“there was no antitrust impact” for those customers.  

See also id. at 109 (arguing that with respect to the 

40 percent of slabstock and underlay customers who, 

on average, did not experience price increases “there 

was no impact from these price announcements”); 

Doc. 892-1 at 10 (urging an impact analysis with re-

spect to a customer’s “entire basket” of purchases).  

Ordover concludes that because such a large portion 

of the Direct Purchaser class suffered no “impact,” as 
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he defines that term, Direct Purchasers necessarily 

cannot demonstrate through common evidence that 

all or nearly all class members suffered antitrust im-

pact. 

Ordover, like Defendants, again misunderstands 

what it means for a customer to suffer antitrust im-

pact.  Ordover’s actual-price-effects analysis does not 

consider the price increase letter’s effect in the so-

called “but-for” world, as Leitzinger’s impact models 

do.  Under Ordover’s view (and despite protests to 

the contrary), the lack of an actual price increase in-

dicates an absence of antitrust impact.  On that line 

of reasoning, an agreement among competitors that 

serves to slow, but not reverse, a decline in price does 

not allow antitrust recovery.  This cannot be the law. 

If market forces would lead to a decline in com-

petitive prices, a group of defendants cannot collude 

to slow that decline, just as participants in more vi-

brant industries may not collude to generate more 

pronounced increases in prices than market forces 

would otherwise produce.  See, e.g., In re Wellbutrin 

XL Antitrust Litig., 282 F.R.D. 126, 140 (E.D. Pa.  

2011).  Defendants’ alleged unlawful coordination of 

price increase letters set the benchmark for negotia-

tions with customers over actual prices.  Leitzinger 

claims those “benchmark” levels were higher than 

they would have been absent the alleged agreement.  

See, e.g., In re Dynamic Random Access Memory 

(DRAM) Antitrust Litig., 2006 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 

39841, at *47 (N.D.  Cal.); In re Vitamins Antitrust 

Litig., 209 F.R.D. 251, 266 (D.D.C. 2002).  It stands 

to reason, then, that if because of an antitrust con-

spiracy a seller and buyer’s jumping-off point for ne-
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gotiations is higher than market forces would other-

wise determine, that buyer suffers injury. 

Setting aside Defendants’ questionable definition 

of “impact,” this Court cannot even draw any firm 

conclusions from Ordover’s analysis regarding the 

number of class members who did not experience an 

increase in price in the same quarter in which a price 

increase was issued.  This is so because, as 

Leitzinger explains, Ordover identifies impact with 

respect to “customer-product observations” for pur-

poses of his actual-price-effects analysis.  But De-

fendants’ transactional dataset includes purchases 

from “customers” under product IDs; each entry rep-

resents one item purchased by a customer under 

what, in effect, is a given account number.  Because 

some customers can purchase foam product under 

multiple product IDs, Leitzinger constructs the mas-

ter billing ID datapoint.  By disregarding that unit of 

aggregation, Ordover concludes that a customer is 

not impacted if it did not experience a price increase 

with respect to a specific purchase, even if, with re-

spect to other purchases, the same customer did ex-

perience a price increase driven by the alleged collu-

sive agreement (see Doc. 744-49 at 23 (“By conflating 

impact to a customer with the extent to which there 

were overcharges on every product the customer pur-

chased, Dr. Ordover misses the full extent of common 

impact across members of the proposed class.  To il-

lustrate, suppose ten members of the proposed class 

each purchased ten products” but each experienced 

price increases with respect to only six of those pur-

chases.  “From that fact pattern Dr. Ordover’s meth-

od for analyzing impact would lead to the conclusion 

that, 40 percent of the time, there is no impact.  In 
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fact, however, 100 percent of those customers were 

impacted.”) (emphasis added)).  See also ABA SEC-

TION ON ANTITRUST LAW, ECONOMETRICS 210–11 

(2005) (“Generally, when the prices for some custom-

ers are going up while the prices of other customers 

are not, there is reason to doubt that the different 

customers (class members) are experiencing a com-

mon impact.  However, if the observed differences 

are due to measurable and systematic factors that 

can be controlled for in a regression, a common im-

pact may be shown and class treatment may still be 

appropriate.”). 

Ordover next discusses the fact that Defendants 

entered into long-term purchase contracts with cus-

tomers.  Some of those long-term contracts included 

clauses that limited the extent to which Defendants 

could seek price increases (“price escalation” claus-

es).  These price escalation clauses typically limited 

price increases according to a formula tied to the 

price of foam inputs.  Other such contracts prohibit-

ed price increases of any kind during certain periods, 

or determined prices at the outset.  These contracts, 

in Ordover’s view, mean “the price announcement 

letters would not have increased prices already speci-

fied in these contracts and therefore the alleged con-

spiracy would not result in antitrust injury to these 

customers.”  Determining which customers had such 

contracts, and whether the contracts operated as Or-

dover describes, would require “individualized analy-

sis” to identify those customers who, because of such 

contracts, “could not have been impacted by the al-

legedly coordinated price announcements.” 

From the observation that a customer may have 

had a purchase contract with one Defendant for a 
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limited period of time (which would have protected 

that customer, in part or in full, from the effects of 

price increase letters issued during the life of the 

contract) Ordover concludes that holders of such long 

term contracts could not have been impacted by the 

conspiracy at all.  Missing in this line of reasoning 

are two critical considerations.  First, to suffer “im-

pact,” a customer need only be able to point to having 

paid a supracompetitive premium as a result of one 

price increase letter.  Second, the customer need not 

have suffered this adverse impact with respect to a 

price increase letter issued by each Defendant. 

Even if the purchase contracts operated as Ordo-

ver claims, the “protected” customer could still have 

been affected by a price increase letter issued by the 

same Defendant when no such price protections ex-

isted, or by a different Defendant at a point in time 

when that price increase letter would have generated 

antitrust impact.  Direct Purchasers are not litigat-

ing 21 cases alleging that 21 conspiracies each issued 

a single price increase letter that carried a su-

pracompetitive premium; they allege that one con-

spiracy issued 21 sets of unlawful price increase let-

ters.  They need only offer a workable method of 

proof with respect to that one case.  In re TFT-LCD 

(Flat Panel) Antitrust Litig., 267 F.R.D. 583, 607 

(N.D. Cal. 2010) amended in part, 2011 WL 3268649 

(N.D.  Cal.  2011) (“The Court agrees with plaintiffs 

that defendants may not recast plaintiffs’ allegations 

[regarding the nature of the conspiracy], and plain-

tiffs have consistently alleged a single, overriding 

conspiracy spanning the entire class period.”). 

Direct Purchasers’ proof on this point is, again, 

Leitzinger’s regression models.  Leitzinger claims “if 
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a customer had a contract in place which effectively 

insulated it from the effects of one or more price in-

crease [letters] from a specific defendant, then pre-

sumably the data feeding into my regression would 

reflect that fact.”  In other words, Leitzinger’s models 

would predict no impact with respect to each pur-

chase entry made under a “protective” agreement if 

Ordover’s description of those contracts is accurate.  

Ordover describes these purchase agreements as 

closely tied to the cost of inputs.  Those close ties 

would mean that Leitzinger’s regressors fully explain 

the actual price charged, as Ordover himself admits.  

But the models may well disclose impact with re-

spect to the same master billing ID for purchases 

from another Defendant in the same quarter or from 

purchases in other quarters in which price protec-

tions do not exist. 

Further, the record reveals long-term contract 

holders very likely suffered some impact.  None of 

the long-term agreements extended throughout the 

Class Period.  For example, Tempur-Pedic purchased 

foam for roughly seven years outside of a longterm 

contract, while Comfor-Products did the same for 

roughly six years.  Contract negotiations thus took 

place in the context of artificially inflated baseline 

pricing, effects which likely became “baked into” the 

contracts.  See In re Urethane Antitrust Litig., 251 

F.R.D. 629, 644 (D. Kan. 2008).  To the extent a con-

tract pegs increases to input cost increases, the rec-

ord reveals that actual costs were closely guarded 

secrets (see Doc. 954 at 76 (“The prices that we paid 

for our chemicals are strategic to [a particular De-

fendant]. Company President and CEO []and head of 

purchasing [] are the only two in the company that 
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knew what the actual net-net-net prices were, and 

we set the standard price to ensure that.”) 

Moreover, a purchaser who negotiated such a 

contract would have been at least partly affected by 

the alleged industry-wide artificial price inflation.  

The seller could justify a price increase by reference 

to similar price increases issued by other Defendants 

(or resist a call for a price decrease by referencing 

other Defendants’ pricing).  See In re Urethane Anti-

trust Litig., 251 F.R.D. at 637–38.  Finally, at points 

in the Class Period, long-term contracts were simply 

disregarded. 

Leitzinger’s Impact Model Design 

So far, Ordover has pointed to factors that cause 

individual Direct Purchasers’ interactions with indi-

vidual Defendants to vary, while Leitzinger finds 

that many of the varying individual factors are ac-

counted for in his transactional data and, thus, the 

regression results.  But for that to be so, Leitzinger’s 

regression models must themselves be designed ap-

propriately.  Ordover argues Leitzinger’s models are 

flawed with respect to impact for six reasons, ad-

dressed below in turn. 

Multicollinearity 

Leitzinger agrees there may well be some rela-

tionship between two of his models’ regressors:  the 

challenged price increase letters and the BLS cost 

index.  In other words, not only is there a relation-

ship between the dependent variable, actual prices 

charged, and each of the regressors, there is also a 

relationship between the models’ regressors.  Ordo-

ver explains that multicollinearity can result in pa-

rameter estimates which are not “precise,” or relia-
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ble, and so the models do not provide powerful hy-

pothesis testing. 

After carefully considering all positions on this 

point, this Court agrees with Leitzinger.  Any input 

cost regressor would inject this quality into 

Leitzinger’s models.  Direct Purchasers claim that 

increases in the price of inputs like TDIs and polyols 

served as a screen for conspiratorial price increases.  

While Direct Purchasers do allege that each and eve-

ry price increase letter was a product of the conspira-

cy, they do not allege that each and every percentage 

of the price increase reflected in those letters was in 

excess of what market forces would have otherwise 

demanded.  In other words, some portion of the price 

increase letters were legitimate, and the magnitude 

of the estimated coefficients bears this point out.  

One legitimate driver of price increases would be in-

put costs.  Any reasonably well-designed model must 

account for that variable, and so it must include an 

input cost index as one of its regressors.  See ABA 

SECTION OF ANTITRUST LAW, PROVING ANTITRUST 

DAMAGES:  LEGAL AND ECONOMIC ISSUES 151 (2010) 

(noting that in the presence of multicollinearity “the 

best course of action” is to retain collinear variables 

that represent economically significant factors in ex-

plaining some phenomenon). 

But that simple fact does not doom the models.  

“That many of our explanatory variables are highly 

collinear is a fact of life.”  This “fact of life” does not 

ultimately affect the magnitude of the estimated co-

efficient, which in turn determines the key inquiry 

here:  whether impact can be proven with respect to 

all or nearly all class members (see id. at 48–49 

(“[E]ven where multicollinearity is present, the re-
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sulting coefficients are still the best unbiased esti-

mates of the underlying relationship.”)).  See also id. 

at 49 n.219 (citing the same economist and textbook 

as Ordover does in explaining the impact of multicol-

linearity for the proposition that the “ordinary least 

squares estimator in the presence of multicollineari-

ty remains unbiased”); FEDERAL JUDICIAL CENTER, 

REFERENCE MANUAL ON SCIENTIFIC EVIDENCE 324 

(3d. ed. 2011).  Multicollinearity does ultimately af-

fect the statistical significance of those estimated co-

efficients.  Therefore, if Ordover’s critiques with re-

spect to statistical significance level prove fatal for 

Leitzinger’s models, then multicollinearity contrib-

utes to the models’ demise on that count.  Without 

more though, the unavoidable existence of multicol-

linearity in Leitzinger’s models is not grounds for 

holding it may not be used as common proof of im-

pact. 

Statistical Significance 

Ordover argues Leitzinger ignores “the conven-

tional and regularly accepted approach that coeffi-

cients are statistically significant if they are distin-

guishable from zero at the 95 percent confidence lev-

el [(“the conventional level”)]” because Leitzinger 

notes impact for each master billing ID for which one 

purchase from one Defendant shows a positive im-

pact coefficient, regardless of significance level.  

Leitzinger’s approach is flawed, Ordover argues, be-

cause Leitzinger cannot conclude that the coefficient 

estimate is statistically different from zero according 

to the “conventional” confidence level.  “Statistical 

significance” in this context means “the likelihood 

that a coefficient result would have occurred [by 

chance, or spuriously,] notwithstanding the absence 
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of any real relationship linking the variables in ques-

tion.”7  When Leitzinger’s coefficient estimates are 

examined according to that “conventional” confidence 

level, “over 65 percent of the estimated ‘impact’ coef-

ficients are not statistically different from zero.” 

It is undisputed that generating statistically sig-

nificant positive coefficients turns on sample size.  

Here, the relevant “sample size” with respect to es-

timating a statistically significant impact coefficient 

for a given master billing ID is not the very extensive 

all-Defendants transactional data set, which records 

some 50 million transactions (minus Woodbridge and 

Mohawk sales).  Instead, “sample size” for statistical 

significance purposes is the number of transactions 

appearing in Defendants’ transactional data that 

specifically relate to a given master billing ID. Not 

surprisingly, the transactional data reveal large and 

frequent buyers.  But the transactional data also re-

veal a substantial number of low-volume, infrequent 

customers, and Leitzinger must attempt to produce 

impact results for each of these small buyers.  Be-

                                            

 7 The Supreme Court recently explained, “‘[a] study that is 

statistically significant has results that are unlikely to be the 

result of random error . . . .’ To test for significance, a research-

er develops a “null hypothesis” – e.g., the assertion that there is 

no relationship between [price increase letters] and [actual 

prices].  The researcher then calculates the probability of ob-

taining the observed data (or more extreme data) if the null hy-

pothesis is true (called the p-value).  Small p-values are evi-

dence that the null hypothesis is incorrect.  The researcher 

compares the p-value to a preselected value called the signifi-

cance level.  If the p-value is below the preselected value, the 

difference is deemed ‘significant.’” Matrixx Initiatives, Inc. v. 

Siracusano, 131 S. Ct. 1309, 1319 n.6 (2011) (internal citations 

omitted). 
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cause the sample size is small for the small buyer, it 

is not surprising to see the models produce the re-

sults that they do.  The sample size problem with re-

spect to small buyers, borne of industry realities, is 

further compounded by the fact that Leitzinger’s 

models are capable of estimating a coefficient for a 

specific master billing ID only when the data contain 

“[a] minimum of three quarters of consecutive pur-

chases under a given [master billing ID] from a par-

ticular defendant for a particular product type”; the 

models measure price changes from quarter to quar-

ter, and requires three observations to produce a re-

sult. 

To show the sample size problem is in fact at 

work in skewing significance results, Leitzinger 

groups master billing IDs by number of associated 

observations (e.g., 3–5 observations, 30–50 observa-

tions).  He then identifies, with respect to each 

grouping of master billing IDs, the proportion of 

master billing IDs or purchase activity that show 

statistically significant impact results at the “con-

ventional” level.  When only 3–5 observations exist, 

just over 11 percent of the 1,138 estimated coeffi-

cients for that data grouping show impact at the 

“conventional” level.  When more than 125 observa-

tions exist, more than 83 percent of the estimated 

coefficients have p-values of .05 or less.  And master 

billing IDs with that amount of data represent the 

vast majority of “purchase dollars.”  More broadly, 

Leitzinger reports “there is a high correlation (0.74) 

between the amount of transactional activity under 

each [master billing ID] and the significance level 

associated with the corresponding impact coeffi-

cient.” 
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Of course, Ordover’s critique assumes the “con-

ventional” significance level is required to analyze 

the particular phenomena in this case.  That proposi-

tion is an oversimplification as a statistical matter, 

and not compelled as a legal matter.  See Matrixx In-

itiatives, Inc. v. Siracusano, 131 S. Ct. 1309, 1319 

(2011) (rejecting the premise that “statistical signifi-

cance is the only reliable indication of causation” be-

cause “[s]tatistically significant data are not always 

available” and a phenomenon being examined can be 

“subtle or rare” such that experts in the relevant 

field must rely on other tools); In re High-Tech Em-

ployee Antitrust Litig., 289 F.R.D. at 581.  Because, 

as described above, statistical significance is so close-

ly tied to sample size, statisticians employ statistical 

significance levels less restrictive than the “conven-

tional” level when examining phenomena for which 

data is limited, reaching the 10 percent – 20 percent 

levels.  Moreover, Krieger, a 40-year faculty member 

at the Wharton School’s Department of Statistics, 

confirms that it would be “erroneous” to reject a par-

ticular model result which does not attain statistical 

significance at the conventional level (Doc. 886-1 at 

113 (distinguishing material significance)).  See also 

ABA SECTION OF ANTITRUST LAW, ECONOMETRICS 15–

16 (2005) (same); NEW WIGMORE: EXPERT EVIDENCE 

§ 12.8.2 (“In short, the p-value does not measure the 

strength or importance of an association”). 

Direct Purchasers show high correlations be-

tween sample size and statistical significance; high 

proportions of large buyers, responsible for the over-

whelming majority of Class Period sales, suffering 

impact at conventional levels; the smallest of the 

“small” buyers with impact test results at 48 stand-
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ard deviations from what one would expect if there 

were no independent underlying relationship be-

tween price increase letters and actual prices; im-

pressive results from a random coefficients model 

with all 73 regressions showing an “average implied 

share of negative coefficients [of] roughly two per-

cent”; conclusions that can be drawn regarding the 

likely impact suffered by certain master billing IDs 

based on a different level of aggregation, affected 

purchase dollars, which is discussed below; and qual-

itative evidence showing the likelihood of common 

impact. 

This Court will not adopt what is in essence a 

“blinders” approach to examining impact, nor accept 

the proposition that “susceptibility” of classwide 

proof at this stage of the proceedings requires an im-

possibly high standard of impact results, recorded at 

the conventional level, for the entire universe of cus-

tomers contained in Defendants’ transactional data, 

no matter the data limitations.  Schumacher v. Tyson 

Fresh Meats, Inc., 2006 WL 47504, at *7 (D.S.D. 

2006) (“Even the best regression equation cannot 

prove causation.  The most it can show is a correla-

tion that can give rise to an inference that causation 

exists.”).  Rather, Direct Purchasers must show (and 

have shown) that the central impact issue in this 

case is susceptible of class-wide proof.  In re Whirl-

pool Corp., 722 F.3d at 860.  Should this case reach a 

factfinder, Defendants are free to argue that despite 

Direct Purchasers having shown common questions 

are susceptible of classwide proof, Direct Purchasers 

do not, at the end of the day, succeed in using this 

common evidence to show impact in fact due to (for 

example) a lack of a sufficient number of coefficients 
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coming in at the conventional significance level.  See 

In re Ethylene Propylene Diene Monomer (EPDM) 

Antitrust Litig., 256 F.R.D. 82, 96 (D.  Conn.  2009) 

(noting that in the context of contesting a motion for 

class certification “defendants should be focused on 

disputing the use of the methodology itself, not the 

results of the methodology”).  This Court concludes 

that imposing the conventional significance level as a 

necessary condition for certification is not warranted 

in the context of this case and this industry. 

Measuring Antitrust Impact by Master 

Billing IDs vs. Purchase Dollars 

Leitzinger asserts that his models demonstrate 

impact for customers who account for 99 percent of 

sales, or $18.1 billion out of $18.3 billion.  In addi-

tion, he reports that he can estimate positive coeffi-

cients for over 14,000 master billing IDs, but at this 

point in his analysis does not identify results for the 

universe of master billing IDs that appear in De-

fendants’ transactional data.  Ordover does.  He cor-

rectly asserts that Leitzinger’s impacted-purchase 

dollars metric “does not look at the number of cus-

tomers with at least one positive ‘impact’ coefficient, 

but rather the amount of purchases associated with 

customers with at least one positive ‘impact’ coeffi-

cient.”  To show antitrust impact with respect to all 

or nearly all class members, Ordover argues, 

Leitzinger should focus on customers, not purchase 

dollars. 

Ordover proceeds to show the full range of coeffi-

cient estimates for all “customers” in Leitzinger’s da-

taset (excluding Mohawk and Woodbridge).  Ordover 

understands a master billing ID to be a “customer.”  
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He finds a total of 18,668 master billing IDs in 

Leitzinger’s dataset.  He further finds that 

Leitzinger estimates positive impact coefficients for 

14,396 master billing IDs, regardless of significance 

level, and negative impact coefficients for 68 master 

billing IDs.  Finally, Ordover shows that no coeffi-

cients are estimable for 4,204 master billing IDs.  

That is so, Ordover explains, either because these 

non-estimable master billing IDs:  did not purchase 

foam products in consecutive quarters; or did not 

purchase foam in a quarter in which a price increase 

letter had not been issued by the seller-Defendant 

and in a quarter in which a price increase letter had 

been issued by the same Defendant.  Because 22.5 

percent of the master billing IDs do not return an es-

timated coefficient, Ordover concludes that 

Leitzinger’s models necessarily cannot show that all 

or nearly all direct purchasers suffered antitrust im-

pact. 

One could equate master billing IDs with class 

members if each class member purchased foam from 

Defendants from only one physical purchasing loca-

tion.  But Ordover provides no evidence to support 

that assumption, and Leitzinger disproves it. 

For example, L&L Carpet is represented in De-

fendants’ transactional data by 11 different master 

billing IDs, and therefore using master billing IDs as 

a proxy for class members would tend to underreport 

the actual impact rate among class members.  

Leitzinger deliberately and candidly chose to report 

his models’ results on the basis of impacted purchase 

dollars, and not solely on the percentage of master 

billing IDs for which positive coefficients are estima-

ble (see Doc. 584-14 at 65 (“Inasmuch as a given 
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member of the proposed class can be associated with 

multiple [m]aster [b]illing IDs (because of multiple 

locations with multiple account numbers, multiple 

customer names with multiple account numbers, or 

differing terminology used by different Defendants to 

describe the same customer), this level of aggrega-

tion is more detailed than the Class member level” 

and is not subject to over-aggregation)).  And he 

chose the quarter-by-quarter approach—which leads 

to “missing” customers—because it avoided certain 

other difficulties that would have arose had he esti-

mated coefficients based on a longer time period 

(Doc. 954-1 at 205–07 (explaining that by using an-

nual time periods, the longer period would have cre-

ated “great damage” to the models’ ability to control 

for supply and demand factors)). 

In an ideal world, the regression models would 

estimate positive coefficients for the required num-

ber of class members as class members, but this 

shortcoming in the models is borne of data shortfalls 

and the type of conduct being measured, not a de-

monstrable absence of relationship between price in-

crease letters and actual prices charged that defeats 

other inferences that can be drawn from the models.  

And the models are not the sole sources of evidence 

advanced by Direct Purchasers to show impact in 

this case is susceptible of class-wide proof. 

Regressor Coefficient Estimates that Do 

Not Conform to Economic Theory 

Ordover’s fourth criticism of Leitzinger’s models 

is that they are unreliable because they produce re-

lationships between different variables that do not 

conform to economic theory (see Doc. 682 at 64).  Or-
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dover explains that if a regressor representing De-

fendants’ costs (e.g., Leitzinger’s BLS index) or con-

sumer demand (e.g., the durable goods and housing 

starts indices) increases in value, price should also 

increase, and vice versa.  Ordover notes this is not 

always the case with Leitzinger’s models, reflected in 

a chart showing the models produce counterintuitive 

coefficients in a large number of cases. 

Leitzinger explains he employed a “reduced form 

equation,” often used in antitrust litigation.  Such a 

model captures “the joint operation of supply and 

demand factors on price,” but in the process produces 

these “counterintuitive” coefficients even though 

supply and demand variables in fact interact with 

price in the expected manner.  So, while Ordover 

does not criticize the use of a reduced form equation, 

he attempts to undermine Leitzinger’s models by 

pointing to a predictable result of this equation, an 

equation endorsed by the American Bar Association 

Antitrust Law Section.  The model is appropriate in 

this context, where all parties agree that supply and 

demand factors play a role in determining actual 

prices.  See ABA SECTION OF ANTITRUST LAW, PROV-

ING ANTITRUST DAMAGES: LEGAL AND ECONOMIC IS-

SUES 156–157 (2010). 

Input Cost Index 

Ordover next argues that Leitzinger’s models 

wrongly select one cost index rather than another.  

As noted above, Leitzinger uses a BLS PPI as a 

proxy for TDI and polyol costs.  That choice is chal-

lenged by Ordover because (1) Leitzinger uses this 

index as his cost regressor for both slabstock and un-

derlay models, even though slabstock and underlay 
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costs do not track each other, and (2) “estimates for 

prices for these products themselves are readily 

available from chemical industry analyst ICIS,” a 

measure used by some Defendants to gauge costs in 

some long-term purchase contracts, and by Lamb in 

designing his Direct Purchaser Regression. 

ICIS data, Ordover argues, more closely tracks 

the “average price of poured polyurethane foam” and 

“a measure of scrap foam costs appears to track the 

prices of rebond carpet cushion more closely” than 

the BLS index.  When these “better” cost indices are 

incorporated into Leitzinger’s models, the master 

billing IDs’ estimated coefficients change in value 

and significance. 

Leitzinger’s justifications for his chosen input 

cost indexes are persuasive.  Ordover points to only 

two long-term purchase contracts in which the ICIS 

index is used; ICIS data does not account for volume 

or customer discounts, which Defendants enjoyed ow-

ing to their status as the largest domestic buyers of 

TDIs and polyols; the price Defendants paid for these 

chemicals under purchase contracts were not includ-

ed in the ICIS index because those prices were not 

transparent enough to meet ICIS’s criteria for inclu-

sion; employees or agents for four Defendants testi-

fied that ICIS data was unreliable or was not con-

sulted by that individual in the ordinary course of 

business; and the ICIS index excludes diphenylme-

thane diisocyanate (“MDI”), an important ingredient 

in viscoelastic foam (Doc. 744-49 at 34–38).  See also 

Doc. 954 at 75 (noting no Defendant witness testified 

that ICIS is a reliable cost measure); Doc. 954-1 at 

153–55 (explaining BLS more accurately gauges sur-
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veyed firms’ long-term costs).  At a more basic level, 

Leitzinger explains (Doc. 967 at 21–22): 

I think sometimes you have the comment 

made:  Well, ICIS correlates better with pric-

es.  Well, that’s not the right test.  We’re try-

ing to use the regressions to find the role that 

costs played.  We don’t presume that the an-

swer, the best answer[,] is the highest corre-

lation we can find.  We want to let the data – 

I want to let the data tell me what that rela-

tionship looks like.  And for that purpose I’m 

going to pick what I think is the most care-

fully put together, the most authoritative in-

dex.  And I think the BLS does a better job. 

Moreover, ICIS and BLS are, in fact, highly correlat-

ed with one another.  That fact is borne out in the 

impact results generated when the ICIS measure is 

incorporated into the models.  Specifically, using the 

BLS index, 14,396 master billing IDs show impact, 

while use of the ICIS index results in 14,257 such 

impact results.  Granted, inferences with respect to 

classwide impact become less strong, but the differ-

ence is not so substantial as to make the models un-

workable. 

Leitzinger’s use of BLS data for underlay regres-

sions is rooted in the particulars of this case.  Ordo-

ver’s preferred index is determined by third-party 

prices for scrap, a measure that is perhaps relevant 

if most of the Defendant underlay manufacturers 

purchased scrap on the open market.  But, only Mo-

hawk did for the entire Class Period.  Instead, all 

other firms are or were “integrated producers,” 

meaning that Defendants use cast off from their own 
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slabstock production to source some or all of the trim 

used in producing underlay.  With respect to those 

firms, Leitzinger’s BLS index is an appropriate 

measure – the amount a Defendant pays for the pri-

mary inputs of the slabstock that, in turn, generates 

the scrap used in its underlay processes would be 

more closely tied to actual underlay input cost prices 

than the price of scrap selling on the open market.  

Defendants themselves made this connection—

between slabstock input costs and scrap costs—when 

justifying underlay price increases to customers. 

Finally, Ordover claims the BLS index Leitzinger 

used does not include polyols, pointing to a different 

BLS PPI index as including specific chemicals that 

fall within the “large class of chemicals” to which 

“polyols” refers.  BLS confirms that the polyols 

Leitzinger measures are included in his BLS index.  

The BLS PPI index is an appropriate proxy for De-

fendants’ chemical costs; Defendants may continue to 

dispute the appropriateness of the chemical costs 

captured by that index if and when the case reaches 

a factfinder. 

Failure to Include a Hurricane Dummy 

Variable 

Finally, Ordover advocates the use of a hurricane 

dummy variable in the Fourth Quarter of 2005 when 

Hurricanes Katrina and Rita resulted in foam input 

cost increases and, at times, order allocations.  Order 

allocations mean “chemical manufactures did not al-

low the market to fully clear through prices, but in-

stead through rationing,” so that “changes in chemi-

cal prices did not fully reflect changes in Defendants’ 

costs.”  Ordover calculates the effect of including this 
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dummy variable, after substituting his preferred in-

put cost indices into the models.  On that basis, the 

dummy variable causes the total initial quarterly 

overcharges for slabstock to drop from $107.7 million 

to a negative $87.7 million. 

With one exception, customer allocation in this 

context meant that Defendants were limited to their 

average monthly chemical purchases, during a quar-

ter when no party describes any reason why that lim-

itation would have led to an input cost index not ful-

ly reflecting the price of those inputs (i.e., that chem-

ical orders during this period would have exceeded 

the average monthly order).  This limitation would 

prevent Defendants from engaging in arbitrage or 

hoarding chemicals during a period in which future 

chemical pricing was highly uncertain.  The record 

does reflect, however, that beginning in October 

2005, Leggett & Platt saw allocation below these av-

erage-month levels. 

Leitzinger explains that even if it were proper to 

include a dummy variable in his models, that change 

has only a marginal effect on his models’ ability to 

demonstrate common impact with respect to all or 

nearly all class members.  The particular quarter 

that would be affected by the dummy variable’s op-

eration also included price increase letters announc-

ing the largest percentage slabstock price increase of 

the Class Period.  The same period, of course, saw 

input cost shocks.  But Defendants’ documents show 

at least some Defendants saw increased profit mar-

gins as compared to past quarters.  The dummy var-

iable would be too blunt in accounting for these price 

increases beyond increased cost (id. at 46 (“Dr. Ordo-

ver’s preferred approach would be to essentially as-
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cribe the entirety of the late 2005 price increases to 

the allocated-related effects of the hurricanes,” un-

derstating both antitrust impact and damages 

should those price increase letters be determined to 

have in fact been the result of an antitrust conspira-

cy)). 

This Court agrees that, regardless of whether a 

dummy variable should be included in Leitzinger’s 

models to prove damages in fact, including or omit-

ting that variable at this stage of the litigation does 

not alter this Court’s predominance analysis. 

Burtis Challenges Leitzinger’s Models 

Defendants Mohawk and Leggett & Platt offer 

Burtis’ testimony to oppose class certification.  As 

noted above, these two Defendants produce underlay:  

exclusively so in Mohawk’s case, and likewise for 

Leggett & Platt since its 2007 sale of poured foam 

capabilities. 

Certain critiques by Burtis proceed along lines 

similar to those raised by Ordover.  This Court will 

not rehash the particulars of those arguments, be-

cause at best they only provide additional detail as to 

Mohawk and Leggett & Platt.  Burtis also advances 

additional critiques of Leitzinger’s models not previ-

ously discussed, or versions of similar arguments 

(e.g., Leitzinger’s choice of cost inputs) that warrant 

exploration: specifically, Burtis’ views that 

Leitzinger fails to establish the alleged conspiracy 

impacted all or nearly all Mohawk or Leggett & Platt 

customers, and fails to gauge input costs according to 

an appropriate scrap index. 
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Impact for Mohawk or Leggett & Platt 

Customers 

Leitzinger “did not have usable transactional da-

ta for Mohawk” to incorporate into his initial models.  

Discussion with respect to impact as to Mohawk cus-

tomers begins then with Burtis who purports to ap-

ply Leitzinger’s models to the Mohawk transactional 

data.  She finds 20,368 “Mohawk carpet underlay-

ment customers” with results for 10,890 of those cus-

tomers, only 5,288 of which were impacted at statis-

tically significant levels.  47 percent of Mohawk “cus-

tomers” fall out of the models because they did not 

make the minimum number and type of quarterly 

purchases of Mohawk products required by 

Leitzinger’s models, and customers who account for 

74 percent of Mohawk sales were impacted “after ad-

justing for statistical significance.” 

Leitzinger responds by first providing his own 

impacted-dollar amount results based on Mohawk 

data alone, but this time does not limit that figure to 

purchase activity showing impact at conventional 

significance levels.  Under that approach, impact is 

shown “as to 97 percent of the purchase activity,” 

mirroring impacted-dollar estimates for other De-

fendants.  In addition, Leitzinger ran Mohawk’s data 

through his models and combines Mohawk-specific 

results with the outputs described in his initial re-

port.  He reports a total of 36,798 master billing IDs, 

21,598 of which have sufficient data for his models to 

operate.  19,322 of those master billing IDs (or 88 

percent) show impact, with more than half at con-

ventional significance levels.  On an impacted-dollars 

basis, customers accounting for 99 percent of pur-

chase activity are impacted, with customers account-
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ing for 94 percent of that purchase activity showing 

impact at statistically significant levels. 

The Burtis model results emphasize why the 

conventional level should not be made the sine qua 

non of Direct Purchasers’ predominance proof in the 

context of this case.  As noted above, the purchase 

activity of 9,478 “customers” fall out of the model be-

cause they do not meet the model’s minimum data 

requirements.  But, as Leitzinger reports, customers 

who account for 97 percent of all Mohawk purchase 

activity show impact (equating to 9,834 customers), 

and customers who account for 74 percent of all Mo-

hawk purchase activity show statistically significant 

impact (equating to 5,288 customers). 

One could draw two inferences as to the “small” 

buyers not captured by the models.  First, one could 

conclude that if high volume purchasers of Mohawk’s 

products were impacted at the conventional confi-

dence level, small buyers were even less likely to 

have escaped impact.  Or one could conclude that, 

despite the models’ impact findings, small buyers, 

with no bargaining power or a continuous relation-

ship with Mohawk avoided the antitrust injury in-

flicted on larger buyers with relatively more bargain-

ing power and who are repeat Mohawk customers.  

That second inference turns Ordover’s argument re-

garding the top-50 buyers list on its head—again, 

Ordover claims that if anyone could avoid injury 

from collusive price increase letters, it would be large 

buyers—and is, to put it bluntly, implausible.  Again, 

Leitzinger’s base models identify just over 7,000 

master billing IDs for which only one impact coeffi-

cient could be estimated.  He finds impact with re-

spect to 5,589 of these master billing IDs.  In the ab-
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sence of any independent relationship between price 

increase letters and actual prices, one would expect a 

50/50 split in positive and negative impact results.  

But instead, he generates impact results for the 

smallest of the “small” buyers that have a “less than 

one in a billion” chance of occurring by chance.  

The Burtis discussion with respect to Leggett & 

Platt is similar.  Unlike Mohawk, Leitzinger’s initial 

report analyzed Leggett & Platt transactional data.  

Leitzinger’s models show 7,683 Leggett & Platt cus-

tomers, but shows results for only 4,282 of those cus-

tomers, and positive impact for 3,726 (or 87 percent 

of customers for whom impact coefficients are esti-

mable). 

Burtis also identifies “proposed class members 

who only purchased polyurethane carpet underlay-

ment products from Leggett & Platt” and were not 

impacted under the Leitzinger models.  She further 

dices the data to identify 4,807 such customers, run-

ning a “unique-customer” regression that shows 

Leitzinger estimating impact results of any kind for 

half of those unique customers, and positive impact 

results for 21 percent of unique customers at conven-

tional significance levels.   

By subtraction, 2,876 Leggett & Platt customers 

(or 37 percent of all Leggett & Platt customers) also 

purchased from other Defendants, and are excluded 

from the unique-customer regression.  And as 

Leitzinger explains, this 37 percent of Leggett & 

Platt’s customer base accounts for three-fourths of 

Leggett & Platt sales.  What is left, then, is 62.5 per-

cent of Leggett & Platt’s customer base, who account 

for one-quarter of Leggett & Platt sales.  It is there-
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fore not surprising to see a substantial portion of 

master billing IDs fall out of the unique-customer re-

sults, and to see the proportion of impact coefficients 

that are statistically significant drop when Leggett & 

Platt’s largest (and non-unique) customers, who 

show impact at rates consistent with the base mod-

els’ aggregate results, are removed.  In sum, Burtis’ 

specific examination of Mohawk and Leggett & 

Platt’s impact results is consistent with Leitzinger’s 

results and his models are workable for showing 

classwide impact. 

Costs According to a Scrap Index 

As noted earlier, the Mohawk and Leggett & 

Platt underlay operations differ from other underlay 

producers.  While other Defendants generate scrap 

in-house, Mohawk purchased scrap on the open mar-

ket throughout the Class Period, while Leggett & 

Platt has done the same since shedding its pouring 

capabilities in a March 2007 sale.  Still, Leitzinger 

uses the BLS index as a supply variable in all his 

models, even as to Mohawk and Leggett & Platt.  

Burtis notes that data showing the prices Leggett & 

Platt paid for scrap are available throughout the 

Class Period, while Mohawk’s scrap cost data begins 

in January 2005.  She also notes that because 

Leitzinger runs regression models Defendant-by-

Defendant, he presumably could include a scrap cost 

index only as to Leggett & Platt or Mohawk, while 

retaining the BLS index for other Defendants.  She 

swaps out the BLS index, uses the scrap cost index 

in its place, and notes significant declines in the 

number of impacted customers.  
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Leitzinger explained his choice not to use a scrap 

cost index.  He frames the key question as “what cost 

would the market have passed through in the ab-

sence of the conspiracy?”  He concludes it would not 

be the cost reflected in the scrap index: 

[G]enerally in economics we expect the price 

of the primary product [i.e., slabstock] to af-

fect the price of the byproduct [i.e., scrap].  

And my concern is if, as is alleged, there was 

a conspiracy that’s inflating [slabstock] foam 

prices, the effects of that very likely show up 

in scrap prices as well.  And if I put a scrap 

price index into the regression, I have the 

very real possibility that what I am captur-

ing in that variable is part of the conspiracy 

effect.  And so as Dr. Burtis describes, you 

may get—you do get some difference.  It’s not 

as dramatic in my view as she describes, 

[but] you get some difference in the coeffi-

cient estimates.  But that may very well 

simply be that what’s happening when you 

put that variable into the model is you’re 

capturing the conspiracy in part over in scrap 

prices because higher foam prices are draw-

ing higher scrap prices.  And that’s why I fol-

lowed the course that I did. 

That conclusion is reasonable, and Leitzinger is enti-

tled to rely on it in designing his models.  Recall, 

Leitzinger forms his models on the assumption that 

the conspiracy operated as Direct Purchasers allege; 

that structure includes scrap brokers who participat-

ed in the conspiracy.  He therefore should design his 

regression models with that assumed conspiracy 

structure in mind.  See ABA SECTION OF ANTITRUST 
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LAW, PROVING ANTITRUST DAMAGES: LEGAL AND ECO-

NOMIC ISSUES 213 (2010) (noting that in a horizontal 

price-fixing case “the values of some independent 

variables may have been influenced by the conspira-

cy” and using the example of “conspirators [who] 

agree on price, but compete on advertising and pro-

motion” so that “expenditures on promotion will raise 

above the level that [promotion prices] would have 

assumed but for the collusion.”).  Moreover, 

Leitzinger notes that for most of the Class Period, 

integrated producers sold the vast bulk of underlay, 

such that the market price for scrap, as opposed to 

an individual manufacturer’s costs, would be better 

represented by integrated producers’ costs.  He con-

cludes the “true” market price for scrap cannot be de-

termined in any event, and Direct Purchasers show 

that certain of Defendants’ cost data are themselves 

misleading, and represent standard costs or internal 

transfer prices. 

Leitzinger does not attempt to identify a cost in-

dex that most closely aligns with a particular De-

fendant’s costs, but rather picks a variable that most 

accurately gauges the cost of the relevant input in 

the but-for world.  With respect to most Defendants, 

the BLS index is reasonably understood to do both – 

it reasonably gauges actual costs for slabstock and, 

thus, internally-sourced scrap, and it reflects a but-

for world cost because Defendants’ conspiratorial 

conduct is not alleged to have affected the price of 

polyols or TDIs.  Actual costs, then, align with the 

but-for costs.  Not so for Mohawk and Leggett & 

Platt – actual costs (e.g., the scrap index) do not 

equal the but-for cost for the two firms’ primary in-

put.  Leitzinger adequately addresses that differ-
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ence—between the self-sourcing Defendants on the 

one hand, and Mohawk and Leggett & Platt on the 

other—even though he uses the same index for all 

Defendants.  Burtis’ view that Leitzinger is required 

to select a different cost measure is a non sequitur 

(Doc. 967 at 76 (“So if what Dr. Leitzinger is worried 

about, this taint that is the scrap price was affected 

by the alleged conspiracy being too high, then the 

analysis that he needs in order to determine whether 

or not [Mohawk and Leggett & Platt’s] customers 

were affected has to be different than it is for the 

other [D]efendants.”)).  Of course, Mohawk and Leg-

gett & Platt argue it would make no economic sense 

for them to conspire with the principal producers of 

their primary input, but that point is disputed, and 

is not bound up with Direct Purchasers’ predomi-

nance burden as it relates to impact. 

Antitrust Injury Can Be Demonstrated 

Using Common Proof 

Direct Purchasers produced the convincing anal-

ysis of a qualified expert who this Court had the op-

portunity to personally examine, and deems credible.  

This Court reviewed Direct Purchasers’ method of 

proof in great detail and finds it persuasive on its 

own terms as to its ability to show impact on a 

classwide basis.  Further, this Court concludes the 

method of proof withstands Defendants’ extended as-

sault, much of which reads as if it were written on 

the understanding that Direct Purchasers must 

prove impact now.  See In re Hyrdrogen Peroxide An-

titrust Litig., 552 F.3d at 311–12.  They do not.  Di-

rect Purchasers have not simply pointed to “potential 

approaches” to prove common impact.  See id. at 321.  

They have constructed versions of proof that would 
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be, and could be, used at trial to in an effort to show 

impact on a classwide basis.  This Court has no “free-

ranging license” to accept or reject Defendants’ 

“sneak preview” of arguments attempting to answer 

the ultimate question of whether the impact models 

in fact establish impact on a classwide basis. 

Method of Calculating Damages is 

Appropriate 

Finally, Direct Purchasers must show damages 

are “susceptible of measurement across the entire 

class for purposes of Rule 23(b)(3),” though damages 

need not be “exact.”  Comcast Corp., 133 S. Ct. at 

1433.  In an antitrust action, that “classwide” figure 

can be an aggregate damages sum.  See In re Scrap 

Metal Antitrust Litig., 527 F.3d 517, 534 (6th Cir. 

2008).  And, “it will be enough if the evidence show[s] 

the extent of the damages as a matter of just and 

reasonable inference, although the result be only ap-

proximate.”  Story Parchment Co. v. Paterson 

Parchment Paper Co., 282 U.S. 555, 563 (1931) (cited 

with approval in Comcast Corp., 133 S. Ct. at 1433).  

The “approximate” damages formulation embodies 

the principle that a too-demanding damages stand-

ard would act as an “inducement to make wrongdo-

ing so effective and complete in every case as to pre-

clude any recovery, by rendering the measure of 

damages uncertain.”  Bigelow v. RKO Radio Pictures, 

327 U.S. 251, 264 (1946).  See also J.  Truett Payne 

Co., Inc. v. Chrysler Motors Corp., 451 U.S. 557, 566 

(1981). 

Even according to that standard though, if dam-

ages are not susceptible to computation using a 

“mathematical or formulaic” calculation, class treat-
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ment may be inappropriate.  Bell Atl. Corp. v. AT&T 

Corp., 339 F.3d 294, 307 (5th Cir. 2003).  See also In 

re Scrap Metal Antitrust Litig., 527 F.3d at 535 

(“[W]e have never required a precise mathematical 

calculation of damages before deeming a class wor-

thy of certification.”) (emphasis added).  But the 

presence of “some individualized damages issues” 

will not preclude class treatment if common issues 

otherwise predominate.  Beattie, 511 F.3d at 564.  

Finally, so-called Comcast error, or a “model[’s] 

fail[ure] to measure damages resulting from the par-

ticular antitrust injury on which [a defendant’s] lia-

bility in [an] action is premised,” will bar a finding 

that damages are susceptible of classwide proof.  

Comcast Corp., 133 S. Ct. at 1433–34. 

Leitzinger bases his damages model on his im-

pact models.  He proposes calculating classwide 

damages as follows: 

(1) With respect to each coefficient the impact 

models are able to estimate, assign a 

“weight” to that coefficient in the form of the 

purchase amount for each master billing ID, 

and then produce the average price an-

nouncement effect for actual prices for each 

defendant and product type (that is, for Car-

penter’s conventional buns, viscoelastic buns, 

etc.) (hereafter “the Defendant/product-

specific average price announcement effect”).  

Include coefficients showing negative impact, 

reducing the Defendant/product-specific av-

erage price announcement effect. 

(2) Calculate the amount of price increase in 

each quarter for each Defendant and product 
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type that is attributable to the alleged con-

spiracy (hereafter “the quarterly su-

pracompetitive premium”).  Calculate that 

quarterly supracompetitive premium by first 

identifying with respect to each Defendant 

the quarters in which that Defendant issued 

a price increase letter for a given product 

type (assuming the letter is a product of the 

conspiracy).  In each such quarter, multiply 

the percentage price increase reflected in the 

relevant price increase letter by the Defend-

ant/product-specific average price an-

nouncement effect.  Record the quarterly su-

pracompetitive premium in percentage 

terms. 

(3) Calculate the overcharge imposed in each 

quarter for each product type offered by each 

Defendant.  That number would be the prod-

uct of two figures:  Each Defendant’s total 

sales for each quarter and product type, and 

the quarterly supracompetitive premium for 

that Defendant/quarter/product-type combi-

nation. 

(4) Calculate for each Defendant the overcharge 

imposed throughout the Class Period.  That 

number would be calculated by summing 

across all product types and quarters the 

overcharge incurred by direct purchasers as 

a result of purchases from each Defendant. 

(5) Calculate the overcharge incurred by all di-

rect purchasers as a result of purchases from 

all Defendants by summing these Defendant-

specific overcharge incurred figures. 
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Completing that series of computations, and as-

suming each price increase letter was the product of 

the conspiracy, Leitzinger calculates “Total Initial 

Quarter Overcharges” for slabstock and underlay.  

He labels that sum an “initial” overcharge because 

his damages model adds a further overcharge ele-

ment:  so-called “persistence effects.”  The initial 

quarterly overcharge figures calculated above “relate 

solely to the quarters in which they were made,” but 

Leitzinger finds “no reason to believe  that  the  over-

charges  associated  with  the  conspiratorial  price  

increase  announcements automatically ceased with 

the end of the calendar quarter.”  Instead, he posits 

that direct purchasers would continue to suffer over-

charges in subsequent quarters, regardless of wheth-

er those subsequent quarters also included further 

conspiratorial price increase letters, until such time 

as market forces corrected matters (id.).  That con-

tinuing effect would be represented by a factor of be-

tween zero and one, “reflecting the portion of the 

price increase announcement effect which persists in 

each successive quarter” (id.).  In other words, the 

persistence factor is a “decay rate.” 

Leitzinger suggests the actual persistence factor 

could be determined in one of two ways:  “introducing 

lagged price announcement effects into the regres-

sion model, thereby allowing it to generate estimates 

of the effects on current prices for both current and 

past price announcements”; or consulting the regres-

sion model results to see “how soon after an an-

nouncement actual prices tended to realign with 

prices predicted by the model” absent a subsequent 

price increase letter. 
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Leitzinger illustrates how persistence effects 

could be calculated, correctly stating that the true 

persistence factor “belongs to the merits stage of the 

damages analysis because it would relate to the 

quantum of impact suffered by the Class.”  The actu-

al persistence factor can only be determined once Di-

rect Purchasers prove which price increase letters, if 

any, were tinged by an antitrust conspiracy.  What 

matters at this stage, then, is whether persistence 

damages can be calculated on a classwide basis.  Us-

ing an illustrative persistence factor of .5, Leitzinger 

calculates persistence overcharges for each Defend-

ant.  Leitzinger proposes adding those persistence 

overcharges to the initial quarter overcharges, yield-

ing the total classwide damages. 

Ordover (and Ordover alone among Defendants’ 

experts) criticizes Leitzinger’s damages model on 

three grounds.  First, he argues the damages model 

is unreliable because adjustments to the impact 

model result in large reductions in estimated initial 

quarterly overcharge calculations.  As previously dis-

cussed though, this Court concludes Direct Purchas-

ers demonstrate the appropriateness of Leitzinger’s 

impact models. 

Second, Ordover argues the model “produces re-

sults that make no economic sense,” in part because 

Leitzinger’s model uses averaging.  Recall, 

Leitzinger’s model first assigns weights to the esti-

mated coefficients by purchase amount, calculates 

the Defendant/product-specific average price an-

nouncement effect, and then multiples that average 

effect by a relevant quarter’s price increase letter to 

determine the dollar amount of that announced price 

increase percentage that is attributable to the al-
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leged conspiracy.  As Ordover understands it, that 

averaging would “award[] a positive damage amount” 

even to master billing IDs for which negative coeffi-

cients were estimated—and therefore no antitrust 

impact existed—and to those master billing IDs for 

which impact coefficients were not estimable. 

But in fact the damages methodology does not 

award damages; it calculates damages on a classwide 

basis.  Leitzinger’s use of averaging “embodies no 

imputation (let alone awarding) of damages to indi-

vidual members of the proposed class.”  Direct Pur-

chasers characterize this facet of Ordover’s analysis 

as a “straw man fallacy,” a description this Court 

finds apt.  That is because Direct Purchasers propose 

to “divide [damages] among class members based on 

the transaction-level impact analysis.”  That tactic 

avoids Ordover’s claim that a master billing ID with 

estimated positive coefficients above the Defend-

ant/product-specific average price announcement ef-

fect will be awarded damages that undercompensates 

that class member relative to the harm they suffered, 

or that a master billing ID with positive estimated 

coefficients less than the Defendant/product-specific 

average price announcement effect will receive dam-

ages that overcompensates that class member rela-

tive to the harm it suffered.  Questions of allocation 

need not definitively be resolved now.  Direct Pur-

chasers must only show they can prove classwide 

damages using common evidence.  See In re Flonase 

Antitrust Litig., 284 F.R.D. 207, 233 (E.D. Pa. 2012).  

And though questions of allocation will likely require 

individualized analysis, that is typical of aggregate 

litigation, and does not cause individual issues to 
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predominate over common questions in this case.  

See Beattie, 511 F.3d at 564. 

Finally, Defendants criticize Leitzinger’s use of a 

persistence damages measure.  That argument 

comes in two parts.  First, Ordover argues the “ap-

proach that Dr. Leitzinger takes to estimating per-

sistence damages . . . is wholly speculative and not 

economically supported.”  That attack is confusing 

because Ordover recognizes that Leitzinger’s selected 

persistence factor is only “assumed for purposes of 

[an] illustrative calculation,” but then goes on to crit-

icize the manner in which that illustrative calcula-

tion was performed.  He faults Leitzinger for provid-

ing “no economic justification for the amount or du-

ration of the persistence effects.”  But an “illustra-

tive” calculation is meant only to demonstrate that 

this issue is susceptible of calculation using common 

proof; an evidentiary basis for the exemplar persis-

tence factor need not be fleshed out at this stage.  It 

may be that none of the price increase letters were 

conspiratorial in their origins. But what matters is 

that if Direct Purchasers can prove a given price in-

crease letter is conspiratorial, and if impact is proven 

with respect to that letter, the Leitzinger model is 

capable of doing the work that a persistence damages 

measure requires – that is, that the regression mod-

els can either function under the lagged price-

announcements method, or are capable of determin-

ing how long it tended to take for actual prices to re-

align with the model’s but-for price predictions.  Or-

dover does not dispute this aspect of the damages 

model. 

Second, and with more vigor, Defendants argue 

that Direct Purchasers and Leitzinger commit Com-
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cast error by including a persistence measure in their 

damages model.  Ordover views Leitzinger’s impact 

model as, first, estimating the “normal” relationship 

between price and the supply and demand regres-

sors, and, second, “ascrib[ing] the ‘abnormal’ rela-

tionship between changes in supply and demand fac-

tors and price to the alleged conspiracy.”  But by in-

cluding the persistence figure, the model “implies 

that each customer’s quarterly prices are a function 

not just of that quarter’s price announcements, but 

also of prior price announcements as well.”  Defense 

counsel developed the same line of argument at this 

Court’s hearing: 

You can’t have it both ways.  [Leitzinger] set 

up a model.  Either his model is wrong, or his 

damages are wrong.  Because they’re totally 

inconsistent.  You can’t set up a regression 

that says it is premised on the notion that 

I’ve got a clean period; I have a but-for period 

built into my regression that I can compare 

and draw relationships with my variable that 

exists there because I’m going to assume that 

. . . when I’ve got price letters, there’s going 

to be impact; when there’s no price letters, 

there’s not going to be impact.  It’s either 

clean or it’s not clean for purposes of making 

those calculations.  And if you make that as-

sumption, then you can’t then turn around 

and say, by the way, for damage purposes, 

that’s not true. 

See also id. at 102 (describing Leitzinger’s impact 

models as “comparison[s] between the price letters 

which he claims are collusive and periods when not”). 
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Direct Purchasers might have committed Com-

cast error if, as Defendants and Ordover argue, the 

theories of liability and impact are premised on 

price-increase quarters being preceded by “clean” pe-

riods, with clean here meaning a “period during 

which that coordination is not taking place.”  That 

theory of liability and impact would, again, trans-

form this case into one in which Direct Purchasers 

allege 21 different conspiracies, each of which was 

formed to issue a specific price increase, the effects of 

which ceased in the same quarter in which the letter 

was issued.  But Direct Purchasers make no such al-

legation.  Direct Purchasers have consistently liti-

gated this case as one featuring a decade-long con-

spiracy.  Leitzinger measures “impact” by reference 

to a benchmark period, the quarter preceding the 

quarter in which a price increase letter issued.  That 

benchmark period is not “clean,” under Direct Pur-

chasers’ theory of the case.  And that fact does not 

infect Leitzinger’s impact findings. 

Leitzinger further explains (emphasis in origi-

nal): 

[M]y impact model . . . operates not on price 

levels but on quarterly price changes.  In 

other words, it attempts to explain the per-

centage change in actual prices from one 

quarter to the next as a function of an-

nounced price increase percentages for the 

quarter (and other variables).  Thus the de-

pendent variable (the change in actual price) 

will reflect only the additional price increase 

announcement effect during the quarter in 

question.  Even if the price in any given 

quarter was also inflated because of persis-
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tence, that inflation would have been in the 

prior quarter as well and therefore it would 

disappear once the difference in quarters is 

used. 

“The first step in a damages study is the translation 

of the legal theory of the harmful event [i.e., collusive 

price increase letters, causing impact to customers] 

into an analysis of the economic impact of that event 

[i.e., within-quarter overcharges, which extended un-

til market forces corrected matters].”  Comcast Corp., 

133 S. Ct. at 1435 (emphasis in original).  

Leitzinger’s impact theory is consistent with his 

damages theory because it does not award damages 

to class members that are “not the result of the 

wrong” caused by the accepted theory of antitrust 

harm.  Id. at 1434.  In fact, the damages figures are 

directly connected to the impact coefficients estimat-

ed earlier by Leitzinger.  The two models fit. 

To the extent this Comcast error argument at-

tacks the impact models themselves, essentially ar-

guing Direct Purchasers must employ a before-

during-after regression model to measure within- 

Class Period prices by reference to a “clean” period 

preceding or following the Class Period, this Court 

has already found the impact models meet Direct 

Purchasers’ Rule 23 burden. 

Finally, Ordover articulates a view of damages 

calculation that conflicts with the longstanding anti-

trust standard of producing “only an approximate” 

classwide damages figure.  He argues: 

You have to ask yourself the question:  Was 

this persistence the same for everybody?  

Was it the same for somebody who actually 
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has a contract that would not allow any one 

of those manufacturers to raise the price to 

that particular customer, and so on and so 

forth.  You cannot just get up without doing 

any whatsoever [sic] empirical work and say 

that three quarters or three months or six 

months is the right decay factor.  That is all 

made up.  But it’s not made up without a cost 

to the foamers. 

Again, the .5 persistence factor is offered for illustra-

tive purposes only, and Direct Purchasers have 

shown their models’ ability to do the “empirical 

work” of predicting, in quarters subsequent to the 

issuance of a conspiratorial price increase letter, the 

prices that would be dictated by supply and demand.  

That demonstration can be conducted on a classwide 

basis with respect to each price increase letter.  It 

need not look to the particulars of (for example) 

whether a specific class member might have “read in 

ICIS that the cost of the inputs have come down” and 

was able to bargain away some of the persistence ef-

fects. 

Common Proof of Fraudulent Concealment 

Finally, Direct Purchasers must show the issue 

of fraudulent concealment is susceptible of proof on a 

classwide basis in order to toll the four-year statute 

of limitations.  See 15 U.S.C. § 15b.  Fraudulent con-

cealment requires proof of:  “(1) wrongful conceal-

ment of their actions by the defendants; (2) failure of 

the plaintiff to discover the operative facts that are 

the basis of his cause of action within the limitations 

period; and (3) plaintiff’s due diligence until discov-

ery of the facts.”  Carrier Corp., 673 F.3d at 446.  
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Concealment by silence is not enough – Direct Pur-

chasers must show Defendants took affirmative acts 

to conceal the conspiracy.  But once an affirmative 

act by one Defendant (or even non-defendant co-

conspirators) is shown it may be imputed to other 

members of the conspiracy.  In re Scrap Metal Anti-

trust Litig., 527 F.3d at 538.  “The actual exercise of 

diligence is irrelevant because the standard is an ob-

jective one.”  Morton’s Mkt., Inc. v. Gustafson’s Dairy, 

Inc., 198 F.3d 823, 836 (11th Cir. 1999) amended in 

part on other grounds, 211 F.3d 1224 (11th Cir. 

2000). 

As common proof of fraudulent concealment, Di-

rect Purchasers offer a series of e-mails and faxes, all 

of which feature direct or indirect communications 

between Defendants related to pricing.  The senders 

of some of these emails or faxes instruct the recipi-

ents not to share the information with anyone else 

(see, e.g., Doc. 584-8 at 130 (e-mail from scrap broker 

to Carpenter and Leggett & Platt, sharing Flexible 

Foam pricing letter and instructing the letter is “for 

your files only”); id. at 146 (e-mail from Carpenter 

employee distributing Mohawk price increase letter 

and instructing recipient “do not forward.”); id. at 

160)).  Another directs a scrap broker to fax, not 

email, price increase letters (id. at 158 (“In the fu-

ture would you please fax these type messages . . .”)).  

Direct Purchasers also allege that conspiracy mem-

bers would share pricing information by fax, using 

non-company fax machines (id. at 154 (Carpenter 

price increase letter, sent from a Staples fax ma-

chine, to Vitafoam, who then forwarded the letter to 

Domfoam or Valle Foam, who produced the letter in 

discovery in this matter)).  Direct Purchasers pro-
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duce ten price increase letters of four different De-

fendants, dated between 2008 and 2009, showing the 

letter’s address fields or fax transmission header in-

formation blacked-out  Finally, a senior Defendant 

employee describes communicating with other De-

fendants in a way to avoid detection of unlawful ac-

tivity (Doc. 584-11 at 18–19 (noting the senior em-

ployee often spoke to, or exchanged emails with, a 

Carpenter employee who joined in these discussions 

“from outside [the Carpenter employee’s] office,” and 

that the senior employee understood the Carpenter 

staffer “was aware it was illegal for two competitors 

to discuss price increases with one another, and [so] 

actively took steps to minimize any trace that he was 

having those types of communications with me.”)). 

Defendants do not argue this evidence cannot 

serve as common evidence of fraudulent conceal-

ment, and this Court so finds.  Direct Purchasers of-

fer evidence of affirmative acts of concealment that 

are common to the class.  Moreover, because the due 

diligence standard is an objective one, it can be es-

tablished using evidence common to the class.  

Amgen Inc., 133 S. Ct. at 1191 (holding in the context 

of a securities-fraud action that “[b]ecause materiali-

ty is judged according to an objective standard, the 

materiality of Amgen’s alleged misrepresentations 

and omissions is a question common to all members 

of the class [plaintiff] would represent” and would be 

answered with common evidence). 

Superiority is Established 

Finally, Rule 23(b)(3) directs this Court to de-

termine whether “a class action is superior to other 

available methods for fairly and efficiently adjudicat-
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ing the controversy.”  The Rule identifies as relevant 

factors for this Court’s consideration to include: 

(A) the class members’ interests in individually 

controlling the prosecution or defense of sep-

arate actions; 

(B) the extent and nature of any litigation con-

cerning the controversy already begun by or 

against class members; 

(C) the desirability or undesirability of concen-

trating the litigation of the claims in the par-

ticular forum; and 

(D) the likely difficulties in managing a class ac-

tion. 

As the Advisory Committee notes to Rule 23 ex-

plain, “[t]he interests of individuals in conducting 

separate lawsuits may be so strong as to call for de-

nial of a class action.  On the other hand, these in-

terests may be theoretic rather than practical; the 

class may have a high degree of cohesion and prose-

cution of the action through representatives would be 

quite unobjectionable, or the amounts at stake for 

individuals may be so small that separate suits 

would be impracticable.” 

This Court concludes Direct Purchasers show 

superiority, a point Defendants do not directly dis-

pute.  Litigating the class claims through qualified 

proposed Class Counsel will ensure procedural fair-

ness for Class members.  Likewise, as noted above, 

the Class contains a substantial number of “small 

buyers” who may have suffered antitrust impact but 

do not have an individually viable claim in light of 

the immense expense required to litigate this action.  

Nor does the fact that there are comparatively “large 

claimants in a proposed antitrust class and the pos-
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sibility that some of them might proceed on their 

own . . . militate against class certification.”  In re 

Cardizem CD Antitrust Litig., 200 F.R.D. at 325.  

Requiring separate proceedings to litigate what Di-

rect Purchasers have shown are common questions 

would unnecessarily burden federal and state courts, 

and would risk reaching inconsistent answers to 

those common questions.  See In re Potash Antitrust 

Litig., 159 F.R.D. 682, 699 (D.  Minn.  1995). 

Litigation by representation is appropriate in 

this case, and manageability issues that might arise 

can be handled with any number of tools.  See, e.g., 

Federal Civil Rule 23(d)(2).  See also Young v. Na-

tionwide Mut. Ins. Co., 693 F.3d 532, 539 (6th Cir. 

2012) (noting that “the size of a potential class and 

the need to review individual files to identify its 

members are not reasons to deny class certification”).  

Finally, an antitrust class action in which common 

questions otherwise predominate is “an important 

component in the federal scheme for deterring anti-

competitive behavior.”  In re Mercedes-Benz Antitrust 

Litig., 213 F.R.D. 180, 184 (D.N.J. 2003). 

Appointment of Class Counsel is Approved 

Having considered the Rule 23(g)(1)(A) criteria, 

and based on a review of the proposed Direct Pur-

chaser class counsels’ credentials and this Court’s 

interaction with proposed class counsel over the past 

three years, this Court hereby appoints as Direct 

Purchaser class counsel William Isaacson, of Boies, 

Schiller & Flexner LLP, and Stephen Neuwirth, of 

Quinn Emanuel Urquhart & Sullivan, LLP.  Class 

counsel will “fairly and adequately represent the in-

terests of the class.”  Rule 23(g)(4). 
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*   *   * 

Indirect Purchasers’ Liability Proof 

Because the Direct Purchaser class and the puta-

tive Indirect Purchaser class bring similar claims 

against members of the same alleged conspiracy, 

Plaintiffs’ common evidence with respect to liability 

is largely the same (see Doc. 578 at 11 & n.2 (noting 

the putative Indirect Purchaser class and the Direct 

Purchaser class “worked closely . . . in developing the 

factual record” and incorporating by reference Direct 

Purchasers’ Statement of Facts and all exhibits (ex-

cept expert reports) cited in the Direct Purchasers’ 

Motion)).  For the same reasons as noted above, this 

Court finds Indirect Purchasers have demonstrated 

liability is susceptible of proof using evidence com-

mon to members of the class.   

Unlike Leitzinger, Lamb, the expert retained by 

Indirect Purchasers, extends his analysis to identify-

ing “class-wide evidence that will be available at trial 

which may be used to show that the alleged cartel 

operated in the market for [flexible foam].”  Lamb 

begins with economic theory predictions that, owing 

to a variety of factors like “different cost hedging 

strategies,” some firms in the flexible foam market 

“would be under greater pressure to raise prices 

quickly in response to market conditions than oth-

ers.”  As a result, theory would predict that absent 

collusion “price increases would have occurred at 

various times and in various amounts.” 

But, pricing activity in the flexible foam market 

during the Class Period does not fit those predic-

tions.  He finds common evidence that “Defendants 

announced multiple, nearly-simultaneous, nearly-
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identical price increases in letters to [their] custom-

ers,” including “many instances” shown in a “selec-

tion” of price increase letters “where at least three 

(and as many as eight) of the Defendants announced 

price increases for the same product type within a 

two-month period that were within two percentage 

points of each other.”  Lamb views such behavior as 

Defendants’ efforts to “confirm their cartel behavior 

and signal to each other” and to customers that col-

lusively-determined prices would be enforced mar-

ket-wide. 

Lamb notes, like Leitzinger before him, that 

when a market is dominated by a relatively small 

number of firms, the likelihood of a cartel increases.  

This is so because “the costs of coordinating pricing 

behavior among firms increase exponentially as the 

number of cartel members increases.”  In short:  few-

er market members, lower coordination costs, more 

durable cartel. 

Lamb, like Leitzinger, finds that concentration 

within the flexible foam market render that market 

susceptible to collusion, noting 79 percent of 2009 

slabstock production was tied to Foamex, Carpenter, 

Flexible Foam, and Hickory Springs, and a former 

senior Foamex employee estimating these same four 

firms, plus Future Foam, controlled the flexible foam 

market during that employee’s time at Foamex – any 

“competitive fringe” was only a “small part of the 

overall market.”  In 2004, Defendants accounted for 

93.5 percent of the flexible foam industry, or an HHI 

of 1,851 indicating a “moderately concentrated” mar-

ket.  
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Lamb further describes concentration in the end-

user markets.  Defendants’ share of foam contained 

in flooring underlay products was 87.8 percent in 

2001, and 86.9 percent in 2009.  In 2003, Defendants’ 

products accounted for 96 percent of the foam used in 

bedding applications.  Defendants’ market share in 

the furniture applications market decreased from 

91.4 percent in 2001 to 80 percent in 2005, but HHI 

increased from 2,047 to 2,220. 

Lamb offers one further observation about the 

consequences of market concentration.  In addition to 

facilitating coordination, he describes economic theo-

ry as predicting that this type of market concentra-

tion would see dominant firms’ pricing decisions cre-

ate a “pricing umbrella” for smaller firms on the 

“competitive fringe.”  That “pricing umbrella” allows 

small firms to set prices at or just below the domi-

nant firms’ pricing levels, on the assumption that 

firms on the competitive fringe would aim to price as 

high as possible without losing market share.  Small 

firm pricing decisions would be limited “only by the 

artificially-inflated prices of the [D]efendants and 

their co-conspirators,” not market considerations. 

Lamb and Leitzinger both claim that flexible 

foam is a commodity.  Lamb cites Defendants’ own 

prelitigation documents—for example, Flexible 

Foam’s email correspondence with a customer, a 

Leggett & Platt Carpet Cushion Division presenta-

tion, a Vita marketing plan, a Future Foam customer 

letter, an FXI internal sales review, and several 

Hickory Springs documents—all of which refer to 

flexible foam products as “commodities” or by similar 

terms (e.g., a product that cannot be differentiated 

from a competitor product). 
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Lamb broaches a new topic:  the presence of 

many buyers in the market for flexible foam.  Lamb 

ties this market characteristic to economic theory by 

explaining “the incentive to a cartel member to cheat 

on the conspiracy by undercutting the agreed-upon 

price is lower where there are many, smaller pur-

chasers.”  On this view, each cartel member faces a 

risk/reward calculus when deciding whether to abide 

by the collusive agreement.  On the one hand, the 

firm can cheat on the agreement by dropping its 

prices below the agreed-upon level in hopes of gain-

ing greater market share.  But if the conspirator 

cheats and is detected by other cartel members, the 

cheating could disrupt the cartel and cause su-

pracompetitive profits to decline as all conspirators 

turn to cheating.  Thus, cheating on the cartel is only 

worthwhile if the additional customers that could be 

gained are substantial buyers.  Lamb points to evi-

dence suggesting that would not be the case in the 

flexible foam market, including a UBS Warburg re-

port of “over 5,000 furniture manufacturers in the 

U.S.,” Defendants’ internal documents describing 

their customers as relatively small, and Defendants’ 

transactional data, revealing up to 30,000 domestic 

flexible foam customers.  (By contrast, Lamb’s claim 

that high barriers to entry surround the flexible 

foam market does not break new ground when com-

pared to Leitzinger’s treatment of the same topic.  

Therefore, this Court will not address this portion of 

the report in detail.) 

Lamb continues his analysis by discussing the 

significance of industry maturity to cartel formation.  

A mature industry is one in which a firm’s “ability to 

increase sales is limited to population growth and 
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the replacement of existing products.”  New market 

share can only be captured through price-based com-

petition, especially if the mature market is also 

properly categorized as a commodity market.  Evi-

dence of the flexible foam market maturity includes 

a market survey noting “growth is largely dependent 

on the level of activity in end-use markets,” that new 

products are not emerging, and that players are con-

solidating, as well as other Defendant documents 

identifying the relevant market as mature.  Lamb 

also finds evidence that end-use markets are mature.  

He cites industry publications that describe the end-

use underlay market as more than 90 percent pene-

trated.  Indeed, one industry analyst, in addition to 

describing the furniture and bedding applications as 

mature, described underlay as more than just ma-

ture – underlay is a “declining market,” meaning 

“growth is non-existent as sales and profits decline,” 

overcapacity and market exit increase, and prices 

(should) continue to drop. 

On a similar note, Lamb asserts that during the 

Class Period demand for flexible foam held steady or 

declined, a market characteristic that makes cartel 

formation more likely as “weak demand puts down-

ward pressure on prices, making collusion an attrac-

tive means to bolster price and profit.”  Lamb pre-

sents data on domestic consumption of flexible foam, 

estimating consumption at 870,000 metric tons in 

2004, and 593,500 metric tons in 2008.  In percent-

age terms, consumption declined in the flexible foam 

market by 31.8 percent.  Similar declines in con-

sumption occurred in the end-use applications mar-

kets. 
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Lamb concludes his general discussion with evi-

dence of Defendants’ excess capacity.  Again, like 

Leitzinger, Lamb explains “[i]n an industry with 

large fixed costs, firms attempt to raise sales in order 

to be close to capacity because high sales allow 

[firms] to spread their fixed costs over a larger quan-

tity of goods.”  With significant excess capacity, a 

firm operating in a competitive market would in-

crease revenues by selling more product at a lower 

price.  Lamb finds evidence of Defendants’ excess ca-

pacity in a series of documents where:  Defendants 

refer to their own excess capacity; one Defendant re-

fers to another Defendant’s excess capacity (e.g., a 

Carpenter document describing Hickory Springs’ ex-

cess capacity); or foam customers reference Defend-

ants’ excess capacity (e.g., a Simmons’ quality audit 

of Flexible Foam). 

Defendants incorporate arguments leveled 

against Direct Purchasers’ Motion for Class Certifi-

cation and apply those arguments to Indirect Pur-

chasers’ liability proof.  To the extent Defendants re-

raise arguments asserting competition within the 

flexible foam market was intense, and that the intra-

Defendant communications were mere “field chat-

ter,” those arguments are premature in that they 

reach the merits question of whether the conspiracy 

existed.  Indirect Purchasers present generalized ev-

idence which could be used at trial to demonstrate 

the existence of a conspiracy in the foam industry. 

Indirect Purchasers’ Impact Proof 

Indirect Purchasers’ approach to showing that 

impact is capable of proof using evidence common to 
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the class differs from that of the Direct Purchaser 

class.  Specifically: 

Because [Indirect Purchasers] did not pur-

chase . . . products directly from the 

[D]efendants, they propose to prove [impact] 

through a two-step process.  First, plaintiffs 

will prove that the conspiracy resulted in 

higher prices for [D]efendants’ customers – 

those companies that directly purchased 

[flexible foam] from [D]efendants.  Second, 

[Indirect Purchasers] will show that this ini-

tial overcharge was “passed through” the 

manufacturing and retail chains and was in-

cluded in the final price they paid for their 

[underlay, bedding, or furniture] goods. 

In re TFT-LCD (Flat Panel) Antitrust Litig., 2012 

WL 555090, at *1 (N.D. Cal. 2012). 

Indirect Purchasers offer four categories of gen-

eralized proof to show injury is susceptible of proof 

on a classwide basis:  (1) documentary and deposition 

proof that Defendants monitored pricing in down-

stream markets; (2) documentary and deposition 

proof of discrete instances of overcharge 

passthrough; (3) Defendants’ pricing increase letters; 

and (4) Lamb’s analysis. 

Indirect Purchasers claim Defendants “were 

keenly aware” of the relationship between flexible 

foam prices and the prices of end-use products, 

demonstrating knowledge that the conspiracy’s over-

charge was passed through to indirect purchasers.  

Defendants also joined trade associations related to 

end-user markets.  Indirect Purchasers present evi-

dence of direct purchasers sharing their own price 
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information with Defendants.  10-K filings and news 

reports discuss direct purchasers who connected 

foam price increases to price increases for finished 

goods. 

Lamb concludes “common evidence and methods 

are available to show that the alleged misconduct, if 

it is found to have taken place, would have inflated 

the prices for [flexible foam] paid by all direct pur-

chasers above the level that would have prevailed 

but for the alleged misconduct.”  He first finds evi-

dence of artificially-inflated prices in the flexible 

foam market generally, and then finds evidence that 

direct purchasers paid those artificially-inflated pric-

es.  Next, he shows how inflated pricing in the direct 

purchaser market affected Indirect Purchasers, as-

serting there is “class-wide evidence . . . to demon-

strate that all, or nearly all, members of the pro-

posed Indirect Purchaser Class would have been in-

jured” by seeing direct purchasers pass through to 

them some portion of the artificially-inflated prices 

for flexible foam.  This Court reviews those three an-

alytical steps, and then turns to a discussion of Or-

dover’s critiques of Lamb’s approach. 

Generally Inflated Direct Purchaser 

Prices 

Lamb finds that foam prices in the direct pur-

chaser market generally were inflated owing to de-

clining demand, the commodity nature of foam, and 

the fact that during the Class Period actual prices 

generally rose.  He recognizes that that fact alone 

does not indicate these upward-trending prices were 

artificially-inflated above a competitive level.  In-

stead, he argues “it is the combination of increasing 
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prices with evidence . . . of stable or declining de-

mand among Defendants during the proposed Class 

Period that constitutes class-wide evidence that the 

alleged misconduct succeeded” in artificially inflating 

prices. 

Impact to Direct Purchasers 

Lamb next shows why all or nearly all direct 

purchasers would have paid these artificially inflated 

prices.  First, in addition to Defendants’ domination 

of the foam market and the high barriers to entry, 

Lamb points to evidence of a pricing structure in the 

flexible foam market during the Class Period.  A 

pricing structure exists when “prices paid by differ-

ent purchasers for the same product from a single 

seller, or for the same product from different sellers 

tend to move together over time,” and likewise for a 

single firm’s purchases of similar products from dif-

ferent sellers.  Buyers in the flexible foam market 

are subject to a pricing structure because they face 

common demand (e.g., the commodity nature of 

foam) and common supply factors (e.g., foamers’ 

common input costs).  The existence of an industry-

wide pricing structure is confirmed through a series 

of charts depicting the price for Defendants’ ten best-

selling flexible foam products (expressed in board-

feet terms) charged to Defendants’ five largest cus-

tomers for that product.  The charts confirm that the 

actual prices moved together over time. 

Second, Lamb identifies evidence showing flexi-

ble foam has “no available economic substitutes.”  

New here, Lamb discusses the results of a market 

research report conducted in the aftermath of Hurri-

canes Katrina and Rita.  The survey asked furniture 
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and bedding manufacturers whether such firms 

planned on substituting other products for flexible 

foam, the price of which had increased substantially 

owing (in part) to chemical price increases.  “[Seven-

ty] percent [of furniture manufacturers] did not 

change their polyurethane use in any way” despite 

these price shocks, while the remainder attempted to 

reduce foam density or alter cushioning use in lim-

ited ways.  The same furniture manufacturers gen-

erally described flexible foam as a superior product, 

and expressed concern that switching to some poten-

tially less durable materials (e.g., fiber products) 

would cause furniture product quality to suffer.  

Bedding manufacturers expressed similar concerns, 

noting that if they included less foam in their bed-

ding products (e.g., by increasing the amount of 

springs in an inner spring mattress), the bedding 

manufacturer would have to inform retailers of that 

change in product specifications, risking the prod-

uct’s perceived quality in light of foam’s reputation in 

the industry. 

Lamb then supplements this qualitative evidence 

of direct purchaser impact with the results of his 

“Direct Purchaser Regression.”  He uses a “before-

during-after benchmark” method to “compare the 

prices actually paid by consumers during a conspira-

cy period with the prices that would have been paid 

in a non-conspiratorial world.”  See also In re Scrap 

Metal Antitrust Litig., 527 F.3d at 529.  Under this 

approach, Lamb compares flexible foam prices in two 

periods:  during the Class Period, and during a 

“benchmark period” falling outside the Class Period, 

on the assumption that during that benchmark peri-

od the alleged conspiracy no longer functioned and 
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the competitive price prevailed.  Lamb selects as his 

benchmark “the period from September 2010 to De-

cember 2011” (Doc. 582 at 15), noting that if the con-

spiracy continued into this benchmark period despite 

its revelation to law enforcement, Lamb’s model 

“make[s] the overcharge measured by the multiple 

regression lower than it actually is.” 

But a during-after benchmark only gets Lamb so 

far in measuring overcharge, because it is unlikely 

that the alleged antitrust conspiracy alone accounts 

for flexible foam price variance between the Class 

Period and the benchmark period.  So, like 

Leitzinger, he constructs multiple regression models, 

allowing him to examine the impact of specific re-

gressors on his variable of interest, actual price 

charged, while the effect of other regressors are held 

constant.  He feeds into this model a set of Defend-

ants’ transactional data with 41 million “usable ob-

servations” of actual prices.  

Lamb’s Direct Purchaser Regression includes 

several regressors meant to account for various sup-

ply and demand factors that might affect actual pric-

es.  He understands demand for flexible foam as be-

ing a function of demand for the various end-use 

products that incorporate flexible foam.  To gauge 

demand, he uses “data on new residential construc-

tion . . . published by the U.S. Census Bureau,” and 

lags that data by three months to produce an “ad-

justed three-month trailing moving average of hous-

ing starts” because “it may take some time” for de-

mand borne of new housing construction to “show up 

in demand for . . . carpet, bedding[,] or furniture.”  

Lamb understands “the supply of [flexible foam as] a 

function of the cost of inputs” used to produce flexible 
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foam.  To account for those costs, he uses data on 

TDIs and polyols produced by ICIS, creating from 

that data a supply variable that features polyol and 

TDI prices in a 2:1 ratio, mirroring the manner in 

which Defendants’ own documents characterize their 

input costs.  He also lags that measure by three 

months.  Finally, Lamb includes in his model an “in-

dicator variable [that] takes the value of either one 

or zero, depending on whether a specific condition 

[(e.g., the conspiracy)] is present or not.”  Lamb ex-

plains that the estimated coefficient for the indicator 

variable “shows the overcharge since it would meas-

ure the amount by which prices were higher as a re-

sult of the alleged misconduct than they otherwise 

would have been,” holding other price-related factors 

constant. 

Lamb sees his Direct Purchaser Regression pro-

duce robust results, including an R-squared—“[a] 

statistic that measures the percentage of the varia-

tion in the dependent variable that is accounted for 

by all the explanatory variables,” FEDERAL JUDICIAL 

CENTER, REFERENCE MANUAL ON SCIENTIFIC EVI-

DENCE 345 (3d ed. 2011)—of .95 and similarly robust 

F-test results.  His indicator variable’s statistically 

significant coefficient is .0928, “indicating that prices 

were nearly 10 percent higher”—specifically, 9.72 

percent higher—“during the proposed Class Period 

than they would have been but for Defendants’ al-

leged misconduct.”  If a factfinder determines (or 

could determine) the conspiracy existed for only a 

portion of the Class Period, or extended to only a por-

tion of the Defendants, or that Indirect Purchasers 

fail to establish fraudulent concealment, Lamb’s 
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model can be re-run to accommodate a more limited 

conspiracy. 

Indirect Purchasers Paid Artificially 

Inflated Prices 

Lamb next shows “at least some portion of [direct 

purchasers’] higher prices would have been passed 

on to proposed [Indirect Purchaser] Class members.”  

This passthrough analysis is “well established” from 

an economic standpoint, and is an outgrowth of “in-

cidence theory,” which “involves determining if a tax 

imposed as a particular level of a distribution chan-

nel can be passed through to indirect purchasers 

along the distribution channel and ultimately to con-

sumers.”  The amount of passthrough is a function of 

both elasticity of supply and elasticity of demand, 

which gauge a seller or buyer’s willingness to sell or 

buy a quantity of product at a given price.  Lamb de-

termines elasticities by looking to several types of 

generalized proof. 

First, he describes the “competitive landscape of 

the market for the product being sold,” meaning the 

end-use markets.  These industries are “workably 

competitive,” which means “a high percentage of the 

monopoly overcharge will be passed on.”  A series of 

IBISWorld Reports support that classification, not-

ing “key buying industries” according to their “com-

petition level” and “competition trend.” 

Indirect purchasers would incur, “for a given 

pass-through rate,” overcharge amounts that would 

rise as the proportion of the purchased end-use 

product’s foam content rises.  Lamb recognizes that 

“across and within the markets for [end-use applica-

tions] the percentage of total cost accounted for by 
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[flexible foam] will vary,” but claims his regression 

model can control for that variance.  He then cites 

statements from substantial direct purchasers who 

incorporate flexible foam into finished products (e.g., 

La-Z-Boy Inc., the Mattress Factory, Ashley, and 

Sealy Corp.) in which each firm attributes increases 

in finished product cost to increases in flexible foam 

pricing.  Though “several of the examples refer to 

market conditions, such as Hurricanes Katrina and 

Rita, as reasons for increased” end-use product price 

increases, Lamb correctly observes there is no reason 

to believe direct purchasers passed on hurricane-

related costs but not costs attributable to the con-

spiracy.  

Lamb next constructs Indirect Purchaser regres-

sions to “measure the overcharge paid by proposed 

Class members.”  He states Indirect Purchaser class 

members could be identified through several sources 

of “information that could be made available,” includ-

ing: 

(1) With respect to underlay products, infor-

mation derived from the Carpet and Rug In-

stitute’s (“CRI”) “Green Label” program, 

which identifies underlay products that CRI 

certifies as low-emissions products.  Each 

product that passes the CRI certification pro-

cess is assigned a “product label ID number,” 

which can be used to identify the firm that 

produced the flexible foam incorporated into 

the underlay.  All Defendants except Wood-

bridge (which firm does not produce under-

lay) participate in the program.  
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(2) With respect to furniture and bedding, in-

formation contained in product labels that 

furniture and bedding manufacturers must 

affix to finished goods under state law.  The 

“International Association of Bedding and 

Furniture Law Officials (“IABFLO”) has de-

veloped the usage Uniform law Labels,” 

which labels include “Uniform Registration 

Numbers” or URNs.  A URN must appear on 

the finished product’s label, allowing for 

“identification of the manufacturing facility 

(and its location) that produced the product.”  

All states “require or allow” a registration 

number to be used on the label, and “all 

states accept or have formally adopted” the 

URN system.  Seventeen of the indirect pur-

chaser states and the District of Columbia 

have adopted Label Laws, and two other In-

direct Purchaser states have adopted Label 

Laws for secondhand products.  

(3) With respect to bedding, the Consumer 

Product Safety Act (“CPSA”) contains “flam-

mability standards for mattresses and mat-

tress pads,” requiring that covered products 

include a label reflecting the month and year 

of manufacture and manufacture location.  

At oral argument, Indirect Purchasers pro-

vided more information on the extent of the 

CPSA’s product label requirement. 

(4) With respect to bedding, federal law requires 

mattress and mattress pad manufacturers to 

keep records of manufacturing specifications 

for each such product’s prototype, including a 

prototype identification number.  That proto-
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type identification number then “can be 

shown at the bottom of the [IABFLO] law la-

bel” discussed above.  

Indirect Purchasers further explained how the 

claims administration process for a certified Indirect 

Purchaser class would function: 

[T]he [D]efendant’s transaction data that we 

were able to obtain through discovery [went] 

down to the manufacturer like the [Direct 

Action Plaintiffs] and the direct purchas-

ers. . . . [W]e do know that these [D]efendants 

have between 85 and 90 – over 90 percent of 

the polyurethane foam market.  Serta testi-

fied at their depositions and have made pub-

lic statements that they exclusively buy from 

one of the [D]efendants.  We can trace that.  

If a member of the class purchased a Serta 

bed, we know where that foam came from.  If 

a Simmons purchaser bought a bed, we know 

where that came from because we can track 

that automatically from the [D]efendant’s 

transaction data. . . . [But t]here are no rec-

ords that show direct connection [in some 

cases].  So you do have to trace back a little 

bit.  If we get into the claims administration, 

what we did in the Potash case is each mem-

ber of the class who filed a claim had to indi-

cate the product they purchased, the state [in 

which] they purchased [the product], and the 

amount they purchased.  That is really like a 

self-identification.  But what we’re talking 

about [with respect to the lack of a direct 

connection between Defendants’ transaction-

al data and direct and indirect purchasers] is 
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the fringe.  We’re talking about maybe ten 

percent of the class because we know that the 

defendants control over 90 percent [of the 

foam market]. 

Concluding Indirect Purchaser class members 

are identifiable, Lamb employs separate regression 

models for each of the three end-use product seg-

ments—underlay, furniture, and bedding—

measuring “the amount of [the overcharge deter-

mined in the Direct Purchaser Regression that] was 

passed through from [d]irect [p]urchasers either to 

[intermediate] purchasers and ultimately to Class 

members or to Class members directly.” 

There are “links” in the distribution chain sepa-

rating indirect purchasers from direct purchasers, as 

noted above.  In the bedding and furniture markets, 

Defendants typically sell foam products to OEM 

manufacturers, who in turn sell finished products to 

retailers, who then sell furniture and bedding prod-

ucts to indirect purchasers, while the distribution 

chain for underlay is shorter.  But the length of the 

distribution chain does not significantly affect 

passthrough measurements.  In all cases, “the por-

tion of the overcharge borne by the proposed Class 

member is the product of the passthrough rates 

measured” at each link in the chain, such as “from 

[d]irect [p]urchasers to retailers and [from] retailers 

to proposed class members.”  Lamb can use that sim-

ple arithmetic to calculate passthrough because of 

the “law of one price,” a “fundamental principle of 

economics” which holds that “the price for a product 

at the same point in the distribution chain, and for 

the same product at the same place and the same 

time must be the same across suppliers,” such that 
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the passthrough rate at each possible distribution 

channel need not be determined individually. 

Therefore, Lamb’s Indirect Purchaser regression 

models measure the dependent variable, actual pric-

es charged, between direct purchasers and retailers 

(the “Direct-Purchaser-to-Retailer regression”), and 

then between retailers and end users (the “Retailer-

to-Indirect Purchaser regression”).  Lamb feeds the 

Direct-Purchaser-to-Retailer regression with a da-

taset of 35,000 “usable observations of the [retail] 

prices paid” for end-use products obtained from such 

firms as Home Depot, Lowe’s, Art Van, Costo, and 

Macy’s.8  Lamb then adds a series of regressors.  

First, using data from the U.S. Department of Com-

merce, Lamb constructs a “disposable personal in-

come” regressor for all three models, and lags that 

regressor by six months.  This regressor accounts for 

changes in demand in each of the relevant end-use 

markets, noting that industry analysts see “the level 

of disposable income [as being] a key determinant for 

the demand” for all three end-use products.  His sup-

ply regressor with respect to bedding and furniture is 

(in the Direct-Purchaser-to-Retailer regression) an 

OEM’s costs for flexible foam, or (in the Indirect-

Purchaser-to-Retailer regression) the retailer’s cost 

for furniture or bedding products.  He uses data from 

                                            

 8 In its “downstream discovery” orders, this Court denied In-

direct Purchasers access to Direct Purchasers and Direct Action 

Plaintiffs’ cost and sales information.  Indirect Purchasers pur-

sued such information, for purposes of passthrough analysis, 

using third-party subpoenas.  Indirect Purchasers correctly 

note in their Daubert Opposition that obtaining comprehensive 

cost and sales data from “millions of individual purchases 

throughout the [end-use] chain of distribution . . . would be hid-

eously expensive.” 
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an underlay firm to create an underlay supply re-

gressor measuring the direct purchaser’s underlay 

cost.  He rounds out the models with a series of indi-

cator variables, specific to each of the three end-use 

markets, to “capture any differences in pricing relat-

ed to various factors affecting the retailer or prod-

uct,” including, for instance, using an indicator to 

control for mattress size. 

Lamb’s Indirect Purchaser regression models 

show different passthrough rates in each market.  

The underlay regression estimates that 83 percent of 

changes in unit cost were passed on to indirect pur-

chasers.  Owing to their relatively more complex dis-

tribution chain, the bedding and furniture regression 

models estimate passthrough in two steps. 

With respect to bedding, the Direct-Purchaser-to-

Retailer regression estimates passthrough of 124 

percent of the change in costs, indicating that at this 

link in the distribution chain costs were passed 

through in full, along with a Direct Purchaser mark-

up.  The Retailer-to-Indirect Purchaser regression 

estimates passthrough of 148 percent, again reflect-

ing a full overcharge passthrough paired with an al-

most fifty percent retailer markup.  With respect to 

furniture, the Direct Purchaser-to-Retailer regres-

sion estimates passthrough of costs at 48 percent.  

The Retailer-to-Indirect-Purchaser regression esti-

mates cost passthrough of 152 percent.  

Ordover’s Challege to Lamb’s Approach 

Substantial portions of Ordover’s Indirect Pur-

chaser Report are identical to his Direct Purchaser 

Report.  Rather than recite those criticisms and this 

Court’s conclusions with respect to each such criti-
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cism, this Court relies on its reasoning with respect 

to the Direct Purchaser Motion on the same points.  

It suffices that Lamb:  successfully rebuts Ordo-

ver’s claims regarding market concentration in the 

foam industry; notes additional specific evidence 

supporting the conclusion that foam is a commodity 

product and distinguishes between product hetero-

geneity and interchangeability; and finds Defendants 

did not distinguish between local geographic markets 

in their pricing letters, and that supply and demand 

conditions affecting flexible foam products were na-

tional in scope. 

Price Increase Letters 

Ordover disputes that price increase letters were 

issued for “the same percentage amount and at 

around the same time period.”  He claims Lamb ig-

nores a legitimate explanation for such price increase 

letters—increase in input costs—and criticizes 

Lamb’s failure to highlight certain quarters in which 

Defendants announced significantly different per-

centage price increases.  Ordover creates a line graph 

using slabstock and scrap cost indices, and then su-

perimposes on the chart lines indicating quarters in 

which at least six Defendants issued price increase 

letters, which he asserts serves as “evidence of a link 

between the [price increase letters] and changes in 

industry-wide costs.”  Given this relationship be-

tween costs and price increase letters, Ordover 

claims the price increase letters “do not provide evi-

dence that direct purchasers of polyurethane foam 

would be commonly impacted” by the alleged con-

spiracy.  He repeats his analysis of the extent to 
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which price increase letters resulted in quarter-over-

quarter increases in actual prices charged.  

Indirect Purchasers’ theory is, among other 

things, “[t]he general pretext used to explain the 

conspiratorial price increases was increases in raw 

material costs” (Doc. 371 at ¶ 76).  It is consistent 

with that theory to see price increase letters issued 

during quarters in which Defendants’ costs rose.  To 

the extent the percentage price increase reflected in 

these letters outpaced rising raw materials cost, 

Lamb’s regression expressly includes an input cost 

variable—Ordover’s preferred ICIS variable—to ac-

count for input cost-related changes in the actual 

prices charged.  It therefore can show whether, even 

as to direct purchasers who saw a decline in actual 

prices charged in the conspiratorial world, Defend-

ants succeeded in their bid to “fix, . . . maintain, 

and/or stabilize prices” in a market characterized by 

declining demand and excess capacity (Doc. 371 at 

¶3). 

Pricing Structures 

Ordover also criticizes the Lamb Report (Appen-

dix C), which contains 90 graphs, showing each De-

fendant’s ten most popular products and the prices 

paid by the five largest buyers of those products.  

Ordover’s critiques on this point do not undermine 

Lamb’s claim to generalized evidence of pricing 

structures.  Ordover simply asserts Lamb’s use of 

graphs is not an acceptable methodology, and then 

notes that his price dispersion and costumer-product 

actual price change charts—charts that, unlike Ap-

pendix C, do not control for price differences tied to 

differences in foam grades—belie the general pricing 
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trends reflected throughout most of Appendix C.  

Lamb uses Defendants’ own transactional data to 

construct Appendix C charts, and presents that data 

in an appropriate manner.  See FEDERAL JUDICIAL 

CENTER, REFERENCE MANUAL ON SCIENTIFIC EVI-

DENCE 236 (3d ed. 2011).  See also In re Bulk (Ex-

truded) Graphite Products Antitrust Litig., 2006 WL 

891362, at *13 (D.N.J.  2006). 

“Cleaning” of Defendants’ Transactional 

Data 

Ordover also criticizes Lamb’s “cleaning” of De-

fendants’ transactional data, in preparation for feed-

ing that dataset into his Direct Purchaser Regres-

sion.  Lamb excludes a substantial portion of the 

transactional dataset because it (1) omits customer-

product observations that Lamb could not convert to 

a board-foot unit of measure; (2) removes product re-

turns and outliers; and (3) does not run the Direct 

Purchaser Regression against Carpenter’s “Legacy” 

data, which comprise 42 percent of that Defendant’s 

Class Period sales.  

To the extent Defendants argue Lamb’s regres-

sion results cannot serve as common proof of impact 

unless the regressions incorporate all of the transac-

tions contained in Lamb’s transactional dataset, they 

are wrong.  Lamb provides a reasonable explanation 

for omitting data that cannot convert to the standard 

unit of measure required by his Direct Purchaser 

Regression.  Moreover, courts have deemed impact to 

be susceptible of classwide proof even though a 

plaintiff’s showing on that point does not incorporate 

data for all defendants or for all of a defendant’s 

challenged conduct.  See, e.g., In re Chocolate Confec-
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tionary Antitrust Litig., 289 F.R.D. 200, 224–25 

(M.D. Pa. 2012).  This Court sees no meaningful dis-

tinction between, on the one hand, a finding that 

generalized proof of antitrust injury exists with re-

spect to a model that relies on data produced by only 

some defendants, and, on the other hand, the same 

finding with respect to a model that relies on the us-

able data produced by Defendants.  That is especially 

so where, as here, the model’s usable dataset is ex-

tensive enough to permit the model to explain the 

overwhelming majority of changes in actual prices.  

Omission of data (despite the reasonable basis for 

those exclusions) goes to the weight a factfinder 

should assign Lamb’s models, not whether the mod-

els are workable.  Cf. In re Scrap Mental Antitrust 

Litig., 527 F.3d at 531. 

Lamb responds to Ordover’s critiques regarding 

omission of Carpenter legacy data and the inclusion 

of “products used for purposes excluded from the in-

direct purchaser’s class, such as automotive or pack-

aging products” by incorporating Carpenter legacy 

data and excluding irrelevant data.  These data ad-

justments yield results similar to Lamb’s initial Di-

rect Purchase regression.  

Constant Overcharge Effects 

Lamb’s approach “assumes that the same collu-

sive overcharge applies to every one of the purchases 

in his data sample, including purchases by all direct 

purchasers, of all products, from all Defendants, and 

at all times during the proposed class period.”  Ordo-

ver notes four dimensions along which the dummy 

variable could change—customer, Defendant, prod-

uct form, and on an annual basis—and runs “unre-
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stricted” versions of Lamb’s “restricted” Direct Pur-

chaser Regression, allowing the dummy variable to 

change along each of the four possible dimensions.  

As compared to Lamb’s “restricted” model, Ordover 

finds his “unrestricted” models “yield a more statisti-

cally informative regression analysis,” and all four 

versions reject Lamb’s assumption that the dummy 

variable does not change.  Ordover similarly finds 

that Lamb’s Indirect Purchaser regressions should 

be permitted to vary according to time, retailer, and 

product.  

Based on this comparison, Ordover concludes 

impact coefficients should be estimated “for each in-

dividual direct purchaser” included in Lamb’s Direct 

Purchaser Regression.  A majority of the dataset cus-

tomers fall out of this individual-coefficient ap-

proach—that is, such customers did not purchase 

foam during both the Class Period and the bench-

mark period—and Ordover finds statistically signifi-

cant impact results for only 20 percent of customers.  

There is much back and forth among the experts 

on this point, but this Court’s role is not to decide 

whether Ordover’s “unpooling” approach is more 

“statistically appropriate” than Lamb’s single-

dummy variable approach.  It may only—indeed, 

must only—determine whether Indirect Purchasers 

offer generalized proof showing impact is susceptible 

of classwide proof.  On this point, it bears noting that 

other district courts have accepted the same during-

after benchmark methodology in circumstances in 

which the underlying assumption of constant over-

charges was present as here.  See In re Titanium Di-

oxide Antitrust Litig., 284 F.R.D. 328, 347 (D.  Md.  

2012) amended, 962 F.  Supp. 2d 840 (D.  Md.  2013) 
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(accepting Lamb’s single overcharge regression mod-

el); In re Chocolate Confectionary Antitrust Litig., 

289 F.R.D. at 212–13.  Moreover, though Lamb un-

derstands his model necessarily depends on an as-

sumption of invariance, he presents evidence specific 

to this case (e.g., the existence of pricing structures 

and the commodity nature of foam products) that 

justify use of such a model.  

Of course, Defendants dispute Lamb’s character-

ization of the foam market, and so dispute that this 

particular market is one for which an invariance-

based regression model is appropriate.  Further, De-

fendants argue actual prices charged to customers, 

which varied widely, directly contradict the notion 

that customers suffered similar impact from the al-

leged conspiracy.  But those actual prices are histori-

cal prices that may have included sums attributable 

to the alleged conspiracy, which may have served in 

part to slow the decline of prices.  Lamb’s model is 

meant to control for that variance in actual prices by 

incorporating supply and demand variables – varia-

bles Defendants do not challenge.  Defendants argue 

“un-pooling” Defendants’ transactional data and es-

timating impact coefficients by year, customer, or 

Defendant is the “statistically appropriate” thing to 

do.  Lamb disagrees, and provides a reasonable basis 

for doing so, rooted in evidence specific to this case.  

That suffices.  In re TFT-LCD (Flat Panel) Antitrust 

Litig., 2012 WL 555090, at *5 (N.D. Cal. 2012) 

(“Even if regression models are not enough, standing 

alone, to establish classwide impact, they may never-

theless be relevant to the issue.  A large average 

overcharge, for example, might make it more likely 
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that every direct purchaser was overcharged to some 

degree.”). 

No Comcast Error 

Defendants argue Lamb’s single-overcharge 

model commits Comcast error because it “does not in 

any way account for the mechanisms of the conspira-

cy alleged by [Indirect Purchasers] – coordinated 

price announcements.”  Ordover makes the same 

point, drawing a legal conclusion as to the fit of Indi-

rect Purchasers’ theory of the case with Lamb’s re-

gression model.  

This discussion of Comcast error assumes Indi-

rect Purchasers’ legal theory extends only to recovery 

of overcharges that are the result of collusive price 

increase letters.  The Complaint states otherwise.  

Indirect Purchasers allege Defendants “contracted, 

combined, or conspired to fix, raise, maintain, and/or 

stabilize prices and allocate customers for” flexible 

foam by engaging in “specific and detailed communi-

cations between and among” Defendants’ executives 

and employees aimed at fixing prices and allocating 

customers (Doc. 371 at ¶ 3).  The exchange of draft 

and already-published price increase letters played a 

prominent role in those discussions, but such letters 

are not alleged to be the exclusive mechanisms by 

which indirect purchasers suffered injury.  Moreover, 

Indirect Purchasers allege the exchange of price in-

crease letters was a signaling device.  Their case pro-

ceeds on the theory that Defendants “charg[ed] su-

pracompetitive prices even when price increase [let-

ters were not issued].”  And as a matter of economet-

rics, Lamb’s regression model fits this broader con-

ception of the conspiracy.  Ordover agrees that 
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Lamb’s model is tied to a legal theory in which Indi-

rect Purchasers allege “supracompetitive prices were 

charged by the alleged conspirators even in times of 

declining demand” and not just during points in time 

when Defendants issued price increase letters (Doc. 

742 at 330 (explaining “Dr. Lamb’s econometrics is 

geared to a claim that assumes or that poses that 

supracompetitive prices were charged throughout 

[class period]”)). 

The Law of One Price 

Defendants next argue Lamb cannot establish 

passthrough of the direct purchaser overcharge on a 

classwide basis because the theoretical bedrock for 

Lamb’s analysis on this point—the law of one price—

does not apply to the foam market.  Ordover explains 

the law of one price “applies under restrictive condi-

tions which do not always apply to the” slabstock and 

underlay industries.  It is a “theoretical proposition” 

which holds only “under conditions of product homo-

geneity, zero transactions costs, zero search costs, no 

informational asymmetries, and no market imperfec-

tions.”  The results of a survey conducted by his staff, 

using an “internet price comparison service,” shows 

wide dispersions in price for the “same” product sold 

by different firms in the Chicago area.  He also 

probes Lamb’s third-party retailer transactional da-

ta, and finds “large [price] dispersions within [a] re-

tailer, as well as different price patterns across re-

tailers.”  

Fundamentally Ordover’s criticism on this point 

boils down to his view that the law of one price is 

theorized to apply in conditions not present in this 

market (see Doc. 892-3 at 25 (“[T]he economic theory 
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of the law of one price requires a perfectly competi-

tive market for the law to hold.”)).  In his words, the 

law of one price is “not a law.  It is a variant with re-

spect to the key dimensions of competition.”  Defend-

ants argue that because the law of one price does not 

apply in its theorized state, Lamb must measure dis-

crete passthrough rates at every link in the distribu-

tion chain.  This Court disagrees. 

“The question of what would have happened but 

for [the alleged conspiratorial] overcharge is a hypo-

thetical, and a hypothetical question generally can-

not be answered by historical data about what actu-

ally happened, but must often be answered by gen-

eral principles about what generally tends to happen.  

Thus, average pass through rates appear reasonable 

and even necessary to prove damages here.”  In re 

TFT-LCD (Flat Panel) Antitrust Litig., 267 F.R.D. 

583, 605 (N.D. Cal. 2010) (quoting Gordon v. Mi-

crosoft Corp., 2003 WL 23105550, at *3 (D. Ct. 

Minn.)); In re Static Random Access memory (SRAM) 

Antitrust Litig., 264 F.R.D. 603, 614 (N.D. Cal. 2009) 

(same).  See also In re Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) Anti-

trust Litig., 2013 WL 5391159 (N.D. Cal. 2013) 

(granting class certification with indirect purchaser 

plaintiffs’ use of averaged data as generalized evi-

dence of common impact). 

Lamb produces evidence that when one compares 

prices for the same types of products, price disper-

sions are quite small.  Granted, the dispersions in 

prices charged and differences in retailer margins do 

not evaporate as Ordover shows.  But in requiring 

Lamb to produce a workable model, this Court can-

not “let a quest for perfect evidence become the ene-

my of good evidence.”  Messner, 669 F.3d at 808.  See 
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also In re TFT-LCD (Flat Panel) Antitrust Litig., 

2012 WL 555090, at *3–4, 9 (rejecting defendants’ 

argument that indirect purchasers “must identify the 

overcharge that was placed on every LCD panel sold 

during the conspiracy period and trace that over-

charge through the manufacturing and retail distri-

bution chains until plaintiffs can identify the over-

charge paid by a particular class member for a par-

ticular LCD product” because indirect purchasers 

had presented evidence that the affected product was 

fungible). 

The Fact of Passthrough 

Defendants also dispute whether passthrough in 

fact occurred.  Defendants present deposition testi-

mony of direct purchasers who “did not always pass” 

foam price increases onto customers.  For example, 

an employee of direct purchaser Ultra Comfort testi-

fied that with respect to some foam price increases, 

he would ask his customers if they would accept an 

increase in Ultra Comfort’s product pricing.  “Some-

times it would work.  Sometimes it wouldn’t.”  As a 

result, Defendants contend Indirect Purchasers 

“cannot rely upon common evidence either to ascer-

tain the members of the class or to establish common 

impact to any putative class.”  

This Court notes portions of this testimony are 

ambiguous, showing at most direct purchasers “ate” 

a portion of the price increase.  Other evidence that 

passthrough did not occur is not persuasive.  Indirect 

Purchasers have shown passthrough did occur, and 

that retailers’ margins remained more or less con-

stant during and after the conspiracy, which would 

not have been the case if, as Defendants argue, “re-
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tailers absorbed the overcharges paid by Direct Pur-

chasers” during the Class Period.  

Moreover, focusing on the decisions of individual 

direct purchasers in isolation may be misleading.  

“[A]s a business person [is] faced with what we call a 

shock to price, they see a price change, they don’t 

know whether that price change is permanent or 

transitory, and they may immediately try to absorb 

that price increase.”  But a longterm view of likely 

pricing decisions is a more reliable indicator as to 

passthrough to the class.  When a series of price in-

creases are “more than a significant share of their 

costs, when the prices are going up nearly 100 per-

cent during the class period, it just is inconsistent 

with economic principles to think that they could 

have absorbed that” level of sustained price increas-

es.  This Court does not doubt that an alleged collud-

er could find an instance in which, in the short-term, 

a direct purchaser failed to pass on the amount of an 

antitrust overcharge.  That fact alone cannot defeat 

an otherwise proper offer of generalized evidence of 

overcharge passthrough; it instead goes to the weight 

of evidence offered to prove if passthrough in fact oc-

curred, and the amount of that passthrough. 

Antitrust Injury Can Be Demonstrated 

To review, Indirect Purchasers present general-

ized evidence that the flexible foam industry is a 

concentrated industry with high barriers to entry 

and contains many buyers for a fungible set of prod-

ucts.  Indirect Purchasers also present generalized 

evidence that Defendants had substantial excess ca-

pacity, and that demand for the relevant products 

declined substantially over the Class Period.  Indi-
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rect Purchasers also show actual prices for the same 

products tended to move together over time, which is 

indicative of a pricing structure.  They also present 

evidence of a substantial number of quarters in 

which a significant number of Defendants issued 

price increase letters announcing the same or similar 

percentage price increase, and that these letters did 

not differentiate between local geographic markets in 

announcing prices.  Finally, Indirect Purchasers offer 

Lamb’s expert testimony, which contains a detailed 

examination of discovery material produced in this 

matter, corroborating Indirect Purchasers’ under-

standing of Defendants’ business.  Lamb presents 

commonly-accepted regression models to measure 

the amount of overcharge suffered by direct purchas-

ers, and then measures the extent to which that 

overcharge found its way through the distribution 

chain to indirect purchasers. 

Defendants’ sustained attack of antitrust injury 

proof goes too far, reaching merits issues not bound 

up with Indirect Purchasers’ predominance showing.  

See also In re Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) Antitrust 

Litig., 2013 WL 5391159, at *5 (N.D. Cal. 2013) (“De-

fendants’ argument . . . is essentially that [indirect 

purchaser plaintiffs] must be able to prove at the 

class certification stage that every single (or basical-

ly every single) class member was injured by De-

fendants’ conduct.  This contention is wrong.  The 

Court’s job at this stage is simple:  determine wheth-

er [indirect purchaser plaintiffs] showed that there is 

a reasonable method for determining, on a classwide 

basis, the antitrust impact’s effects on the class 

members.”).  Lamb’s averaging approach may have 
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some weaknesses, but Indirect Purchasers have met 

their burden. 

Classwide Proof of Damages 

Indirect Purchasers claim Lamb’s analysis can be 

used to show “for each category of end product . . . 

whether and how much the consumer price increased 

as a result of the Defendants’ overcharges.”  Indirect 

Purchasers propose a trial plan as to damages pro-

ceeding as follows:  “While [Indirect Purchasers’] 

proof of impact is separate from [Indirect Purchas-

ers’] proof of damages, they are related.  Part of [In-

direct Purchasers’] proof of impact will consist of 

common evidence that Defendants’ actions caused 

overcharges that were passed on to [Indirect Pur-

chasers].  [Indirect Purchasers’] proof of damages 

will consist of estimates of the amount of the over-

charges paid by Plaintiffs when purchasing various 

types of end user goods (e.g., carpet padding).  Be-

cause proof of the existence of the overcharges will 

overlap proof on the amount of overcharges, the lia-

bility and damages evidence should be presented in a 

single proceeding.  Findings regarding overcharges 

for the types of end user goods will be made via spe-

cial interrogatories, based upon factual evidence and 

expert opinions presented by Dr. Lamb.” 

Lamb then presents several steps for calculating 

“damages paid by proposed Class members.”  First, 

he would determine the dollar value of the flexible 

foam contained in the indirect purchaser’s product.  

The “dollar value” would be figured by determining 

how much board-feet of foam the product contains, 

and then multiplying that board-foot figure by De-

fendants’ price per board foot of foam.  Second, Lamb 
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would multiply the dollar value of flexible foam con-

tained in the indirect purchaser’s product (as deter-

mined in step one) by the Direct Purchaser over-

charge.  That calculation yields the dollar amount by 

which a direct purchaser was overcharged for the 

flexible foam contained in the indirect purchaser’s 

product.  Third, Lamb would multiply the direct pur-

chaser overcharge (determined in step two) by the 

applicable passthrough rate for underlay, bedding, or 

furniture.  

Defendants argue this damages methodology 

fails at the outset because it lacks a workable meth-

od for identifying class members.  Defendants note, 

for instance, that two Indirect Purchasers testified 

neither knew which company produced the foam con-

tained in the products upon which each putative  

class  representative’s  claims  were  predicated.  

Similarly Defendants attack Lamb’s self-

identification method, noting, for instance, that uni-

form law labels “identify the manufacturer of the 

product, not the manufacturer of the foam.” 

But so long as indirect purchasers are able to 

identify the manufacturer of the end-use product—

which all the various self-identification methods al-

low—then Indirect Purchasers can use Defendants’ 

transactional data to provide a sufficient connection 

between an end-use consumer and a Defendant (see 

Doc. 967 at 132 (“Serta testified at their depositions 

and have made public statements that they exclu-

sively buy from one of the defendants.  We can trace 

that.  If a member of the class purchased a Serta bed, 

we know where that foam came from.  If a Simmons 

purchaser bought a bed, we know where that came 

from because we can track that automatically from 
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the [D]efendant’s transaction data.”)).  Deposition 

testimony of Indirect Purchasers also show the labels 

can be used to trace end-use product foam to one of 

the Defendants.  

And if Indirect Purchasers cannot trace Defend-

ant foam in this manner, then a claim cannot be 

made and Defendants do not owe any damages as to 

the failed claimant.  Indirect Purchasers correctly 

note that damages calculations can be approximate 

(hence the use of single overcharge rates), but there 

still remains an irreducible requirement that a 

claimant establish standing to recover for any over-

charge.  Indirect Purchasers’ suggestions to the con-

trary—that “courts have found antitrust defendants 

liable for price inflation caused by their anticompeti-

tive conduct, including on purchases from non-

defendants” under the umbrella theory of pricing—

get the law wrong, and support cited for that propo-

sition are inapt.  In re Cardizem CD Antitrust Litiga-

tion does not support recovery for purchases from 

non-defendants; the court stated:  “Plaintiffs are pur-

chasers of Defendants’ products” who pursued “anti-

trust damages based on the overcharges they paid as 

purchasers of price-fixed goods.”  200 F.R.D. at 310.  

Likewise, In re Uranium Anitrust Litigation permit-

ted recovery for antitrust claims arising from an 

“overcharge . . . paid to a named defendant or a non-

defendant co-conspirator.”  552 F. Supp. 518, 522 

(N.D. Ill. 1982) (emphasis added). 

Indirect Purchasers’ theory would find injury in 

all end-use purchases, even from non-defendant, 

non-coconspirator firms, including (presumably) Di-

rect Action Plaintiffs and Direct Purchaser class 

members who competed with Defendants in the 
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manufacture of certain foam products.  Individuals 

who clearly fall outside of the class definition could 

then file claims and obtain recovery, even though 

they cannot establish (or under Indirect Purchasers’ 

theory, would even need to establish) that they are a 

person or entity who purchased “not for resale, [qual-

ifying end-use products] which were manufactured, 

produced or supplied by Defendants or their un-

named co-conspirators from January 1, 1999 to the 

present.”  See also Mid-W.  Paper Products Co. v. 

Cont’l Grp., Inc., 596 F.2d 573, 587 (3d Cir. 1979) 

(concluding that an individual who is a “a purchaser 

of consumer bags from [non-coconspirator] competi-

tors of the defendants[] has no standing to sue the 

defendants for treble damages allegedly resulting 

from such purchases” under an umbrella pricing the-

ory). 

As presented though, Indirect Purchasers pre-

sent a workable damages methodology.  Through the 

Direct and Indirect Purchaser regressions, Indirect 

Purchasers can prove with generalized evidence the 

end-use overcharge rates, which rates Defendants 

can fully contest at trial.  Those overcharge rates 

then can be applied to each verified claim, yielding a 

class member’s recovery.  The fact that class mem-

bers must engage in Lamb’s form of self-

identification does not cause individual questions to 

predominate over common questions of law and fact.  

Some such form of self-identification would be re-

quired to make out a claim whether this case pro-

ceeded as a class or not, and so it serves the interest 

of judicial economy to determine liability, impact, 

and damages in one proceeding.  See Olden v. 

LaFarge Corp., 383 F.3d 495, 508 (6th Cir. 2004); 
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Klay v. Humana, Inc., 382 F.3d 1241, 1259–60 (11th 

Cir. 2004) (“Particularly where damages can be com-

puted according to some formula, statistical analysis, 

or other easy or essentially mechanical methods, the 

fact that damages must be calculated on an individ-

ual basis is no impediment to class certification”) 

(footnotes omitted), abrogated on other grounds by, 

Bridge v. Phoenix Bond & Indemn. Co., 553 U.S. 639 

(2008); Smilow v. Sw. Bell Mobile Sys., Inc., 323 F.3d 

32, 40 (1st Cir. 2003) (“The individuation of damages 

in consumer class actions is rarely determinative 

under Rule 23(b)(3).  Where, as here, common ques-

tions predominate regarding liability, then courts 

generally find the predominance requirement to be 

satisfied even if individual damages issues remain.”); 

In re Titanium Dioxide Antitrust Litig., 2013 WL 

1855980, at *17 (D.  Md.  2013) (“If the Defendants 

are found liable, then it may be appropriate for this 

Court to appoint a special master or Magistrate 

Judge of this Court, who could oversee the appor-

tionment of individual damages.  As W.  Rubenstein 

explains, that proceeding may involve ‘little more 

than an application of the damages formula found by 

the jury’ at trial.”) (internal citations omitted); NEW-

BERG ON CLASS ACTIONS § 18:53 & n.4 (4th ed.) (col-

lecting cases that stand for the proposition that 

“Class proof of damages, either by an aggregate lump 

sum award to the class as a whole or by application 

of mechanical formulae or statistical methods to in-

dividual class members’ claims, has received approv-

al in several antitrust cases”). 

Vitafoam Damages 

As noted above, the Vitafoam Defendants are 

uniquely situated.  As DOJ Corporate Leniency pro-
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gram applicants, Vitafoam potentially may qualify 

for liability limitations under ACEPRA.  That statute 

provides (Pub. L. No. 108-237, § 213(a), 118 Stat. 

665, 666 (2004)): 

[I]n any civil action alleging a violation of 

section 1 or 3 of the Sherman Act, or alleging 

a violation of any similar State law, based on 

conduct covered by a currently effective anti-

trust leniency agreement, the amount of 

damages recovered by or on behalf of a 

claimant from an antitrust leniency appli-

cant who satisfies the requirements of sub-

section (b), together with the amounts so re-

covered from cooperating individuals who 

satisfy such requirements, shall not exceed 

that portion of the actual damages sustained 

by such claimant which is attributable to the 

commerce done by the applicant in the goods 

or services affected by the violation. 

But for that damage limitation to apply to an anti-

trust leniency applicant (id. 213(b), 118 Stat. at 667): 

[T]he court in which the civil action is 

brought [must] determine[], after considering 

any appropriate pleadings from the claimant, 

that the applicant or cooperating individual, 

as the case may be, has provided satisfactory 

cooperation to the claimant with respect to 

the civil action, which cooperation shall in-

clude: 

(1) providing a full account to the claim-

ant of all facts known to the applicant or 

cooperating individual, as the case may 

be, that are potentially relevant to the 
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civil action; (2) furnishing all documents 

or other items potentially relevant to the 

civil action that are in the possession, 

custody, or control of the applicant or co-

operating individual, as the case may be, 

wherever they are located; and (3)(A) in 

the case of a cooperating individual – (i) 

making himself or herself available for 

such interviews, depositions, or testimo-

ny in connection with the civil action as 

the claimant may reasonably require; 

and (ii) responding completely and truth-

fully, without making any attempt either 

falsely to protect or falsely to implicate 

any person or entity, and without inten-

tionally withholding any potentially rele-

vant information, to all questions asked 

by the claimant in interviews, deposi-

tions, trials, or any other court proceed-

ings in connection with the civil action; or 

(B) in the case of an antitrust leniency 

applicant, using its best efforts to secure 

and facilitate from cooperating individu-

als covered by the agreement the cooper-

ation described in clauses (i) and (ii) and 

subparagraph (A). 

In short, if this Court determines Vitafoam qualifies 

for ACPERA protection, Vitafoam will be liable for 

only the actual damages suffered by customers who 

purchased Vitafoam products – it will not be jointly 

and severally liable for the harm caused by other De-

fendants’ product sales, nor will it be saddled with 

treble damages for injury caused by its own sales. 
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Vitafoam argues this potential damages limita-

tion “can and should [be] consider[ed in connection 

with deciding the Indirect Purchaser Motion for 

Class certification] because it is highly probative of 

whether common or individual issues will predomi-

nate at the damages phase.”  Vitafoam argues “this 

Court must make a preliminary factual finding as to 

whether [Vitafoam’s] damages will be limited by 

ACPERA.  Such a finding is necessary at the certifi-

cation stage to determine whether common issues 

will predominate over individual issues in the calcu-

lation of damages against [Vitafoam].”  Vitafoam 

suggests use of the procedure endorsed in Gariety v. 

Grant Thornton, LLP, 368 F.3d 356 (4th Cir. 2004).  

There, the Fourth Circuit required proof of market 

efficiency at class certification.  To prove that fact, 

the court of appeals suggested that the district court, 

on remand, engage in something like a preliminary 

injunction analysis.  Id. at 366.  Under such an anal-

ysis, “there is a substantial likelihood that 

[Vitafoam] will succeed in satisfying ACPERA.” 

With that likely damages limitation in mind, 

Vitafoam argues the Indirect Purchasers’ damages 

methodology is unworkable because it “prove[s] 

damages collectively against all defendants, rather 

than individually against any of them” and so cannot 

tease out the only price-fixed sales for which 

Vitafoam would be liable:  its own.  Vitafoam backs 

up that assertion with the expert analysis of Dr. 

Robert Maness, who finds Lamb’s damages method-

ology cannot isolate the harm caused by Vitafoam’s 

own sales.  First, he concludes Lamb’s self-

identification framework is unworkable to identify 

which end-use products incorporated Vitafoam foam.  
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Second, he concludes Vitafoam’s estimates for each 

Defendant’s domestic market share cannot serve as a 

basis for apportioning Vitafoam’s liability, noting 

Lamb only cites slabstock and underlay market 

share in certain years, but has not demonstrated 

those specific market share estimates are repre-

sentative of Defendants’ market shares during other 

portions of the Class Period.  Vitafoam asserts it 

would be reversible error for this Court to certify the 

Indirect Purchaser class for damages purposes.  This 

Court believes the reverse is true. 

In originally briefing this matter, Vitafoam stat-

ed that this Court “need not and should not make 

any finding on [whether Vitafoam’s ACPERA cooper-

ation is sufficient to warrant ACPERA protection] at 

this stage of the case, because [Vitafoam is] continu-

ing to cooperate with the [Indirect Purchasers] and 

other plaintiffs.”  While that assertion no longer 

quite captures Vitafoam’s position, it underscores 

why a definitive determination of ACPERA eligibility 

cannot, and should not, be made at this stage of the 

proceedings.  No court to consider ACPERA protec-

tion has determined ACPERA questions ought to be 

broached at class certification, where certification is 

sought for litigation purposes.  At the earliest, a dis-

trict court considered the matter appropriate only 

after defendants had moved for summary judgment.  

In re Aftermarket Auto.  Lighting Products Antitrust 

Litig., 2013 WL 4536569, at *1 (C.D. Cal. 2013).  An-

other court determined “the Court’s assessment of an 

applicant’s cooperation occurs at the time of impos-

ing judgment or otherwise determining liability and 

damages.”  In re TFT-LCD (Flat Panel) Antitrust 

Litig., 618 F. Supp. 2d 1194, 1196 (N.D. Cal. 2009).  
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Indeed, the text of the statute itself suggests AC-

PERA cooperation obligations continue through trial, 

in that antitrust leniency applicants and cooperating 

individuals’ obligations expressly include or relate to 

trial testimony.  And it is at trial, when the prepon-

derance burden is imposed, that plaintiffs most need 

an ACPERA leniency applicant’s cooperation. 

Even if probing ACPERA issues would be appro-

priate at this stage of the proceeding, Vitafoam pre-

sents this Court with a document containing only 

three bullet points listing Vitafoam’s cooperation 

with Indirect Purchasers through August 2013.  

Granted, counsel for Indirect Purchasers agreed at 

this Court’s hearing on class certification that, after 

some initial difficulty with certain Requests for Ad-

mission had been resolved, Vitafoam has cooperated 

“up to this point.”  But the text of the statute impos-

es on this Court the obligation to ensure an antitrust 

leniency applicant has “provided satisfactory cooper-

ation to the claimant with respect to the civil action.”  

This Court does not believe it simply can rely on the 

agreement of counsel that an ACPERA obligations 

has been carried – that is a fact that must be shown.  

After all, the interests of counsel in this case do not 

necessarily align with the broader public interest, a 

component of which includes the interest in assuring 

ACPERA protection is not granted cavalierly. 

A full-blown ACPERA assessment is therefore 

not appropriate at this stage of the litigation.  But is 

an informed guess, along the lines of Gariety?  This 

Court concludes it is not.  There is a fundamental 

difference between the issue subject to a preliminary 

determination in Gariety and the damages limitation 

that might arise in this case.  As the Court in Amgen 
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explained, a putative securities fraud class repre-

sentative must establish the fact of market efficiency 

at class certification or else there would be “no basis 

for presuming that the defendant’s alleged misrepre-

sentations were reflected in the security’s market 

price, and hence no grounding for any contention 

that investors indirectly relied on those misrepresen-

tations through their reliance on the integrity of the 

market price,” in which case individual issues would 

necessarily predominate because the class would be 

required to establish, member by member, actual re-

liance.  Amgen Inc., 133 S. Ct. at 1199. 

Here, by contrast, at the time Indirect Purchas-

ers moved for class certification, Vitafoam was (and 

at least in the absence of an ACPERA finding to the 

contrary, remains) jointly and severally liable for the 

trebled damages of the entire conspiracy.  Vitafoam 

therefore asks this Court to deny an otherwise 

properly supported Motion for Class Certification be-

cause Vitafoam might qualify for ACPERA protec-

tion, and Indirect Purchasers might be unable to ze-

ro-out the actual damages attributable to Vitafoam 

with requisite precision – which is to say, “as a mat-

ter of just and reasonable inference, although the re-

sult be only approximate.”  Story Parchment Co., 282 

U.S. at 563.  Setting aside the speculative nature of 

that request, this Court lacks the power to deny cer-

tification based on “findings” with respect to a ques-

tion, like ACPERA applicability, that is not bound up 

with Indirect Purchasers’ ability to maintain, on a 

classwide basis, causes of action against Defendants 

under the facts that exist now.  See Shady Grove Or-

thopedic Assocs., P.A. v. Allstate Ins. Co., 559 U.S. 

393, 398 (2010) (“By its terms [Rule 23] creates a 
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categorical rule entitling a plaintiff whose suit meets 

the specified criteria to pursue his claim as a class 

action.”) (plurality opinion). 

The solution to Vitafoam’s quandary is simple.  If 

Indirect Purchasers’ damages model is unable to 

function as described, then Vitafoam may “file mo-

tions seeking to reduce or decertify the class” as to 

Vitafoam.  In re Air Cargo Shipping Servs. Antitrust 

Litig., 2009 WL 3077396, at *8 (E.D.N.Y.  2009).  A 

pretrial motion raising this same issue, filed after 

the Rule 23(c) notice period has run, allowing this 

Court a sense of the difficulties (if any) in identifying 

Indirect Purchaser class members, could be well-

taken. 

Indirect Purchasers argue Vitafoam’s concerns 

are, in any event, without merit, because the damag-

es model can accommodate Vitafoam’s concerns and 

isolate with requisite precision the damages for 

which it would be responsible, in the event Vitafoam 

wins ACPERA protection.  That argument is based 

on:  Lamb’s testimony explaining that Vitafoam 

would still see its ACPERA-capped damages calcu-

lated using the end-use passthrough overcharge 

rates, and that those overcharge rates could be ap-

plied to Vitafoam’s transactional data to determine 

the portion of Class Period foam sales for which 

Vitafoam is accountable; the fact that Vitafoam has 

settled with Direct Purchasers in this case, revealing 

to Direct Purchasers financial information that could 

inform market share calculations; and the fact that 

allocation issues with respect to Vitafoam’s Direct 

Purchaser settlement have not proven intractable. 
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Vitafoam suggests this Court’s decision “set[s] a 

precedent that could only discourage other potential 

leniency applicants,” thereby undermining AC-

PERA’s “central purpose” as disclosed by the legisla-

tive floor statements of the statute’s sponsors.  To 

the extent this Court’s ruling discourages ACPERA 

cooperation, it has a de minimis effect.  In deciding 

whether to come forward and reveal the existence of 

a previously-concealed antitrust conspiracy, a pro-

spective leniency applicant weighs, on the one hand, 

the possibility of protection from criminal prosecu-

tion and damages limitations, and, on the other 

hand, the necessary consequence of most leniency 

applications that become public – civil filings like the 

present cases, in which actual damages alone can be 

substantial.  This Court doubts that requiring 

Vitafoam to revisit this issue (if at all) at a more ap-

propriate time affects that balance in any perceptible 

way.  And of course the solution to a de minimis dis-

incentive is not to read into Rule 23 a requirement 

for preliminary findings about potential case devel-

opments not connected to Indirect Purchasers’ ability 

to establish under the facts that exist now that 

Vitafoam fixed the prices of foam sold in the United 

States, which eventually wound up in a recliner, so-

fa, or pillow. 

Common Proof of Fraudulent Concealment 

Indirect Purchasers offer as common proof of 

fraudulent concealment the same evidence cited in 

Direct Purchasers’ Motion.  And again, Defendants 

do not challenge Indirect Purchaser’s predominance 

showing with respect to this issue.  For the same 

reasons as noted above in this Court’s discussion of 

Direct Purchasers’ fraudulent concealment offer of 
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proof, this Court concludes Indirect Purchasers also 

demonstrate this issue is susceptible of classwide 

proof. 

Superiority is Established 

All the bases for finding that classwide adjudica-

tion of Direct Purchasers’ claims is superior to other 

forms of litigation apply with special force to Indirect 

Purchasers’ claims.  That is, recovery for the over-

whelming majority of end-use purchasers is only pos-

sible in the context of a class proceeding – no one 

would file an antitrust suit to seek recovery of the 

few dollars’ overcharge they incurred in purchasing a 

pillow, footstool, or even a mattress.  See Beattie., 

511 F.3d at 567.  Moreover, while direct purchasers, 

intermediate purchasers, and not-for-resale indirect 

purchasers all suffer antitrust overcharge and so are 

injured as a matter of law, it is likely that not-for-

resale indirect purchasers suffer most.  See Illinois 

Brick Co. v. Illinois, 431 U.S. 720, 764 (1977) (Bren-

nan, J., dissenting) (noting that because direct pur-

chasers and intermediate purchasers are likely to 

pass on antitrust overcharges in part or in full “in 

many instances, consumers, although indirect pur-

chasers, bear the brunt of antitrust violations.”); 

Comes v. Microsoft Corp., 646 N.W.2d 440, 450 (Iowa 

2002) (“It is the indirect purchaser, not the direct 

purchaser, who is most frequently injured.”). 

But the putative Indirect Purchaser class pre-

sents an added complexity not present with Direct 

Purchasers bearing on this Court’s superiority anal-

ysis.  Specifically, the Indirect Purchaser class spans 

29 states and the District of Columbia.  Because of 

the Illinois Brick indirect-purchaser rule, indirect 
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purchasers must seek relief under a relevant state 

statute (to the extent that state does not follow the 

indirect-purchaser rule).  But Indirect Purchasers 

argue this multiplicity of claims does not render 

class adjudication unmanageable.  With respect to 

the state antitrust claims, Indirect Purchasers com-

piled a “survey of state antitrust statutes” showing 

that all relevant jurisdictions have adopted, by stat-

ute or through decisional law, “harmonization” rules 

according to which basic elements of the state’s anti-

trust statute are construed consistent with the 

Sherman Act.  And with respect to the state consum-

er fraud or unfair competition claims, Indirect Pur-

chasers present a similar survey showing a majority 

of the listed states have adopted statutory causes of 

action that “track” the Federal Trade Commission 

Act.  

Defendants argue that certifying the putative 

Indirect Purchaser class “presents insurmountable 

problems under both Rule 23(a) and 23(b)(3)” be-

cause the class asserts “multiple types of claims 

based upon multiple state statutes.”  Defendants 

then cite a series of cases in which other courts have 

found broad classes to be unmanageable. 

When common questions of fact and law other-

wise predominate, courts rarely deny certification 

simply because the class spans many states and as-

serts state-law claims.  See In re Pharm. Indus. Av-

erage Wholesale Price Litig., 252 F.R.D. 83, 107 (D. 

Mass. 2008) (“A national class action under state 

laws with similar standards is superior to the other 

option:  dividing up this monster case, certifying 

thirty-plus separate class actions and forcing the 

same . . . plaintiffs, defendants, expert and fact wit-
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nesses and multiple courts to try this case over thirty 

times in states that have substantially similar 

standards.  A national class action will save substan-

tial judicial and party resources.  In my view, it is 

desirable to concentrate the litigation of these claims 

in one forum.”).  In re American Medical Systems, 

Inc., 75 F.3d 1069 (6th Cir. 1996), cited by Defend-

ants, is easily distinguishable.  There, the Sixth Cir-

cuit found “[a] single litigation addressing every 

complication in every model of prosthesis, including 

changes in design, manufacturing, and representa-

tion over the course of twenty-two years, as well as 

the unique problems of each plaintiff, would present 

a nearly insurmountable burden on the district 

court,” including because the common-law negligence 

basis for the plaintiffs’ claims could vary across the 

various states.  Id. at 1085.  Nor does this case pose a 

novel theory of antitrust harm, such that it might be 

questionable whether a specific state statute extends 

to prohibit the complained-of conduct.  See Paul v. 

Intel Corp., 2010 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 144511, at *9 (D. 

Mass. 2010) (multistate class certification motion, 

challenging Intel’s use of exclusive purchasing rela-

tionships, rebates, technical standards, and other 

business tactics in a monopolization case). 

Here, Indirect Purchasers have shown the essen-

tial elements of their claims are susceptible of proof 

on a classwide basis, and have presented analysis of 

the relevant state laws suggesting any differences 

that might exist among the various state statutes are 

minimal and can be addressed with special verdict 

forms.  See, e.g., COLO. REV. STAT. § 6-1-113 (entitling 

a plaintiff to treble actual damages upon a showing 

of “clear and convincing evidence that [a defendant] 
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engaged in bad faith conduct,” with “bad faith” de-

fined as “fraudulent, willful, knowing, or intentional 

conduct that causes injury”). 

Appointment of Class Counsel is Approved 

Having considered the Rule 23(g)(1)(A) criteria, 

and based on a review of the proposed Indirect Pur-

chaser class counsel’s credentials and this Court’s 

interaction with proposed class counsel over the past 

three years, this Court appoints as Indirect Purchas-

er class counsel Marvin Miller, of Miller Law LLC.  

Class counsel will “fairly and adequately represent 

the interests of the class.”  Rule 23(g)(4). 

CONCLUSION 

In this lengthy Opinion, this Court has ad-

dressed the issues required at this stage of the litiga-

tion and concluded class certification is appropriate.  

Direct Purchasers’ Motion is granted; Indirect Pur-

chasers’ Motion is granted.  Class counsel for each 

class will, by April 16, 2014, file a proposed Order 

pursuant to Federal Civil Rule 23(c)(1)(B). 

SO ORDERED. 

 s/ Jack Zouhary  

JACK ZOUHARY 

U. S. DISTRICT JUDGE 

 

April 9, 2014 
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APPENDIX C 

U.S. Constitution, Article III provides: 

Article III.  The Judiciary   

Section 1 

The judicial Power of the United States, shall be 

vested in one supreme Court, and in such inferior 

Courts as the Congress may from time to time ordain 

and establish.  The Judges, both of the supreme and 

inferior Courts, shall hold their Offices during good 

Behaviour, and shall, at stated Times, receive for 

their Services, a Compensation, which shall not be 

diminished during their Continuance in Office. 

Section 2 

The judicial Power shall extend to all Cases, in 

Law and Equity, arising under this Constitution, the 

Laws of the United States, and Treaties made, or 

which shall be made, under their Authority;—to all 

Cases affecting Ambassadors, other public Ministers 

and Consuls;—to all Cases of admiralty and mari-

time Jurisdiction;—to Controversies to which the 

United States shall be a Party;—to Controversies be-

tween two or more States;—between a State and Cit-

izens of another State,—between Citizens of different 

States,—between Citizens of the same State claiming 

Lands under Grants of different States, and between 

a State, or the Citizens thereof, and foreign States, 

Citizens or Subjects. 

In all Cases affecting Ambassadors, other public 

Ministers and Consuls, and those in which a State 

shall be Party, the supreme Court shall have original 
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Jurisdiction.  In all the other Cases before men-

tioned, the supreme Court shall have appellate Ju-

risdiction, both as to Law and Fact, with such Excep-

tions, and under such Regulations as the Congress 

shall make. 

The Trial of all Crimes, except in Cases of Im-

peachment, shall be by Jury; and such Trial shall be 

held in the State where the said Crimes shall have 

been committed; but when not committed within any 

State, the Trial shall be at such Place or Places as 

the Congress may by Law have directed. 

Section 3 

Treason against the United States, shall consist 

only in levying War against them, or in adhering to 

their Enemies, giving them Aid and Comfort.  No 

Person shall be convicted of Treason unless on the 

Testimony of two Witnesses to the same overt Act, or 

on Confession in open Court. 

The Congress shall have Power to declare the 

Punishment of Treason, but no Attainder of Treason 

shall work Corruption of Blood, or Forfeiture except 

during the Life of the Person attainted. 
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Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23 provides: 

Rule 23.  Class Actions 

(a) PREREQUISITES.  One or more members of a class 

may sue or be sued as representative parties on be-

half of all members only if: 

(1) the class is so numerous that joinder of all 

members is impracticable; 

(2) there are questions of law or fact common to 

the class; 

(3) the claims or defenses of the representative 

parties are typical of the claims or defenses of the 

class; and 

(4) the representative parties will fairly and ade-

quately protect the interests of the class. 

(b) TYPES OF CLASS ACTIONS.  A class action may be 

maintained if Rule 23(a) is satisfied and if: 

(1) prosecuting separate actions by or against in-

dividual class members would create a risk of: 

(A) inconsistent or varying adjudications 

with respect to individual class members that 

would establish incompatible standards of con-

duct for the party opposing the class; or 

(B) adjudications with respect to individual 

class members that, as a practical matter, would 

be dispositive of the interests of the other mem-

bers not parties to the individual adjudications or 

would substantially impair or impede their abil-

ity to protect their interests; 

(2) the party opposing the class has acted or re-

fused to act on grounds that apply generally to the 
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class, so that final injunctive relief or corresponding 

declaratory relief is appropriate respecting the class 

as a whole; or 

(3) the court finds that the questions of law or 

fact common to class members predominate over any 

questions affecting only individual members, and 

that a class action is superior to other available 

methods for fairly and efficiently adjudicating the 

controversy.  The matters pertinent to these findings 

include: 

(A) the class members’ interests in individu-

ally controlling the prosecution or defense of sep-

arate actions; 

(B) the extent and nature of any litigation 

concerning the controversy already begun by or 

against class members; 

(C) the desirability or undesirability of con-

centrating the litigation of the claims in the par-

ticular forum; and 

(D) the likely difficulties in managing a class 

action. 

(c) CERTIFICATION ORDER; NOTICE TO CLASS MEM-

BERS; JUDGMENT; ISSUES CLASSES; SUBCLASSES. 

(1) Certification Order. 

(A) Time to Issue.  At an early practicable 

time after a person sues or is sued as a class rep-

resentative, the court must determine by order 

whether to certify the action as a class action. 

(B) Defining the Class; Appointing Class 

Counsel.  An order that certifies a class action 

must define the class and the class claims, is-
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sues, or defenses, and must appoint class counsel 

under Rule 23(g). 

(C) Altering or Amending the Order.  An or-

der that grants or denies class certification may 

be altered or amended before final judgment. 

(2) Notice. 

(A) For (b)(1) or (b)(2) Classes.  For any class 

certified under Rule 23(b)(1) or (b)(2), the court 

may direct appropriate notice to the class. 

(B) For (b)(3) Classes.  For any class certified 

under Rule 23(b)(3), the court must direct to 

class members the best notice that is practicable 

under the circumstances, including individual 

notice to all members who can be identified 

through reasonable effort.  The notice must clear-

ly and concisely state in plain, easily understood 

language: 

(i) the nature of the action; 

(ii) the definition of the class certified; 

(iii) the class claims, issues, or defenses; 

(iv) that a class member may enter an 

appearance through an attorney if the mem-

ber so desires; 

(v) that the court will exclude from the 

class any member who requests exclusion; 

(vi) the time and manner for requesting 

exclusion; and 

(vii) the binding effect of a class judg-

ment on members under Rule 23(c)(3). 
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(3) Judgment.  Whether or not favorable to the 

class, the judgment in a class action must: 

(A) for any class certified under Rule 23(b)(1) 

or (b)(2), include and describe those whom the 

court finds to be class members; and 

(B) for any class certified under Rule 23(b)(3), 

include and specify or describe those to whom the 

Rule 23(c)(2) notice was directed, who have not 

requested exclusion, and whom the court finds to 

be class members. 

(4) Particular Issues.  When appropriate, an ac-

tion may be brought or maintained as a class action 

with respect to particular issues. 

(5) Subclasses. When appropriate, a class may be 

divided into subclasses that are each treated as a 

class under this rule. 

(d) CONDUCTING THE ACTION. 

(1) In General. In conducting an action under 

this rule, the court may issue orders that: 

(A) determine the course of proceedings or 

prescribe measures to prevent undue repetition 

or complication in presenting evidence or argu-

ment; 

(B) require—to protect class members and 

fairly conduct the action—giving appropriate no-

tice to some or all class members of: 

(i) any step in the action; 

(ii) the proposed extent of the judgment; 

or 
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(iii) the members’ opportunity to signify 

whether they consider the representation fair 

and adequate, to intervene and present 

claims or defenses, or to otherwise come into 

the action; 

(C) impose conditions on the representative 

parties or on intervenors; 

(D) require that the pleadings be amended to 

eliminate allegations about representation of ab-

sent persons and that the action proceed accord-

ingly; or 

(E) deal with similar procedural matters. 

(2) Combining and Amending Orders.  An order 

under Rule 23(d)(1) may be altered or amended from 

time to time and may be combined with an order un-

der Rule 16. 

(e) SETTLEMENT, VOLUNTARY DISMISSAL, OR COMPRO-

MISE.  The claims, issues, or defenses of a certified 

class may be settled, voluntarily dismissed, or com-

promised only with the court’s approval.  The follow-

ing procedures apply to a proposed settlement, vol-

untary dismissal, or compromise: 

(1) The court must direct notice in a reasonable 

manner to all class members who would be bound by 

the proposal. 

(2) If the proposal would bind class members, the 

court may approve it only after a hearing and on 

finding that it is fair, reasonable, and adequate. 

(3) The parties seeking approval must file a 

statement identifying any agreement made in con-

nection with the proposal. 
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(4) If the class action was previously certified 

under Rule 23(b)(3), the court may refuse to approve 

a settlement unless it affords a new opportunity to 

request exclusion to individual class members who 

had an earlier opportunity to request exclusion but 

did not do so. 

(5) Any class member may object to the proposal 

if it requires court approval under this subdivision 

(e); the objection may be withdrawn only with the 

court’s approval. 

(f) APPEALS.  A court of appeals may permit an ap-

peal from an order granting or denying class-action 

certification under this rule if a petition for permis-

sion to appeal is filed with the circuit clerk within 14 

days after the order is entered.  An appeal does not 

stay proceedings in the district court unless the dis-

trict judge or the court of appeals so orders. 

(g) CLASS COUNSEL. 

(1) Appointing Class Counsel.  Unless a statute 

provides otherwise, a court that certifies a class must 

appoint class counsel.  In appointing class counsel, 

the court: 

(A) must consider: 

(i) the work counsel has done in identify-

ing or investigating potential claims in the 

action; 

(ii) counsel’s experience in handling class 

actions, other complex litigation, and the 

types of claims asserted in the action; 

(iii) counsel’s knowledge of the applicable 

law; and 
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(iv) the resources that counsel will com-

mit to representing the class; 

(B) may consider any other matter pertinent 

to counsel’s ability to fairly and adequately rep-

resent the interests of the class; 

(C) may order potential class counsel to pro-

vide information on any subject pertinent to the 

appointment and to propose terms for attorney’s 

fees and nontaxable costs; 

(D) may include in the appointing order pro-

visions about the award of attorney’s fees or non-

taxable costs under Rule 23(h); and 

(E) may make further orders in connection 

with the appointment. 

(2) Standard for Appointing Class Counsel.  

When one applicant seeks appointment as class 

counsel, the court may appoint that applicant only if 

the applicant is adequate under Rule 23(g)(1) and 

(4).  If more than one adequate applicant seeks ap-

pointment, the court must appoint the applicant best 

able to represent the interests of the class. 

(3) Interim Counsel.  The court may designate in-

terim counsel to act on behalf of a putative class be-

fore determining whether to certify the action as a 

class action. 

(4) Duty of Class Counsel.  Class counsel must 

fairly and adequately represent the interests of the 

class. 

(h) ATTORNEY’S FEES AND NONTAXABLE COSTS.  In a 

certified class action, the court may award reasona-

ble attorney’s fees and nontaxable costs that are au-
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thorized by law or by the parties’ agreement.  The 

following procedures apply: 

(1) A claim for an award must be made by motion 

under Rule 54(d)(2), subject to the provisions of this 

subdivision (h), at a time the court sets.  Notice of 

the motion must be served on all parties and, for mo-

tions by class counsel, directed to class members in a 

reasonable manner. 

(2) A class member, or a party from whom pay-

ment is sought, may object to the motion. 

(3) The court may hold a hearing and must find 

the facts and state its legal conclusions under Rule 

52(a). 

(4) The court may refer issues related to the 

amount of the award to a special master or a magis-

trate judge, as provided in Rule 54(d)(2)(D). 
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